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A STIJDY OF SELECTED FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ENVIRONMENTAL 
ATTITUDES OF BIG STONE LAKE AREA RESIDENfS 
Abstract 
BRADFORD GEORGE PERRY 
Under the supervision of Dr. Robert M. Dimit 
A study of Big Stone Lake area residents was accomplished to aid 
in determining the following: (1) The existing attitudinal orientations 
of area residents relative to an incoming electrical generating facility 
(the Big Stone Power Plant); (2) The degree of association between 
selected variables and respondents' environmental attitudes; (3) The 
capability of the areas existing institutions to accommodate the local 
population, and possible effects of plant construction and operation; 
(4) The potential reference groups utilized for behavioral orientatinn. 
The unit of analysis consisted of Big Stone Lake area residents 
within a three county universe of discourse. Primary emphasis in samp­
ling was placed upon individuals residing in Big Stone City, South 
Dakota; (Roberts County) Milbank, South Dakota; (Grant County) and Or­
tonville, Minnesota (Lac Qui Parle County), as these specific areas 
were closest to the site of proposed plant construction. A stratified­
random sampling method was used. 
The interview schedule included personal, social, and economic 
characteris�ics of individuals in the sampling frame. Knowledge and 
attitude questions relative to respondent perception-of the incoming 
power plant were also included. Through the use of a Likert-type sum­
mated rating scale, the degree of attitudinal favorability toward a 
thirty-five point response set was calculated. Prior to final adminis­
tration, the interview schedule was pre-tested in Clear Lake, South 
Dakota. 
Utilizing a reference group theoretical orientation, the following 
were considered as independent variables of the study: level of know­
ledge; organizational participation; length of residence; education; age; 
sex; community identification; family size; and level of living. 
The association between a set of selected independent variables and 
area respondents' environmental attitudes was hypothesized. Those hy� 
pothesized relationships were analyzed through utilization of a step­
wise least squares multivariate linear equation. 
The major findings and conclusions were: 
1. The existing attitudinal orientations of respondents to1.vard the 
incoming Big Stone Power Plant were generally favorable. Most respond­
ents appeared to view the incoming industry as a decided economic 
advantage to the immediate area. Few respondents indicated unfavorable 
perceptions of the facility. 
2. Of the ten independent variables hypothesized in set relation­
ship to environmental attitude, three achieved significance at the 
chosen level of significance. They were: level of knowledge; organi­
zational participation; and length of residence. 
3. The institutions in the area of study appear adequate to acco�­
modate the projected influx of both the construction work force and the 
permanent staff of the Big Stone power plant. Expansi·on of community 
institutions does not appear necessary at this time. 
4. It was possible to identify three potential pcints of refer­
ence for behavioral orientation. Through statistical analysis, it 
appears that level of knowledge, rate of organizational participatio�, 
and length of residence may serve as possible sources of attitudinal 
orientation. 
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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Rural areas in the United States have experienced significant pop­
ulation decline during the past decades. According to national census 
figures, in 1950 the rural population of the United States represented 
36 percent of the total population. By 1960 this figure dropped to 30 
percent, and in 1970 it declined to 27 percent.1 In South Dakota in 
1950, 66. 7 percent of the population was rural. In 1960, 60.9 percent 
of the population was rural, and in 1970 only 55. 5 percent was rural.2 
Individuals interested in rural development have long acclaimed the 
critical need for industrialization in rural areas to prevent massive 
out-migration to our already overcrowded cities. If rural areas are to 
maintain their identity in this technological age, certainly some ad­
justments and concessions must be made. 
Industrial development is often regarded as the ultimate stabiliz­
ing force for the rural community, and rural planners have been long 
involved in the recruiting of industry. 
Industrial development in rural areas has had both positive and 
negative effects, usually resulting in social change. As the result of 
1u. S. Census Final Reports, 1950, 1960. u. s� Census General 
Population Characteristics, 1970, PC (1)-P43. 
2Riley, M. P., and R. T. Wagner, South Dakota Population and Net 
Migration, Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota State Univer­
sity, February, 1971, p. 5. 
innovation, many rural institutions have undergone considerable alter­
ation, and currently emphasis is centered around the preservation of 
the "Quality of Rural Life". 3 
Because research is relatively sparse in this area, it is hoped 
that this dissertation will provide a contribution to the study and 
analysis of individual attitudes toward ecological phenomena in rural 
areas. 
Industrial development in non-metropolitan areas may have varieJ 
and often serious consequences for the affected communities. A sum­
mary of factors regarding the selection of plant sites and pocsible 
consequences of such selection will follow. Th.is summary is being 
presented to familiarize the reader with the managerial aspect of site 
selection. 
Management decisions regarding location of future plant sites &re 
usually effected at the top echelons of industrial organizations. The 
2 
initial decision to locate an industry in any are2 is, for the most 
part, determined by a firm's industrial planning and development divis­
ion. Plant location is based upon many factors which shall be briefly 
discussed. 
Most management personnel involved in any decision to locate, or 
relocate, a plant site tend to closely follow what is known as the law 
of comparative advantage. Originally formulated by the Swedish 
3c1assen, Leo H., "Methods of Selecting Industries for Depressed 
Areas.'' 0:rganiza ticn for Economic Co-operatio9 and Development (DECO), 
Paris, 1967, p. 7. 
3 
economist Bertril 0hlin, 4 this law, with respect to plant location, 
may be briefly summarized as follows. Most industries tend to locate 
in areas offering them the greatest comparative advantages, that is, 
they tend to locate in areas most beneficial to the nature and oper­
ation of their particular business. Conversely, industries tend not 
to locate in areas unsuitable to the operation of their firm. In con­
sidering the cost of a plant site, planning organizations must take 
into account the cost of the land upon which the structure will be 
built. In urban areas the cost of land is often prohibitive, there­
fore, corporate planning bodies are now turning to rural areas. 
Because of the extensive construction of interstate highway systems, 
many remote areas are now readily accessible and are prime targets for 
large corporations. 
Another major factor influencing management decisions regarding 
plant locations is the general nature of the value added to their pro­
duct. That is, is the product's value comprised primarily of labor 
or of Investment Capital? Products designated as labor intensive, are 
those products, the price of which, is low in capital and high in 
labor cost. .An example then of a labor intensive product would be an 
automobile, the total cost of which is approximately 7 5  percent labor 
and 25 percent capital. Production of electricity would be considered 
a capital intensive product. Most of the cost of electricity is 
4wexler, Immanuel, Fundamentals of International Economics. New 
York: Random House, 1968, pp. 70-71. 
5wexler, Immanuel, Fundamentals of International Economics. New 
York: Random House, 1968, pp. 80-83. 
4 
produced by the total investment required of a producer in his plant 
facility. In most cases a very small work force can operate an elec­
trical generating plant. Whether a product is labor intensive or 
capital intensive will have much to do with a decision regarding plant 
location. Companies must also consider the nature of the labor force 
in the area in which they plan to locate. That is, to determine the 
availability of skills required for their operations. 
According to Leo H. Classen, chief economist for the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), industries tend to 
locate in areas having what is known as a favorable demand attraction 
coefficient. 6 The demand attraction coefficient is calculate� by 
first determining what proportion of the total economic gross national 
product is produced by a particular concern. When this percentage has 
been determined, it is necessary to ascertain what proportion of the 
gross national product is produced in a particular area. Through the 
use of a mathematical formula, which, for the sake of parsimony will 
not be stated here, it is possible to calculate what is known as the 
demand attraction coefficient. The demand attraction coefficient is an 
indicant of current demand existing for a particular industry, in a 
particular area. According to Classen, the higher the coefficient, 
the greater consideration given that area. 7 
6c1assen, Leo H., "Methods of Selecting Industries for Depressed 
Areas.n Organization for Economic Co-operation and _Development (OECD), 
Paris, 1967, pp. 4-5. 
7c1assen, Leo H. , "Methods of Selecting Industries for Depressed 
Areas. " Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 
Paris, 1967, pp. 8-9. 
5 
When management has reached a decision regarding a rural community 
in which they plan to locate, they will embark upon an exhaustive pub­
lic relations plan designed to pave the way for future operations. In 
considering a particular com�unity, industrial and public relations 
personnel will approach leaders and attempt to gain their approval. 
In most rural communities this is easily done as for the most part the 
incoming business will be of at least economic benefit. 
The rates of out-migration in rural communities are a matter of 
concern to community leaders. Most rural communities view industry 
as a means of reducing out migration. Many rural communities are ex­
periencing depressed economic conditions and severe unemployment. In­
dustry is regarded in many cases as a "cure-all" for the communities 
economic problems. In most cases, industrial development is widely 
accepted in rural com�unities and often coveted by leaders. 
Let us turn to the consequences of industrialization for rural 
com.�unities. Consideration shall be given both the favorable and un­
favorable consequences of industrial development. 
By virtue of increased capital investment in a community the tax 
base may be favorably altered. Many economists feel that rural com­
munities are taxed rather highly due to the fact that they must support· 
facilities similar to larger towns and on a lesser amount of taxable 
property. In the event of industrial location, tax rates could con­
ceivably be reduced, as industry would be paying a disproportionately 
high amount of the communities taxes and therefore helping to support 
many of it' s facilities. This is one point considered most favorable 
by the leaders of the community and often a strong selling point for 
management. 
6 
The entire economic picture of a rural area may be changed. In­
dustrialization may create jobs and therefore decrease unemployment. 
In creating additional employment out-migration might be significantly 
reduced, because youths now no longer need leave their homes to find 
jobs. Industrialization may also increase in-migration, as the area 
may become a center of future employment opportunity. If the industry 
is exceptionally large a number of service businesses could possibly 
develop in the community to accommodate the influx of personnel. 
Should, for instance, an electronics producing firm locate in a 
particular town, the needs of its personnel may be such that more gas 
stations, beauty salons, and other smaller, service type, industries 
may develop to meet their needs. Of course,- businesses already exist­
ing in this community might prosper because of the increased input of 
money into the areas economy. Because of this the cormnunity may exper­
ience an overall increase in individual income among many other factors.8 
Industrialization may bring with it many benefits other than eco­
nomic. To adequately meet the needs of an increased labor force, cer­
tain conveniences such as shopping centers, art galleries, night clubs, 
and other entertainment facilities may develop. The community may also 
experience a modification of recreational patterns because of the 
8Grossack, Martin, Understanding Consumer Behavior, Christopher 
Publishing House, Boston, 1969, pp. 4 
additional convenience facilities. The community may also find it 
necessary to expand outdoor recreational facilities in the area to 
again meet the needs of an increase in population. 
7 
We must now consider some of the pressures exerted on a community 
because of industrialization and a possible accompanying increase in 
population. Community leaders must totally··assess the adequacy of 
their community in its' ability to meet the needs of its' present popu­
lation, and future capability to meet the needs of a considerably 
larger population. Some questions by community leaders might be: Do 
we have enough schools? Are our children getting a good education and 
will our school facilities be able to absorb more students? 
Of particular importance to rural communities is health care. 
Many rural communities do not have an adequate supply of physicians; 
and do not have adequate hospital facilities for present residents. 
It would be wise for community leaders to consider and evaluate the 
possibility of increased hospital construction and to determine if 
this, in fact, will be needed. Another factor to be considered is 
police protection. Here again community leaders must ask--"is our 
police force at present doing an adequate job and will it in the future 
be able to provide sufficient protection for a larger number of peo­
ple?" In some instances, industrialization might require the employ­
ment of additional police officers. 
Many rural communities presently do not have sufficient sewage 
treatment facilities. This is a matter of prime importance, as many 
industrial concerns discharge large amounts of waste into sewage 
systems. With emphasis today upon the quality of environment and 
ecological matters, many rural communities are becoming conscious of 
some of the disadvantages of industrialization. 
8 
Many local governments in rural areas are especially agrarian ori­
ented and to a large degree sensitive to the farmer. Industrial devel­
opment may result in an alteration of local government power structure 
through introduction of aggressive management personnel into the town's 
governmental structure. Industrial executives may initiate reform of 
the governmental policy and procedure.9 
Industry often brings with it many industrial problems. Among 
them are crime and delinquency. With an increase in community popula­
tion usually one will find an increase in the frequency of juvenile 
delinquency and crime. Many rural police departments are not equipped 
to handle such an increase in criminal action, nor are they equipped to 
expand to the extent necessary to handle these particular problems. 
When a rural area does industrialize it also acquires industrial city­
type problems.10 
In planning for industry many communities must, in many instances, 
enlarge their service facilities, as was previously mentioned. The 
major danger in expansion lies in the inability of many community of­
ficials to estimate the degree to which they must expand their town. 
9Joseph, Seeber, Bach, Economic Analysis and Policy, Prentice Hall, 
New Jersey, 1969, pp. 149-154. 
10Reckless, Walter, The Crime Problem, Appleton Century Crofts, 
New York, 1967, pp. 246-248. 
Many fail to obtain professional assistance from such individuals as 
planners and economists in their reconstruction for the future. There 
have been many cases where a small rural town has over expanded, only 
to be faced with economic depression when the industry necessitating 
such expansion goes out of existence or leaves. · Many rural communities 
have been left with disproportionately large hospitals, shopping cen­
ters, and other service facilities when such has occurred. 
One such case in point is that of Pike County, Ohio, where, in 
1952 the atomic energy commission announced that it would build a gase­
ous diffusion facility. This large installation would cost the federal 
government well in excess of 1. 2 billion dollars and would be located 
in the Pike County area on a plot of 3,700 acres. Additional pro-
jects, such as the building of roads, homes, commercial enterprises, 
electrical units, airports, and other facilities associated with the 
establishment of the plant, would cost still another 1 billion dollars. 
Additional labor would be needed and many people were expected to come 
into the area to help during the construction phase. So large was 
this new installation that putting it on the state's tax exempt list 
doubled the total value of all public and tax exempt property in Ohio. 
Largest of all atomic plants, the Pike County project swallowed an 
entire village, 34 farms, 7 partial farms, 2 cemeteries, and a church. 
We can now see the influence which this particular industry had in 
Pike County, Ohio. It caused the community to·become an area of very 
rapid change. The values then inherent in the slow, primary, agrarian, 
way of 1 ife v,hich had existed for centuries, were undergoing considerable 
10 
change. The complexities of industrialization were to bring with it 
both satisfaction and frustration. The valley itself had to undergo a 
transition almost overnight, which many other parts of America had 
taken decades to achieve. Nevi ways of life were being presented. The 
plant offered an alternative to problems of the· past such as Otlt-
•migration, and unemployment. In the space of two years· the total 
school enrollment in the area doubled to 8, 000 people. Classes were 
held in the church and in various other public buildings. Then also 
social conflicts arose between the old time residents of the town and 
newcomers. There were problems such as crime, juvenile delinquency, 
and a lack of community facilities to adequately service the plants 
tremendous influx of personnel. 
We might then conclude that human relations problems were caused 
by the many and rapid changes taking place in this area. The building 
of this particular plant, a technological change, caused many resulting 
social changes in. schools, churches, and community services.11 
Since considerable community expansion was necessitated by con­
struction of the facility, one might well engage in speculation, regard­
ing the virtually unlimited consequences to the affected area in the 
event such a plant were to cease operations. 
It is then with this brief background in mind that the overall 
purpose of this study will be approached. 
11Rogers, Everett, Social Change in Rural Society, Appleton 
Century Crofts, New York, 1961, pp. 12-13. 
11 
Purpose 
This research is designed to secure basic data relative to exist­
ing conditions and to provide an informational and statistical basis for 
follow-up research to be conducted in the future. 
Problem Statement 
In consideration of the previously mentioned background and pur­
pose of the study the following problem statement is posited. 
What impact will construction of the Big Stone Power Plant have 
on the socio-economic profile of the adjacent area? 
Objectives of the Study 
Using a reference group theoretical orientation, the following are 
designated objectives of the study: 
1 .  To determine the relative degree of association between 
selected independent variables and respondents' environ­
mental attitudes. 
2. To assess respondents attitudes and perceptions of the 
following: 
a. Plant construction and operation. 






c. Present ecological conditions. 
d. Economic status of the area at present. 
3. To provide socio-demographic information regarding the 
present and historical status of the affected area. 
4. To describe the area' s existing institutions and possible 
effects of the plants construction and operation. 
5. To identify potential reference groups for behavioral 
orientation. 
6. To interrelate the research findings and analysis with a 
reference group theoretical orientation in order to gener­
alize as to existing implicit conditions and indicate 





Within the United States during the past several years, two phe­
nomena have been occurring with increasing frequency. One, the ''Black 
Out" occurs when communities because of excessive consumption of elec­
tricity lost total electrical power. The other, the "Brown Out" occurs 
when the actual supply of electricity is exceeded by user demand, 
resulting in insufficient power. 
Because of such phenomena power companies throughout the nation 
have e�barked upon programs of accelerated construction of electrical 
generating facilities, to meet ever increasing user demand. Current 
studies indicate that by the year 2000  AD, electrical demand in the 
United States will increase 7 fold. 
Although rural areas have remained largely unaffected by such de­
mand increase, it is anticipated that in a relatively short period of 
time (5-10 years) elect�icity in rural areas will be in short supply. 1 
In light of this, power companies are looking at rural areas in antici­
pation of their needs. 
1Federal Power Commission, World Power Data, 1 966: Capacity of 
Electrical Generative Plants and Production of Electrical Energy. 
Washington, D. C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1 966. 
272189 
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Background 
During the fall of 1969 ,  a power consortium comprised of Viontana­
Da kota Util it ies ;  Northwestern Public S ervice Co. ;  and Otter Tail Power 
Co. , purchased a 2, 800 acre tract of land near Big Stone C ity, S outh 
Dakota. The acerage was purcha�ed to be utilized as the bui lding site 
of a j ointly financed electric�l genera�ing facili ty of an estimated 
400 megawatts. The fol lowing is a synopsis of plant construction and 
operation :  
1. The Big Stone Plant wil l be j ointly owned by the three 
private uti l i ty compani es. 
2. The plant wi l l  have a 400 megawatt ( MW) capaci ty and wil l 
be fue l ed by North Dako ta ligni te, a soft co al with low 
sulphur content ( 1/2 to 3/4 percent). 
3. Plant design began in October, 1969. Construct i on is 
scheduled to begin early in 1972, to end by May, 1975, 
and wi l l  employ a pea k work force of 500 during the 
Construction Phase. After compl etion, the plant is 
expected t o  empl oy a permanent opera ti ona l staff of 
fifty, ma inly technical and professional  personnel.  
The power companies pl an to cool their e lectrical genera tors with 
water pumped from nearby Big Stone Lake and stored in an appr o x ima te ly 
70  acre man-made l a ke to be constructed by the power compani es. After 
the wa ter has been used to cool the genera tors it will be returned to 
the a tmosphere in va por form by means of co oling towers. According t o 
the consul ting engine ers, no contamina ted wa ter wil l  be r eturned to 
the la ke although the vapor emitted from the coo l ing t owers wi l l con­
tain fly ash--a residual  product of incomple te combusti on--and certain 
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other mineral residues. Electricity produced by this facility will be 
utilized predominantly in the metropolitan areas east of the State of 
Minnesota. 2 
Much concern has recently been in evidence as the· Minnesota Pol­
lution Control Authority initially disallowed construction of the 
plant in that state. Construction then, is planned for South Dakota. 
As noted , the Big Stone Plant will be jointly owned by three pri­
vate utility companies ; will have a 400 Mv-1 capacity ( twice that o all 
plants in Tunisia, Burma, or Bolivia ) 3 and will employ an estimated 
peak work force of 500 persons during the construction phase. 
The Bechtel Corporation, a San Francisco-based engineering and 
construction firm of 1 0, 000  employees, has contracted to design and 
build the plant. Employment during the construction phase is expected 
to reach its peak in the summer of 1973. About eight percent of the 
construction force ( about 40 families), will probably consist of full­
time, year-around . technical and administrative personnel from the 
Bechtel Corporation itself, who will remain in the community throughout 
the three-year period of plant construction. The remaining 9 2  percent 
will probably consist of skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled labor 
recruited from the tri-state region. 
2Bechtel Corporation, Big Stone Lake Plant, South Da kota : Engin­
eer ' s Reoort Prepared for Governmental Regulatory Aoencies of South 
Dakota. San Francisco: Bechtel Corporation, April , 1970, 5-1. 
3Federal Power Commission, World Pov1er Data,  1 966 : Capacity of 
Electric Generatinq Plants and Production of Electric Energy. Washing­
ton, D. C. :  USGPO, 1966. 
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After the construction phase has been completed ( May 1, 1975 ) ,  a 
permanent operational staff of 50 technical and professional personnel 
will be employed at the plant, which will consume an estimated five 
100-car unit trainloads of North Dakota lignite per week and an esti­
mated 150, 000 gallons of water per minute.4 Most of this water will be 
used to cool the steam turbines. The turbines will utilize steam at 
2,400 psi and l, 000°F. At the present time, designers plan to use a 
cooling pond which will recycle much of the same water, although they 
expect to lose about 480 gallons ( 60 ft3 per second ) per minute to 
evaporation. To compensate for this loss, company officials currently 
plan to draw 7, 000 acre-feet per year from the surrounding watershed: 
either from the 85, 000 acre-feet passing through Big Stone Lake as 
shown at " 111 in Illustration One; or (a less-desirable alternative) 
from a reservoir subsequently constructed for this purpose on the 
Whetstone River in the vicinity of " 21 1  in Illustration One. 5 
The North Dakota lignite will probably be mined by open pit 
method from the Gascoyne Mine in that state; and the five 100-car unit 
trainloads will probably consist of new 100-ton unitrain capacity cars. 
A 250, 000-ton emergency coal supply will be maintained at the plant 
site. 6 
4Pamphlet #1, op. cit. 
5correspondence vJith H. R. Cowles, Project Manager, Otter Tail 
Power Company, Fergus Falls, Minnesota, August, 1 970. 
6Bechtel Corporation, Big Stone Lake Plant , S outh Da kota : Engin­
eers ' Reoort Precared fo r Govern�enta l Reaulatory Aoencies of  South 
Dakota . San Francisco : Bechte l Corporation , Apr il, 1970. 5-1. 
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The shaded area in Illustration One shows the general d istribution 
of land in the 2, 8OO-acre site with the plant itsel f  located about one 
and one half miles west of Big Stone C ity.7 Care was taken, according 
to construction and power company officials, to avoid the blighting ef­
fect of mixed land use " ( no neighbor is closer than one half mile to 
the pla nt itself ) ". 8 Consideration - is being given, according to a 
Bechtel report, to aesthetic considerations in plant design, in pro­
posed land scaping, and even in selecting the route for the rail siding. 
The proposed pumping station by the lake is intended to be a "visual 
asset to the shoreline. " 9 
Preface 
HISTORY OF EXISTING COMMUNITIES 
IN THE AREA OF STUDY 
With construction of such a power generating facility will cer-
tainly evolve de finite community alterations. Prior to analys i s  of 
the concerned area's exi sting socio-demographic characteristics, the 
following histor ical sketch of the affected areas might provide 
additiona l ins ight. 
7Don Eng , loc. ci t. 
8Pamphlet #1, loc .  cit. 
9Bechtel Corporation, op. cit., 7 - 2. 
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Milbank, South Da kota 
The original tract of land comprising the present city of Milbank, 
South Dakota embraced the south half of Section 6 ( 80 acres ) and the 
northwest quarter ( 160 acres)  of Section 7 of township 1 20 north range, 
50 west in Grant County ; Dakota territory land was purchased from 
William J. Baxter, ( 80 acres ) Miss Henrietta Baxter, ( 1 60 acies); and 
the remainder from Mr. Charles Pr ior, a director of the Chicago, Mil ­
waukee and St. Paul Railway Co. ( C.,  M. , & St.P. , Ry. Co. ). In 1880  
land was platted by Charles Prior and George Bartlett, respectively, 
to form the townsite of Milbank junction. Incorporation limits were 
later extended. 
In August 1880 railway service was extended to the Fl edgl ing Com­
munity from Ortonville, Minnesota-via the Hastings--Dakota Division 
of c . , M., & St.P. ,  Ry. Co.'s. On October 25, 1881, Grant County 
( EST 1 87 8 ) ,  was organized into townships, the Village of Milbank 
Junction now being in Alban township. 
On October 3, 1881, application was made to the Board of County 
Commissioners for permission to incorporate as a town. Permission was 
granted and on October 29, 1881, Milbank began it's formal existance 
as a town. 
The town was named after Jerimiah Milbank of New York City, a 
director o f  the c . , M. , & St .P. ,  Ry. Co. and early settlers were of 
Dutch-German lineage.1 0  
lOHistory of South Dakota, University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln 
1968, PP •  164, 203. 
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During the incipient stages of the towns development, conflicts 
concerning county government were characteristic • . Attempts to reloca te 
county sea ts were rel atively common. Prior to the pla tting of land in 
Milbank by the Hastings Dakota Ra ilway Company, i ts sister and rival 
city, Inkpa C ity ( now Big Stone City) was assured certainty as the 
county seat. The ensuing struggl e between Milbank and Big Stone City 
for location of the County seat resulted in costly litiga tion, em­
bittered fell ings and near violence. 
The city o f  Milbank has developed into one of the most highly 
populated and most prosperous cities in the area under study. In 1881 
Milbank had a popula tion of  123 and now boasts a popula tion of  3, 7 27, 
exceeding popula tion figures for surrounding communities. 
The growth in popula tion might be attributed to the fact that, 
with the pl atting of  land in Milbank by the Hastings Dakota Railway 
Company, various transporta tion facil ities were made r eadily available 
to the emerging town. Because of such pla tting, both Big Stone City 
and Ortonville, Minnesota, are somewha t  removed from ra ilway service. 
There has also be en considerabl e speculation in support of the argu­
ment tha t farm land in the Milbank area is superior to tha t in i ts 
adjacent communities. Its growth might also be associa ted with its 
being the county seat. 
Milbank ' s major industry, of course, is farming al though others 
do exist . The Valley Que en Cheese Factory employs about 75 pe opl e and 
has a total sal es value of about $3. 3  mill ion annually. Milbank Mutual 
Li fe Insurance Company is also a major economic enterprise and has 
21 
about 200 individua l s  on its payroll . There are at pre sent , no vacant 
· bus inesse s  on the city ' s main street and its Commerce a nd Cornmuni ty 
Club is quite "progress " oriented . 1 1 
Big S tone City, South Da kota 
Big Stone C ity , situated at the foot of Big Stone L ake , was ori­
ginally  comprised of three distinct townships a ll within the present 
city l imits. The first , in order of existence , wa s Inkpa City ,  de­
signated Po st Office and platted in 1875 . The next , Geneva , wa s a 
pla tted town in itse lf ( date of pla tting unknown ) and , fina l ly, B5 g 
St one City platted by J.tlelvin J . Whippi e in 1 875 . 
When  Whipple l a j d out the townsi te , an agreement was entered into 
with the owners o f  Geneva and Inkpa C ity whereby the who l e  should be ­
come Big  Stone City and the interests of  the three consolida ted by the 
sub-division a nd exchange of l ots . Mr . Charles Betcher , an aff luent 
industria l ist  from Montivideo , Minnesota, purchased a half- interest  in 
the community and developed the la nd. 
Al tliough laid out in 1879, i t  was not until the advent o f  the 
railroad in the fall of that year that the town actually came into 
exis tence . During the winter months of  1879-80 ,  many building pro­
jects were underta ken. 
1 1HistoTy o f  South Da kota , Univers ity of Nebra ska Press , L incol n  
1968 , pp. 1 64 ,  203. 
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Research indicated that the growth of the town was, at first, 
steady and continuous, although Big Stone never experienced any type 
of spasmatic  " boom" period. Its development was steady and stable  due 
to its natural · advantages and reportedly " enterprising" c itizens. 
I n  1885  Paul Trapp of Fargo, North Dakota established the town ' s  
ma jor business--a shoe and harness livery, which needless to s·ay, is 
no longer a viable entity. 12  
Because of  the rapid development and growth of her rival city, 
Milbank , Big Stone City maintained a considerably smaller popu l a tion. 
Her population in 1970 was 631. 13 
Currently no major industry is loca ted in Big Stone City. The 
Big Stone Canning Company , established in 1904 at the Minnesota State 
Boundary Line, was original ly incorporated under the laws of South 
Dakota , al though its mailing address is currently Ortonvil le, Minne­
sota. Farming is the area ' s major form of employment. 
The Bribo Cheese Factory located at the east edge of the town, 
is not within the c ity limits. Although several granite q�arrying 
facilities exist in the area, most employees reside in Milbank, South 
Dakota. 
12History of South Dakota , University of Nebraska Press ,  Linco ln, 
1968, PP • 166, 204. 
13Riley, M. P. and Wagner, R. T .  Reference Tables: Popul ation 
Change of Counties and I ncorporated Places in South Dakota 1 950-1970. 
Agricu ltural Experiment Station Bul letin 586, South Dakota S tate 
University, July, 197 1. 
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Analysis of the Existing Comrnunity 
The communities must be defined in terms of their social and 
political boundaries .  Although political boundaries usual ly  are fixed, 
formal , and explicitly stated by law ; the social boundaries may be 
somewhat different. The boundarie� of a trade area, for e xampl e, will 
probably  differ if the shopping area is defined in terms of furniture 
as contrasted say, to the trade area for automobiles, and both will 
differ sharply from the boundaries of a trade area defined in terms of 
convenience ( as opposed to shopping ) goods. Other boundaries might 
exist for transportation and communication networks (e.g. ,  commuting 
patterns , newspaper subscriptions, or radio listenership) .  Still 
others might be delineated by the institutional affiliations of average 
citizens ( e.g. , lodge, trade union , or church membership ) .  In the 
case of Big Stone City, there is a general lack of congruency between 
the political community and the socia l community. 
Big Stone City is a borderline community. Political divisions at 
the municipal, county, multi-county, and state levels all tend to cut 
across segments of the social community ; which in this context, a lso 
includes the larger town , Ortonvil le, Minnesota, which had a 1970  popu-
lation of 2,800 ( see Illustration One). 
Multi-county P lanning and Development (PAD ) Region contains the 
South Dakota Northeast Region ( thirteen counties), the Minnesota West 
Region (ten counties), and the Minnesota West Central Region (eight 
counties)--see Illustration Two. 
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As Table One indicates, population in the thirty-one county Multi­
county P lanning and Development Region has generally tended to decline. 
At the individual county level, the only exceptions to this general 
rule seem to be Brown and Brookings counties in South Dakota, and Clay 
and Douglas counties in Minnesota .  Clay and Brown counties grew as a 
consequence of  the urbanization process in Moorhead, Minnesota and 
Aberdeen, South Dakota, respectively. 
As Il lus trations Four and Five indicate, thir teen, of the eighteen, 
more heavily depopulated counties in the Planning and Development 
Region, lie on a cen tral axis running from northwest to southeast along 
boundaries of the three-s tate PAD regions ( i.e. , South Dakota North­
east, Minnesota West, and Minnesota West Central). As Illustration 
Five al so indicates, the Big Stone-Ortonville Four County Region forms 
a central part of this axis. 
When towns of 1, 000 or more within a forty-mile radius, rather 
than county totals, are taken into consideration, Big Stone City ap­
pears in a slightly different light. Table Two shows that of nine 
such towns, the only two showing net gains from 1960 to 1970 ( Orton­
ville and Milbank) other than Morris (a  college town) were also the 
two towns closest, geographically, to Big Stone City ( two miles and 
eleven miles, respectively) . 
Economic Base 
Table Three shows a calculation of the Big Storie-Ortonville Four 
County Region ' s economic base measured in terms of location quotients. 
TAB LE ONE 
POPULATION TRENDS: PL ANNING AN D  DEVELOPMENT 
REGION: 1960-1970 
Region 1970 1960 
I .  South Da kota Northea st1 132, 964 177 , 48 8  
I I . Minnesota West2 189 ,729 191, 804 
I I I . Minnesota West C entra l3 134,313 146, 977 
Tota l :  31-County PAD Region 457 ,006 516, 269 
TABL E TWO 
POPUL ATION TREND S: TOWNS OF ONE THOUSAND 
OR MORE PERSONS WITHIN A FOURTH MIL E  RADIUS 
OF BIG STONE CITY : 1960 -1970 
Town 1970 1960 
Appleton, Minnesota 1, 783 2,17 2  
Cl ear La ke, South Da kota 1,127 1,137 
Da wson, Minnesota 1, 677 1, 7 66 
Ma dison, Minnesota 2, 257 2, 380 
Mil ba nk, South Dakota 3, 679 3, 500 
Morris, Minnesota 5,120 4,199 
Ortonvil l e, Minnesota 2, 816 2, 67 9  
Sisseton, South Da kota 2, 913 3, 218 
Wa tertown, South Da kota 13, 248. 14, 07 7  
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1. Beadl e, Brown, Brookings, Cla rk, Codington, Da y, Deuel , Gra nt, Ha m­
lin, Kingsbury, Marsha l l ,  Roberts, a nd Spink Counties in South Da kota . 
2. Becker, Big Stone, Cla y, Douglas, Gra nt, Norma n, Otter Ta il , Stevens, 
Tra verse, a nd Wil kin Counties in Minnesota . 
3. Chippewa , Ka ndiyohi, La c Qui Parle, Pope, Redwood, Renvil le, Swift, 
and Yel l ow Medicine Counties in Minnesota . 
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TABLE THREE 
LOCATION QUOTI ENTS, F OUR COUNTY REGION 
1969 
Agriculture 
Mining and Quarrying 
Construction 
Miscellaneous Durable Goods Manufacturing 
Food and Kindred Products Manufacturing 





Utilities and Sanitary Service 
Wholesale Trade 
Food Stores 
Eating and Drinking Pl aces 
Other Retail Trade 
F inance , Insurance, Real Estate 
Business Services 
Repair Services 
Private Hou sehold Services 
Other Personal Services 
Entertainment 
Hospitals 
Public Edu cation 
Private Educati on 
Welfare, Religious, Nonprofit Organizations 
Other Professional Services 
Public Administration 
Other not reported 
6 .5  
0 . 5 
0 . 6  
1.0 





0 . 2  
0 . 2 




0 . 5 
0 . 3  
1 . 2  
0 . 8 
0. 6 
2 . 3 
0 . 2 
1. 3 
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Source: Office of Business Economics, Letter to South Dakota State 
University, Rural Sociology Department, February 14, 1972. 
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Il lustration Three: Tri-state l and regions. 
Boundaries, Land Resource Region . 
31-County PAD Region . • • . . • .  . . . . 
4-County Big Stone-Ortonville Region . • . 
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Source: Austin Morris, Land Resource Regions and Ma · or Resource 
Areas of the United States. uses , USDA Agriculture 



















Il lus tration Four: Percent of popul ation change: 1960-197 0. Thirty­
one county planning and devel opment reg ion. 
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Il lustration F ive: Central axis of counties decl ining 10 percent 
or more: 31-county PAD region, 1 960-1 970. 
Central Axis Counties • • • • • • S 
Four-County Region • • • • • ·• • ew, 
Source: Illustratio� Four 
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The location quotient is a measure of local economic activity measured 
· as a ratio to economic activity of the nation as a whole. 14 P er ca pita 
employment as given in the 1960 Census by each major industri al g roup­
ing in the four-county area was compared to per capita employment of  
the same industry in the nation as  a whole the same yea r. Quotients 
greater than one (e. g . ,  agriculture, food processing, repair services, 
entertainment, education, and welfare activities) usually tend to in­
dicate wealth-generating or  " export" activities. Quotients equal to 
one ( e. g . ,  " other" durable goods manufacturing, printing and publish­
ing, trucking ,  eating and drinking places) tend to indicate neither 
" import" nor "export" activity. 
The region's heavy reliance on agriculture helps to explain its 
decline in population fro m 1960 to 1970.  Increasing farm size resulted 
in substantial out migration of farm labor. Larg er farms have also 
tended to produce higher standards of living for the remaining popula­
tion . . As Table Three indicates, most location quotients in the trade 
sectors are g reater than zero but less than one. This indicates a 
pa rtial loss in whol esal e-retail trade to the larger SMSA' s. As living 
standards rise, shoppers seem to travel greater distances to purchase 
goods. The second-highest location quotient ( 5. 5) is that of food 
processing. Significant wealth-generating activities in this respect 
consist of a meat processing plant, two cheese factories, and a can­
ning factory. The only other location quotient higher than two shown 
14Eig Stone Comprehensi ve P lan: Proj ect P-117 . Saint Paul: 
Consulting Services Corporation, January, 1970.  55 . 
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in Table Thre e  is that of En tertainment Servic es (2. 3 ) .  This is 
probably due, in large measur e, to the gre a t  populari ty of B ig Stone 
Lake and La c  Qui Parle La ke as re creation areas, espe c ial ly for 
fishermen. In additi on to pr ivately owned resorts and numerous summer 
camps owned and operated by various nonprofi t  organizatio ns, for ex­
ample, these lakes ac c ommodate three state parks :  Big Stone and Lac 
Qui Parle State Parks in Minnesota with 1968 attendanc e  records of 
7,68 8 and 13, 896 respe c t ively ; 1 5  and Hartford Beach Sta te Park in 
South Da ko ta with a 1 970 atte ndance record of 100,000. 16 
Table Four shows the percent of total labor for ce for maj or e c o-
nomic ac tivities in Gran t  Coun ty as compared to the Four County Region. 
On this basis, Grant County exc e eds the Four County R egi on by more tha n  
one perc ent in textile and apparel manufa ctur ing, other transporta ti on 
services, and finance-insuranc e-real estate. Financ e -insurance-real 
estate held the largest margin, in this respe c t, due to the pre s e n c e, 
in Grant County, of the Milbank firm, the Milbank Mutual I nsurance Com-
pany, an important " export" activity. 
These employment figures, however, do not give a to tally balanced 
picture of the Four Coun ty Regi on ' s true economi c  ba se. Table Five 
shows that a ccording to a private r e search firm, 374 of the 448 firms 
15E. D. Scho oler, "R egi o nal Multipli ers : The Economic Base 
Type. "  in w .  T. Isa rd ( ed.), Methods of Regional Analysis : An Intr o­
duction to Regional Scienc e. Cambridge : M. I . T .  Pre ss, 1 960. 1 96-8. 
161ntervi ew wi th Richard Ka suske, Warden. Hartford Beach State 
Park, South Dakota, December, 1 970. 
TABLE FOUR 
PERCENT OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY , GRANT COUNTY, 
FOUR COUNTY REGION, U. S., 1969 
Type of Industry 
Agricu lture , Jor�st and Fisheries 
Mining and Quarrying 
Construction 
Durabl e  Goods Manufacturing 
Other Durable Goods Manufacturing 
Food Processing 
Textiles and Apparel } anufacturing 






+ ·  ""' omrnu n i ca .... i on 
Util ities and Service 
Wholesale Trade 
Food Stores 
Eating and Drinking Places 
Other Retail Trade 
Finance , Insurance, Real Estate 
Business Services 
Repair Services 
Private Househol d Services 





Welfare, Religious , Nonprofit Organizations 
Other Professional Services 
Public Administration 
Other not reported 
Grant 
44. 5Ji 
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Source: Office of Business Economics , Letter to South Dakota State 
University , Rural Sociology Department , February 14, 1972. 
TABLE FIW 
NUM.9r!J\ 01" FI RMS BY ESTI:--.. ,·rr.o FINM�CI1.L 
STRENGTH AND TYPE OF ECONOMIC Ai:TIVITY , 
FOUR COUNTY �GlON , l9Ci9 
Type o! Ei:onomic Activity N,1.1:'her of 
200 ,GOO to 
300 , 000 
- ·- - ....... .... .... ,,.. .... ...__ JVV 1 VVV '-'-" uver 
$ 500 , 000 500 ,000 ---------------------------
Agriculture 
Agri cultural Services 
Quarryln<J 
Bui lding Construction , Gen . Contr . 
Co1,tracto:-:s Other Than Building 
Cvns lructicn : Special Trade Contr . 
Fc:xi ,ind 1�i11dred Products 
Lurn:i<!r s. Wood Products Mfg . 
Furni ture & F ixtures Mfg .  
Stone , Cldy , Glass , Concreto Mfg . 
Macnincry Exccft E luctrical M!g 
Tran�rort�t1on Equipment Mfg 
Misc� l lanuo�s Mfg 
Passenger 'J· r ans;_.)ortation 
Motr,r 1-'i: ci <Jht Transport & Warehouse 
Col"'.tnunl t.:a l ivns 
Electr i c ,  Gas & Sanitary Svc . 
Wholesa l e  'l'rade 
Fur.n Equip . ,  Dl  ug . MatE:rial , Hardwr. 
R£ tdil  TraJ� : General Merchandise 
food Stores 
Auto Deal er�  & Survicc Stations 
Appa�e l and Accessary S tores 
Furniture , llonc Furnishing & Equip. 
Eating & Drinking Places 
Miscel laneous Retail  
Hotels  & Rooming Houses 
Pe r::.or .. 11 S.:!rvices 
Miscd l lancous Businoss Services 
Auto RcpJir s�rviccs b Garages 
M i scn l l ancous Pepai r Services 
1\rn11su1ocnt .:.r,d Rec reation 
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source : Office of Business Economics , Letter to S . D . S . U .  Rural Sociology Department , February 14 , 197 2 
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in the Fo ur Co unty Regio n had estimated financial strengths o f $50 , 000 
or less. The lar gest number of these wer e auto dealers and service 
stations ( 44 firms) fo llowed by farming equipment , building material 
and hardwar e ( 42 fir ms) , who lesale trade, foo d stores, and miscellane­
ous r etail ( 30 firms a piece) ; and special trade construction con-
tracto rs ( 29 firms) .17 
Eight firms in the F our County Region had estimated financial 
strengths of  $750 , 000 or more. Of this number , two were invo lved in 
stone quarrying and sto ne finishing; three were involved in fo od pr o ­
cessing ( two cheese factories, and one canning factory ) ;  and two wer e 
agricultural coo peratives. Running a close seco nd to these firms in 
estimated financial strength were manufacturers of stone, clay, and 
glass pr o ducts ( including one co ncrete pro ducts company) ; o ne trucking­
warehousing firm, and three wholesale-retail trade establishments. 
The significance o f quarrying noted in the survey of  firms ( which 
was no t brought to light by employment statistics) is mor e sharply il­
lustrated in data compiled by the United States Bureau o f Mines. 1 8  
Accor ding to these data, Grant County was third highest in dollar value 
of mineral products produced by all counties in South Dakota for 1968. 
Table Six, based on this sour ce, shows the per capita do llar vo lumes of 
1 7office o f Business Economics, Letter to South Dakota State 
University Rural So ciology Department, F ebruary 14 , 1972 . 
18unite d States Bureau of  Mines - United States Department o f 
I nter ior , 1968 Minerals Y earbook. Washington, D. C. : USGPO , 1970 . 
TABLE SIX 
PER CAPITA DOLLAR VOLUME OF MINERAL PRODUCTS: 1968 
Grant County 
Four County Region 
r .  South Dakota Northeast Region 
I I. Minnesota West Region 
I II. Minnesota West Central Region 






1 8  
$ 34 
Source: Bureau of Mines, USDI, 1968 Minerals Yearbook. Washington, 
D. C. , USGPO, 1970. 
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mineral products produced i n Grant County, in the Four County Region, 
and in the 3 1 - County, Multi-county P AD Region. 
As Il l ustra ti on Three showed, the Four County Big Stone-Ortonvil le 
Region is l ocated i n the extreme northwest corner of the multi-sta te 
Centra l Feed Grai ns a nd L ivestock Land Resource Region which extends 
south a nd ea st through southe rn Minnesota and eastern South Da kota in­
to Iowa and eastern Nebraska . Table Seven demonstrates the Four 
County Re gi on' s transi tiona l  na ture i n this respect. Gra nt County and 
the South Da kota Northe ast Regi on (Regi on I) shows proportiona tely 
greater relia nce on li vestock; while in the Four County Regi on a s a 
whol e and in the Minnesota West Region, per ca pita dollar volume of 
agricultural goods produ ced is more eve nly balanced betwee n crops and 
l i vestock. 
Table Ei ght, fina lly, shows the per capita depos i ts i n savi ngs and 
loa n i n banki ng i nsti tuti ons. This i nde x ma y be use ful, for exa mpl e , 
in determi ni ng whethe r de velopment capi ta l is a vailable loca lly or 
whether i t is more realisti c to seek possible inve stment ca pi ta l  from 
outside sources; a nd it i s also a useful index to the general le ve l of 
1 . . 1 9  persona income. 
I t  is, i n ma ny respects, unrealistic to speak of the c ommunity 
facilities of Big Stone City, South Da kota, without includi ng those of 
Ortonville, Mi nnesota. The telephone system ,  for exampl e , serves both 
1 9Board of Governors, Federa l Reserve System, Di stri bution of 
Bank D§_P.osits by Counties a nd SMSA' s. Wa shington , D .  C. : Federal 
Reserve System, February, 1965. 
TABL E SEVEN 
P ER CAPITA DOLLAR VOLUME OF CROPS AND LIVESTOCK , 1964 
I .  South Dakota Northeast Region 
IL Minnesota West Region 
III . Minnesota West Central Region 
IV . Thirty-One County PAD Region 
v .  Four County Region 
VI . Grant County 
Source: 1964 Census of Agriculture. 
Crops Livestock 















APPROXIMATE PER CAPITA SAVINGS DEPOSITS 
Grant County 
Four County Region 
I. South Dakota Northeast Region 
II. Minnesota West Region 
III. Minnesota West Central Region 
Thirty-One County PAD Region (Total I, II & III) 
Tri-State Region (Minnesota and the 2 Dakotas) 
United States 
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$ 1 , 200 
1 , 200 
1 , 300 
1 , 1 00 
1 , 300 
1 , 200 
1 , 600 
1 , 850 
Sources: Board of Governors , Federal Reserve System, Distribution 
of Bank Deposits by Counties and SMSA ' s . Washington, 
D. C.: Federal Reserve System , February , 1965. U. S .  
Bureau of the Census, 1960 Census of Population, Final 
Report. 
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cities a s if they were a single community. Students l iving in Big 
Stone City attend high school in Ortonville. Residents of Big Stone 
City use Ortonville' s a ir port a nd bus termina l fa cilities, a nd a lso 
make most of  their convenience a nd shopping purchases in Ortonvil le .  
Many Big Stone City residents commute to jobs in Ortonville ,  while 
some Ortonville residents commute to jobs in and a round Big Stone City. 
Nevertheless, Big Stone City does ma in ta in its own elementary school 
(K-9 ) , its own wa ter and sewer system, and its own pa ved streets. 
Public Sa fety 
Law enforcement in Big Stone City is provided by a ful l-time con-
stable, with inca rce ra tion f acilities provided by the county ja il in 
Milbank, the county seat, which is located ten miles west of Big Stone 
City. 20  G rant County has e sta biished a fund for new fa cilitie s,  in 
this respect. 21 Big Stone City ' s 26-member volunteer f ir e  depa r tme n t  
is equippe d with three trucks; two pump trucks and a tank truck tha t 
is also equipped with two auxiliary pumps. Big Ston e  City is said to 
posse ss a fire insura nce ra ting of "B" . 22 
20r nterview with Lawr ence Pepka, City Enginee r. Big Stone City ,  
South Dakota, December , 1970 . 
21r nter view with Elizabeth Grams, Grant County Treasu rer , Milbank, 
South Da kota, Decembe r ,  1970 . 
22Lawrence P epka , loc. cit. 
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Sewer and Water · 
Big Stone City' s water system is said to consist of three wells, 
one 55, 000-gallon storage tank, and a network  of six and eight-in ch 
mains. According to the City Engineer, the system uses two tankfuls 
of water ( 1 1 0, 000) gallons per da y. Adjusting for industrial use ( said 
to be three million gallons per month) , the - community' s 1 60 households 
would consume about 10, 000 gallons ( or about 64 gallons per household) 
per day. 
Ortonville' s water system consists of wells, a 400, 000 gallon 
storage reservoir, a 1 50, 000 gallon elevated storage tank, and a treat­
ment plant utilizing the Imhoff Tank Process of chlorination and 
fluroidation. 23 This system serves 980 households and one maj or in­
dustrial user. According to Ortonville officials, households consume 
about 243, 500 gall ons of water per day and the indu strial user, about 
6, 500 gallons (780, 000 per quarter ) per da y. This would appear to be 
about 248 gallons per household per da y, almos� four times the per­
household consumption of Big Stone City. This discrepancy appears 
over ly large, and a thorough-going study of Big Stone' s system by con­
sulting engineers is recommended. 
Big Stone City' s sewage treatment facilities consist of two ad­
j acent lagoons ( sometimes referred to as raw sewage stabilization ponds), 
one two acres in extent and the other four acres. Due to private 
facilities maintained separately by the cheese and canning factories, 
23Eig Stone Cou nty Comprehensive Plan, op. cit. 
4 2  
little, if any, industrial effluent reaches these lagoons ; and current 
. plans of the Bechtel Corporation include on-site treatment facil ities 
for power plant employees during the construction and operation phases. 
According to the Big Stone City Engineer, the present facilities would 
be more than adequate for 1, 500 additional persons or 500 additional 
households. 
Ortonville ' s sewage treatment plant was constructed in 1965. and 
uses a complicated principle related to the settling tank-sludge di­
gestion process . Its normal capacity is 4, 300 persons, about 1, 500 
more than Ortonville's 1970 population of 2, B00. 24 Load on the plant 
has increased 38. 8 percent in the last five years ; however, and Orton­
vil le's total population has only increased 5. 3 percent in the last ten 
years . For this reason, the 1 , 500 -person exce ss capacity measured in 
terms of 1965 standards is not completely realistic for 1 970  standards, 
due to the increases in per capita demand for public services brought 
about by higher standards of living (more garbage disposals, for exam­
ple). The plant's "design" or peak capacity, however, is 7, 500 persons 
rather than 4, 300 . Thus, it is probably more than adequate for sudden 
increases in population due to the in-migration of construction per-
sonnei . 25 
24rnterview with Howard Blanchen, City Engineer, Ortonville ,  Min­
nesota, December, 1970. 
25Bechtel Corporation, op. c it. , 7- 2. 
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Pertinent Ecol ogi cal Legis lati on 
Environmental Pol lution, a topic which wi thin the last four or 
five years has bec ome virtual ly a household word, has l ong been of 
interest to legi slators . As early as 1888 the State of South Dakota 
had enacted legal measures des igned to maintain the qual i ty of i ts 
waterways. 
Since that time much legis lation has been enacted regarding the 
po l luti on of the States waters. This  summary wi l l  present in various 
pertinent legi s lation regarding environmental pol l ution within the 
State of South Dakota and the co operating contiguous States of Minne-
sota and North Dakota. 
Purpose 
Inasmuch as l i ttle legi slation and certainly no s ignificant leg­
islation has been passed in South Dakota in the area of air po l luti on, 
our di scus s ion wil l  general ly attempt to elaborate upo n  legis lati on 
affect ing the quality of South Dakota's waterways. Because the Big 
Stone plant wil l emit certain oxides of sulpher into the atmosphere, a 
brief discu s si on of federal authority regarding such emi s s i ons wi l l  be 
proposed. 
Federa l  Authority Reaarding Air Pul lution - Emphas is  Upon the Emiss ion 
of Su lphur Ox ides 
Although legi s lation within South Dakota i s scant regarding air 
po l lution, there (o f late) has been much activity in this area by the 
Federa l Government. 
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Because the Big Stone Power Plant will burn a sulphur-base-lignite 
coal in its operation, future legislation in this area might well be 
forthcoming. Hence, a summary discussion of some federal policies will 
be presented. 
Sulphur oxides are one of the most harmful air pollutants dis­
charged into our atmosphere, accounting for about one-half of the total 
damages from air pollution. 
They damage human health, vegetation, materials, and property. 
Sulphur oxides can permanently damage delicate lung tissue and have 
been linked to increased incidence of diseases such as bronchitis and 
lung cancer. National health costs resulting from sulphur oxides emis­
sions are conservatively estimated at over $3. 3  billion annualli. The 
effects of sulphur oxides on materials, property, and vegetation cost 
the Nation an estimated additional $5 billion annually. These total 
damages of $8. 3 billion amount to about $. 20 for each pound of sulphur 
now emitted into our atmosphere. 26 
Sulphur oxides result from the burning and distilling of oil and 
coal, the smelting of nonferrous ores, and other industrial processes. 
An estimated 36. 6 million tons of sulphur oxides are now emitted annu­
ally as follows: 
26Th6 President ' s  Environmental Prc�ram Controlling Pollution, 
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1971. 
Power plants • •  
Other combustion . 
Smelters • • • •  
Refineries • •  
Miscellane ous 
. . . . . . . . 
















If uncontrolled, annual sulphur oxides emissions will nearly 
quadruple, to an estimated 1 26 mill ion tons by the year 2000. Power 
generation accounts for an ever increasing proportion of the emis-
sions. 27 
The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 grea tly improve the mechanism to 
control air pol lutants, including sulphur oxides. These amendments 
requare promulgation of national air quality standards for pollutants 
by the Administrator of the Environmental Protecti on Agency. Once 
standards have be en promul gated, the states must prepare a pl an to im­
pl ement the standards within 3 years. Excepti ons to the 3-year period 
can only be made by the EPA Administrator if adequate control methods 
are not commercially available or have not been available for a suffic­
ient period of time . An intensive research, development, and demon­
strati on effort is underway to devel op commercial techno l ogy for 
controlling sulphur oxiaes. 28 
Because there is no significant legislation in South Dakota re-




purposes. The Big Stone plans, however, might necessitate the passage 
. of such legislation as its ' emissions wil l certainly pol lute the at­
mosphere. 
Pol lution Control 
Since pertinent Federal Legislation and authorities regarding 
environmental pol lution have been mentioned, discussion shal l now con­
centrate on such as it applies to the State of South Dakota. Again, 
within South Dakota, there presently exists no adequate legislation 
regarding air pol lution. This lack of legislation might wel l  be 
.attributed to the fact that for the most part the State has a dearth of 
industry. Considering the vast territory of the State and its l ow 
population, such legislation apparently is at this time deemed super­
fluous. It wil l  be interesting to note, how, in future years, the 
State wil l  comply with Federal directives. 
State Water Pol lution Control  
Firm definitive legislation regarding water pol lution control has 
been reflected in the South Dakota Code since 1935 and most current 
legislation is at least in part a revision of existing law. 
To control  pol lution, Section 46-25-1 of the South Dakota Code -
( supplement 1960 ) requires the establ ishment of a committee on water 
pol lution. The composition of Pol lution Control Commissions and clas­




From the previous discussion, it  appears that the communities to 
be most affected by construction of the Big Stone Plant will  not be 
al tered to any great degree. Because of the final employment force of 
only · fi fty personnel at the plant in it ' s operational phase, probably 
no significant influence will be felt  in the surrounding communities. 
I t  is possible, that in the construction phase the surround ing 
communi ties wil l be affected favorably in terms of the additional 
spending of the approximately five hundred personnel. Community ser­
vice facil ities are at present apparently capable of satisfying the 
needs of an influx of  such a number of people. 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
PART I 
Introduction 
Since this dissertation is relevant to the area of attitudinal 
research and analysis, a clarification of the concept o f  attitude is 
necessary. 
Scarcely one hundred years ago the tenn attitude was used exc lu­
sively with reference to a person' s posture. To describe someone as 
adopting a "threatening11 or " defiant" attitude was to refer to his 
physical mien. 1 
Today the term is, of course, not a technicality of social sci­
ence but is readi ly understood by all  English-speaking people. There 
is no great communication difficulty encountered today in speaking to 
anyone of attitudes toward China, Russia, or one ' s work. Much of the 
terminology employed by social scientists has been taken directly from 
everyday language and the scientific use of a term may not be intended 
to carry the identical connotations of the common sense world. 
An attitude to be considered such in Sociology must satisfy the 
following criteria: 
1Jahoda, M. and Warren W., Attitudes, Penguin Books Ltd., Middle­
sex, England, 1966, p. 7. 
A )  I t  must have definite orienta tion in the world of objects 
( or values) , and in this respect differ from simple and 
condit ioned reflexes. 
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B )  I t  must not be a total ly automat ic or routine type o f  conduct 
but must displ ay some tension even when l atent. 
C )  I t  must vary in intensity, sometimes being regnant, sometimes 
ineffective. 
D)  It must be rooted in experience and therefore not simply 
an instinct. 2 
The following are typica l definitions of attitudes which have 
emerged: 
".Attitude--the spec ific menta l disposition toward an incoming 
or arising experience, where by that experience is modified ; or 
a condi tion of readiness for a certain type of activity. "3 
"An attitude is a menta l disposition of the human individua l to 
ac t for or aga inst a definite object. u 4 
"An a ttitude is a mental and neutral sta te of readiness , 
organi zed through experience , exert ing a directive or dynamic 
influence upon the individuals response to a l l  objects and 
situations with which it is related. 1 1 5 
2Ibid. , p. 19. 
¾arren, H. c . , Dictionary of Psychology. Boston: Houghton 
Miffl in, 1934 ,  p. 6. 
4nroba, D. D. , "The Nature of Attitude" , Journa l of Soc ial 
Psychology, pp. 4, 444-63, 1933. 
5Al lport, G. W. In  C. M. Murchinson ( Ed. ) Ha �dbook of Soci a l 
Psychology. Worcester , Mass. : Clark University Press, 1935 , p. 216. 
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Psychologists and sociologists, to whom the notion has more con­
. ceptual significance, differ context'ually rather than conceptual ly in 
their usage of the term. Historically, both disciplines have regarded 
attitudes as tendencies to act with regard to some specificable entity. 
Attitudes then may serve as possible refferent orientations as 
sources of behavioral action. The fol lowing will review selected vari­
ables deemed by some researchers as possibly influencing attitudes and 
thus behavior. 
Most sources researched indicated a significant relationship be­
tween an individual' s age, and his resultant attitudes. The following 
wil l in summary fashion present related material. 
Hertzler in his discussion of institutional change and the inflex-
ibility of institutions, arrived at a proposition that the aged usually 
evidenced more conservative attitudes on most subjects. Aged indi­
viduals were therefore considered as possessing attitudes more favor­
able toward presently existing conditions. According to Hertzler the 
aged, because of their lack of familiarity with new procedures regarded 
change as a tremendously threatening phenomenon. 6 
The results of a study conducted by Marshal l in 1953 appears to 
substantiate the above to some extent. Marshall studied certain factors 
assumed associated with individual attitudes toward secondary education 
6Hertzler, J. O. , Social Institution, Lincoln, University of 
Nebraska Press, 1946, p. 244. 
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in a rural Wisconsin community. His findings indicated a relationship 
between age and attitude toward secondary education. 
He found that individuals of 40 years of age and older held more 
favorable attitudes toward existing secondary educational assoc iations 
and that individuals under 40 years of age held attitudes which were 
generally unfavorable. 7 
Freedman surveyed approximately two hundred members of high school 
and col lege graduating c lasses spanning a 5 2  year period. The major 
focus of his study centered around individual attitude toward publ i c  
issues with individua ls over 45 years of age being markedly more con­
servative than those under that age category. 8 
Satterlee , in a Study of Attitudes Toward Present and Forthcoming 
School Reorganization in a South Dakota County , inferred association 
between age and attitude toward such reorganization. He found that 
nearly two-thirds of . the respondents of age 45 and over were favorably 
disposed toward present high school conditions. Conversely , the major­
ity of individuals under age 45 evidenced less favorable attitudes 
toward the present schoGl system. 9 
7Marshal l ,  D. G. 1 1 Factors Assoc iated with Attitudes Toward High 
School Education in Rural Wisconsin , " Rural Sociology , Vol. 18. , Uni­
versity of Kentucky Press , Lexington , PP · 359-365. 
8 Jahoda , M .  and Warren W. u Atti tudes11 , Penguin Books Ltd. , 
Middlesex , England , 1 966 , p. 92. 
9satterlee, J. L. , "A Study of Attitudes Towa�d the Present School 
System and School Reorganization in a Rural South Dakota County , South 
Dakota State University , 1963 , p. 455. 
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Photiadis, in a study of attitudes toward a water resources devel-
· Oprnent program in central South Dakota, interviewed 619 individuals in 
a five county area to assess existing attitudes toward the program. 
He found that indlviduals under age 35 had more favorable attitudes 
toward the incoming program than individuals over age 65.lO 
Summary 
Citations from previous studies appear to consistently assert and 
in large part, substantiate a relationship between age and attitudes 
toward studied phenomena. Generally, more conservative attitudes tend 
to be exhibited by older individuals whil e younger individuals evidence 
a greater degree of liberalism. 
Proposition I 
In  view of the previously mentioned research the following shall 
be stated as a general proposition for possible utilization in the 
formulation o f  research hypotheses. 
An individual ' s  attitudes are oeneral ly affected by his 
. age , with older ind ividuals be ing �ore conservative and 
resistant to change than younger individuals. 
Education 
Previous research regarding the possible influence of education on 
attitudes presents findings which are often inconsistent and conflictive. 
Many are abl e to substantiate significant relationships in dictating 
lOPhotiadis, J. " Attitudes Toward the Water Resources Develop ­
ment Program in  Central South Dakota " ,  S.D.S.U., 1 960, pp. 9- 1 3. 
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that as the individual obtains a greater amount of education, he adopts 
.attitudes different from those he previously had. · However , in many in­
stances education fails  to have significant influence upon attitude. 
Photiadis in this study of attitudes toward the water .resources 
development program in central South Dakota found a highly significant 
relationship between level of education and -attitude toward the water 
resources program. Accordingly, people having more education were more 
favorably disposed toward the program than those with a lesser amount 
of education. Photiadis concluded that, "people with more education 
have more favorable attitudes. 1 1 1 1  
Fortney, in a study of attitudes of farm operators i n  four South 
Dakota counties toward the conservation of a natural resource, found a 
significant relationship existing between level of education and both 
attitudes toward watershed development and rate of adoption of con­
servation practices. He inferred that individuals w ith a higher level 
of education tend . to hold more positive attitudes toward watershed 
development. Additional conclusions indicated that individuals pos­
sessing more education were more favorable toward adoption of conser­
vative practices. Both conclusions here seem to indicate that indi­
viduals with greater educational levels are more receptive to change. 1 2  
1 1Photiadis, J. D. Attitudes Toward the Water Resources Develop­
ment Program in Central South Dakota, S. D. S.U. , 1 960, pp. 15-16. 
12Fortney, C. T. Attitudes of Farm Operators in Four South Da­
kota Counties ToTiard the Conservation of a Na tural Resource, s . o . s . u . , 
1 970, pp. 81-84. 
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Clark in " The Soci ology of Education," posits several statements 
based upon research which appear to lend credence to the propo s i t i on 
that educati on, because it broadens one ' s  hori zons tends toward influ­
encing him to accept change. Clark also states that although this  
might usually be the case educati on may, in  many instances, cause an 
individual to cl osely scrutinize a proposed change and reject it. The 
logical conclusion to be derived here is that educati on encourage s  con-
structive change based upon cautious insight. 13 
Seyfe rt found i n  a study o f three New England scho ols, that those 
individuals possessing favorable attitudes toward the pr e s e n t  school 
systems generally had lower levels of educations ( 1-8 years ) . 14 
Summary 
Research reviewed regarding the existence of a relationship betwe en 
educational level and mani fest attitudes se ems more o ften than not to 
substantiate such associati on.  
Propositi on II 
Consider ing the previous informati on, the following general propo­
sition regarding the relationship of educational level and atti tudes 
is stated. 
Educatio nal level appears to be signi f icantly associated 
with most attitudes. 
1 3c1ark, B. , " The Sociology of Educati on",  Handbook of Modern 
Sociology, Ra nd McNally Corp., Chicago, 1965, PP · 7 36-739. 
14
s .  c .  Seyfert, loc. c i t. ,  PP · 417-427 . 
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Knowledge 
Similar to and cl o sely as sociated with educational level , is the 
degree of kno·1ledge the individual possesses regarding a particular 
subject. Although research regarding level of knowledge as it is as­
s ociated with environmental attitude is unavailable at this time, lit­
erature revieNed in paral lel
° 
areas indicates mixed findings. 
Gross, in  "The Sociol ogy of Education," indicates that as an 
individual' s knowledge regarding a phenomenon increases his attitudes 
toward it might wel l  be al tered. The mere fact that an individual 
pos ses ses an attitude toward something is indicative of his having s ome 
knowledge of the phenomenon.15 
By virture of the above it appears that knowledge level does 
have definite as s ociation with attitudes toward anything in general. 
Lazarsfeld, et. al. , indicate al s o that in general, to  po s s e s s  a 
definite attitude toward anything involves at l east a modicum of know­
ledge. 16 
On the other hand, Kroetch and Crutchfield al lude to  the point 
that although the individual may be exposed to knowledge he may not pay 
attention to, or accept the new knowledge. " De spite new knowledge, his 
feelings, emotions and wants may prevent cognitive change. 1 1 17 From 
15Gros s, Neal, "The Sociol ogy of Education", Socio logy Today, 
Basic Books, Inc., New York, 1 959, pp. 1 28-1 39. 
16r.azarsfeld, Sewel l, Wil lensky, The Uses of Socio l ogy, Basic 
Books, Inc., Jew York, 1967, pp. 304-310. 
17op. Cit. , P •  38. 
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this it appears that the stronger forces of  feelings and emotions ma y 
in some cases influence the ass�nilation and utilization of  new know­
ledge. Such new info rma tion may in fact be utilized in substantiation 
of . emotions and feelings, hence has little influence upon attitudes. 
Satterlee, in his study of  school  reorganization found no signifi­
cant association between level of  knowledge and related attitudes toward 
school  r eorganization. He did, however, state that a large proportion 
of respondents with lower levels of knowledge were generally favorable 
toward the pres ent high school , whereas those individuals possessing 
higher levels of  knowledge generally held unfavorable attitudes . 18 
Summary 
Literature regarding the association between kno wledge level and 
attitudes is in many instances contradictory . Althou gh most authors 
make no pointed statement of association, many infer such. 
P roposi tion III 
Due to the often inferred possibil ity qf an existing r elationship 
between knowledge and attitudes the following shall be posited: 
Knowledge appears to influence individual attitude. 
Religion 
Research regarding the possible association between religion and 
environmental attitude is at this writi ng unavailable and therefore 
Satterlee, J .  L .  A Study of Attitudes Tm1ard the P resent School 
Sys te� and Sc hool  Reorq aniza tion in a Rural South Dakota County,  S. D . S . U. ,  
1963 , pp . 66-67 .  
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literature reviewed regarding such shall be accompl ished at a hi gher 
level of abstraction. 
Rel igion as it is associated with liberal or conservative pol i ti-
cal attitudes was studied by Centers in 1951. His findings indicated 
that religious people are largely more conservative in their political 
attitudes than are individuals having little or no religious affil ia­
tion. The results using voting as a cri terion of po l itical attitude 
are paralled by investigations using attitudinal scales. Such studies 
agree with others in finding rel igious people more conservative in 
attitudinal orientati on.19 
Kenkel in d iscussing Kurey's study of male attitudes toward pr e-
marital sexual relations demonstrates the effect of rel igion upo n  the 
relative frequency of pre-marital intercourse. Here the influence of 
rel igion is highly significant with devout protestants engaging in 
such behavior, considerably less ( 30 percent) than non devout pro-
testants. 20 
Durkheim ' s classic study of suicide provides a strik ing example 
of religion as it influences attitudes toward cohesio n, which in turn 
influences behavioral manifestati ons. Through l ogical deducti on, 
Durkheim demonstrates that suicide is lower among Catholics than among 
Protestants, because of stronger rel igion cohesion among the latter . 
19Jahoda, and Warren, op. cit. , PP • 105-109. -
2°Kenkel, The Family in Perspective, .Appleton Century Crofts, 
New York, 1966, pp. 277-278. 
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It is apparent that in order for solidarity to exist in a group, indi­
viduals of the group must first hold attitudes favorable toward 
cohesion. Their attitudes in this instance have their origin in 
. . 21 religion. 
The next study to be considered is that of Adorno, et. al. , (1950) 
on the authoritarian personality as it might be influenced by religion. 
In this study an attitude scale was administered to a random - strati­
fied sample of individuals based upon religious preference. Individu­
als affiliated with a religious denomination were significantly more 
authoritarian and ethnocentric than individuals not affiliated with 
such. Generally, Catholics were found to be more authoritarian than 
Protestants although certain Protestant sects did score highly in this 
area. 22 
Summary 
Most studies reviewed indicated a significant relationship between 
religion and attitudes. Many indicated a strong influence of religion 
upon the actual actions and behavior of the individual. Durkheim 
especially brings forth this influence in his writings on suicide. 
21Faris, R. Handbook of Modern Sociology, Rand McNally Corp. , 
New York, 1965, pp. 589-590. 
22Jahoda and Warren, Attitudes, Penguin Books L td. , Middlesex, 
England, 1966, pp. 100-103. 
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Proposition IV 
Since religion appears to influence not only attitudes but also 
behavior, the following shall be stated as a general proposition : 
Religion appears to influence attitudes and behavior. 
Level of Living 
Literature regarding level of living as it might be associated 
with attitudes toward environment is unavailable at this time. Most 
studies dealing with level of living as it influences various types of 
attitudes indicate association between the two variables. The favor­
ability or unfavorability of attitudes, however, is usually dependent 
upon the issue at hand and how individuals at certain levels view the 
issue. One cannot blanketly state that because an individual has at­
tained a certain level of living that he will hold highly favorable 
attitudes toward an issue. 
Arbach and Marsh in 1956, studied farmer rationality as it related 
to economic reward, indicating that attitudes favorable toward ration­
ality in business matters predispose the individual to act rationally. 
The following conclusions were drawn from their research: 
A) As farm size increased, farmer rationality also increased 
B) Ag e of farm operator was inversely associated with rationality 
C) The higher the level of living, the greater the rationality23 
23 d Dean, A . ,  Arbach A. , and Marsh, P. " Some Factors Relate to 
Rationality in Decision Making Among Farm Operators. " Rural Sociology, 
Vol. 23, (June, 1958 ) ,  p. 122. 
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Individua l level of living appears significantly associated with 
attitude. Individuals having a lower level of living tend to act less 
rational ly because of their smaller economic base and des-ire for im­
mediate rather than deferred gratification. 
Fliegel's study of attitudes toward farm practice adoption indi­
cates that level of living is significantly associated with the 
adoption of farm practices. 
"A  multiple correlation analysis established that familism, 
contacts, information on farm matters, level of living and atti­
tudes toward farm practices account for a significant proportion 
of variation in adoption of farm practices with other independent 
variables taken into account." 24 
In a ' l 968 study of farmers, adoption of innovative practices fac­
torially  analyzed several independent variables possibly related to 
attitudes toward and eventual adoption of innovative farm practices. 
Using thurstone-certroid analysis techniques he found several vari­
ables directly related to adoption practices. 25 
Summary 
The previously cited research material appears to indicate associ­
ation between the individuals ' level of living and his resultant 
24Fliegel, F. "A Multiple Correlation Analysis of Factor Associ­
ated with Adoption of Farm Practices, " Rural Sociology, Vol. 21, 
(September-December ) , 1956, p. 284. 
25Ibid., p. 291 
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attitudes to various phenomen for the most part people who possess a 
higher l evel of living tend to possess attitudes more favorable to 
change. Since l evel of living is general l y  highly correl ated with 
education, one woul d expect individuals ha ving a higher l evel of l iv­
ing to be more highl y educated. 
Logical l y  reasoning from the above it woul d appear that such in­
dividual s have a greater sensitivity to advantages and disadvantages 
posed by certain phenomena. Should an innovation for instance be 
economical l y  rewarding yet ecol ogically damaging, those individual s ·  
woul d be expected to weigh its advantages and di sadvantages and ul ti­
matel y by virtue of resultant attitudes, sel ect that which possesses 
the greater comparative advantage. 
Proposition V 
From the above discussion and reasoning the fol l owing general 
proposition shal l be posited: 
An individual's level of living appears to be associated 
with his attitudes toward change. 
Organizational Participation 
The individual participates in many types of organizations through 
the course of his life. Most of us have our greatest frequency of as­
sociation with one maj or organization - our pl ace of work or business. 
Such organizations are usuall y formal in nature and have an established 
heirarchy of authority and responsibility. Members hi p is usually based 
upon necessity ( economic) and therefore cannot be designated as 
voluntary. 
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For the most part the individual tends to assume dominant atti­
tudes as he perceives them evidenced by this type of organization. In 
juxtaposition to the wor -related organization is the voluntary associ­
ation. 26 
This term usually refers to those organizations that people belong 
to part time and without pay - such as clubs , lodges , agencies and 
the like. 
Since American society is differentiated , people seek associations 
and organizations tend to attract people of similar backgrounds , large 
numbers of associations exist. 27 Attitudes of individuals in voluntary 
associations  tend to reflect the dominant attitude of the organization. 
People in this respect possess attitudes influenced in large part by 
their voluntary associations. 
I n  effect , organizations act as an agent of continuing sociali­
zation in the life of the individua1. 28 Organizations therefore may 
inculcate new and . modify the existing attitudes held by an individual . 
Aurbach and Marsh found in their study of farm practice adoption 
that individuals actively participating in organizations were more fre­
quent adopters of new methods based upon their organizations ' acceptence 
of such methods . 29 
26sills , D .  L. The Volunteers, Free Press , N. Y. , 1957 , p. 75 . 
27sills , Ibid. , pp. 74-77. 
2801sen , Marvin , The Process of Social Organization , Holt , Rine­
hart , Winston , New York , 1968, pp. 118-122. 
29nean , A. Aurbach , A . , and Marsh , C. P. "Some Factors related to 
Rationality in Decision Making Among Farm Operators , "  Rural Sociology, 
Vol. 23 ,  ( June , 1958 ) , pp. 12 2-124. 
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Summary 
From the previous material it is indicated that: A) individuals 
tend to j oin organizations which are consistent with their beliefs, 
B) organizations tend to attract individuals whose attitudinal orien­
tations are compatible with the goals of the organization, C) the in­
dividuals process of socialization is continued and possibly altered 
within the organizational structu re. 
Proposition VI 
In consideration of the preceeding the f ollowing is stated as a 
general proposition: 
Sex 
Organization al participation appears to influence indi­
vidual' s attitudes. 
A search of the literature has not revealed any research performed 
in the area of sex and related attitudes toward environment. The fol­
lowing shall then review the male - female sex roles and possible 
resultant attitudes. 
All societies make a basic dif ferentiation between the rights and 
duties of the sexes. I n  many societies males are assigned those tasks 
which call for physical vigor and u suall y is designed as the individual 
responsible for the sustenance and economic support of the family 
unit. 30 Men in contemporary .American society tend to hold favorable 
attitudes toward positive economic inf luences. Most males welcome 
3°Kenkel, Wil liam F .  The Family in Perspective, Appleton Century 
Crofts, I nc. , New York, N. Y. , 1966 , PP · 463-466. 
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economic development as it often insures their position as the provider 
.for their family  unit. A most demoralizing experience for the ave±age 
American male  is unemployment. 
· Logically reasoning from the above, the assumption might be made 
that mal es, more often than femal es, welcome -economic development. 
Mascul inity has traditionally stood for strength and vigor and the 
ability to meet the outside world head-on and to deal with it effective­
ly. This aspect of the masculine role  probably receives the most 
h . . . t 31 emp as1s 1n our soc1e y. 
Al though so�iety' s view of the female is changing, she has long 
been relegated to a role considered subservient to the male. Although 
females who are career oriented often possess attitudes similar to 
those of males regarding economic development, they generally are not 
as concerned with the strictly economic as is the mal e. This might 
possibly be due to the fact that the female is generally  not the sole  
supporter of a family unit. 
Summary 
Males, from what has been previously stated, generally are more 
economical ly oriented than are females. Ma les, because of their as­
signed roles often covet economic development whereas females because 
of their roles are less pressured to do so. 
31 Kenkel, Ibid, P •  464. 
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Preposition VI I ' 
There appears to be a relationship between an individual's 
sex and resultant attitudes toward economic development. 
Length of Residence 
Most s�udies performed in the area of community development or 
community analysis indicate that those individuals who have lived in an 
area for a longer period of time tend to be resistant to change in that 
geographic area. 
V idich and Bersman in Small Town in Mass Society indicate that 
"nativesu and "long t ime" residents were skeptical of any change within• 
their community especially  change initiated by "outsiders. " Because 
the community held an attitude of u hands off" with respect to outsiders, 
it had remained relatively much the same as it had been 50 years 
previously. 
Long time town residents had blocked virtually all changes at-
tempted in the town. Developers had attempted to introduce modern 
merchandising methods and supermarkets into the community' s economy, 
but received little, i f  any, favorable results. 32 
Such action by the community is certainly reflective of negative 
attitudes toward change on the part of long time residents of Spr i ng­
dale. The authors indicate that individuals new to the town and those 
having lived there for short periods of time favored economic and 
social innovation. 
32Vidich, A. , and Bersman J.  Small Town in Mass Society, Anchor 
Books, Doubleday and Co. , New York, N. Y. , 1960, pp. 23- 29 . 
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Warner and Low in Yankee City describe in detail the manner in 
. which the city ' s  mainst�y, a shoe factory, undergoes extensive change 
and is eventually lost to the community. 
During the earlier days of the town, most industry was owned by 
people who had resided in Yankee City for longer periods of time. 
Because of their resistance to change and negative attitudes toward 
change of any sort, the industry and the town remained virtually un­
changed for 30 years. As younger individuals and outsiders began to 
infiltrate the managerial heirarchy of the shoe industry, extensive 
change took place. For the most part, the agents of change were not 
long time residents or natives of the community. 
With change, came absentee management and the eventual demise of 
the industry.33 Here again the reader can easily detect a change 
oriented attitude evidenced by individuals having resided in the town 
for only a short period of time. 
Other studies reviewed with respect to length of residence as it 
affects attitude toward change in towns app�ar to substantiate the 
existence of such a relationship. 
Summary 
From studies reviewed it appears logical to infer a relationship 
between length of residence and attitudes toward change. 
33 Warren, R. , ed. Perspectives on the American Community, Rand 
McNally Corp. , New York, N. Y. , 1 966, pp. 214- 2 27. 
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Propo sition VI II 
There apoears to exist a relationshio beb1een an individual ' s 
l ength of residence in a town and his resultant attitudes towa rd 
change. 
Family Size 
Here again, research regarding the infl uence of f amily size upon 
environmental attitude is unavailable. Literature review wil l then be 
accomplished at a higher l evel of abstraction. 
Tod ay, compl eted rural -farm families are about one-third again as 
l arge as urban f amilies. As has been apparent through about a fifty­
year period , the completed rur al non-farm f amily size f al ls between 
that of the urban and of the f arm. 34 
Family size should in f luence attitude toward economic devel o pment 
inasmuch as the head of the household must consider such as a possible 
contribution to the economic wel l-being of the family unit. Heads  of 
smal ler f amilies generally can find suitable employment to sustain 
family members. 
The head of a larger f amily must generally consider the economics 
o f their support. He therefore should evidence attitudes more highly 
favo rable toward industrialization. 
I ndustrialization will have a lesser impact upon the l arge rural -
farm f amily as children in such families are general ly productive 
members of the f amily farming unit. 
34Kenkel, op. cit. , PP · 21 1-213. 
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§_�nary 
Most literature indicates that with regard to economic  sustenance 
of a family, heads of larger famil ies must be concerned to a greater 
extent with employment and therefore economic development . In l i ght of 
fami l y  support the head of a large rural-farm family  is in a more favor­
able position as children are a valuable source of farm labor. 
Propositi on IX 
Literature as cited above shall serve as the basis for the f ormu­
lation of the following : 
Family si ze appears to influence e conomi c attitude. 
Community I dentificat i on 
This variable appears to be closely aligned with that o f  organi­
zational participation . In the event an individual identifies with 
a specific community he will then tend to assume the attitudes of the 
community at large with respect to certain issues . 
Hovtand, et . al . ,  in a study dealing with organizationa J. and com­
munity socializati on as both are c oncerned with the process of c ommun i ­
cation and resul tant attitudinal development concluded that a l l  are 
s i gnificantly assoc iated with attitudes held by individuals. 
In his study he found that group conformity motives influence the 
individua l and his assumption of attitudes of his peer group . S imilar 
groups in a community generally hold similar attitudes . He 
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further infers that individuals identifying with certain commun ities 
tend to possess attitudes similar to the community at large. 35 
Vidich and Bersman in Small Town in I ass Society, indicate that 
residents of Springdale tend to " think alike". The town therefore is 
regarded as more or less a larg e family and because of this phenomenon, 
a vehicle of socialization for its inhabitants . The authors allude to 
reside nts of surrounding communities as possessing attitudes different 
from those of Springdale r esidents. 36 
Using a reference group the oretical framework it is also con-
ceivable that an individual living in a rural farm area might well 
identify with a rural city and utilize this as a possible po int of be­
havioral and attitudinal orientation. Such "anticipatory socializa­
tion" is considered highly significant among those adher ing to a 
reference group the oretical orientati on. 
Summary 
Membership in and identification with a community usually indi­
cates that an individual will possess attitudinal orientations similar 
to those of the total community. It is therefore possible to i nfer 
that community identification influences attitudinal ori entation. 
35Houland, E. T. , et . al. Community and Persuasion, Yale Univer­
sity Press, 1953, pp. 10 1-106. 
36vidich A. , and Bersman J. Small Town in �ass Socie ty, Apchor 
Books, Doubleday and Co. Inc. , Garden City, N. Y. , 1960, PP · 20-33. 
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Proposition X 
From the above discussion and reasoning it appears that: 
Community identification infl uences attitudinal orientation. 
Review 
The previous material constitutes a review of literature pertinent 
to selected independent variabl es as they might possibl y be associated 
with the dependent va riabl e of the dissertation - attitude toward 
environment. 
Where possible  such review has been conducted at the l owest l evel 
of abstraction. In such cases where literature has been unavail able 
at a l ower level of abstraction it has been necessary to conduct review 
at a higher l evel . 
The g eneral propositions stated at the completion of each sub­
section wil l be util ized l ater to aid in the formul ation of research 
hypotheses. 
PART II : A SOCIAL PSYCHOLCGICAL PORTRAIT OF THE 
RURAL COMMUNITY 
Introduction 
To suppl ement previous information, this area of the review of 
l iterature shal l attempt to present a synopsis of the varied character­
istics of the rural community which for the purpose of definition shal l 
be regarded as an agricul turall y  oriented community in which primary 
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relationships predominate . The following sha l l  briefly and in general 
fashion describe a rura l community. 
By definition, rural communities are usually located somewhat off 
the a1 beaten pathu, and are general ly agricu ltural in their economic 
orientation. 
Because rural communities are smaller in size than urban centers, 
the residents often possess different attitudes toward their community. 
Vidich and Bensman in Sma l l  Town in Mass Society succinctly summarize 
the rural " ethos" in a series of quotations by respondents in their 
study examples: 
A )  " Our neighbors are our friends" 
B ) "Most of the people here are good folks" 
C ) "We' re a 1 1  e qua 1" 
D ) t'We' re all essential ly in the same classu 37 
Because of this sense of equality, friendship and community iden­
tif ication rural residents often possess attitudes crucial of crisis. 
Vidich and Bensman render the following account of such attitudes: 
A ) " Cities breed corruption" 
B )  " Ci ties are unwholesome" 
C ) " Urban politicians and labor leaders are corrupt" 
D ) "City universities and churches are atheistic and secular 1 1 38 
37vidich A . ,  and Bensman J. $mal l Town in Mass Society, Anchor 
Books , Doubl eday and Co. Inc., Garden City, N. Y. , 1960, PP • 24-35. 
381bid. , PP • 3 3-34. 
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From the above there appears to be a strong sense of mechanical 
solidary within the rural community. Social control is exercised more 
on a personal basis and often takes the form of gossip. 
Rural townspeople are considerably more active in their political , 
educational, religious and economic institutions than are their city 
cousins. 
By and large, the rural family is a more closely knit unit than 
is the urban family . Members of the rural family tend more to partici­
pa te in events as a unit whereas genera lly members of city family  units 
tend toward "going their separate ways. " 
Rel igion also is a more integral part of life in the rural com­
munity than in the urban. The local church is most often the nucleus 
of community activity; and participation in church sponsored or re­
lated functions is usually higher. 
Although social stratification does exist in the rural community, 
class lines are n9t as firm as in the city . The so-called upper class 
is usually constituted of those individuals considered "town fathers" 
and is generally not based upon economic remuneration. The middle 
class usually includes the remainder of the townspeople although there 
does exist a lower class usually  constituted of marginal farmers and 
more poorly paid operatives. Class structure rather is perhaps based 
upon participation in community organizations, with those participating 
consider ing themselves equal. 1 1 39 
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Summary 
- Life in the rural community a ppears to be considerably more har­
monious and general ly more re laxed than l ife in the citi es. However, 
Larson and Rogers mainta in that the effects of mass media and ease of 
transportation might cause rural areas to exhibit phenomena more 
characteristic of cities.40 
PART III : THE EFFECT OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 
ON NEARBY AREAS 
The impact of change : Most sociologists dea l ing with change in 
rura l areas have hypothesized that change in any one part of rural 
society wi l l  generate effects in other parts of the soci ety. This 
structural-functional theoretica l framework has long been popu l ar among 
researchers; however, in rura l  society this does not appear to hold 
true. 
Ford and Sutton in a study deal ing with the impact of change on 
rura l  communities reviewed 38 studies dea l ing with this theoretical 
framework to find that :  
"Re latively few studies l end strong support to the widely 
he ld view that change in one part of a community system inevit­
ably affects a l l  other parts. 1 1 41 
40Larson, o . , and Rogers, E. "Rura l Society in Transition" , Our 
Changing Rural Society, Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa, 1 964, 
PP · 39-67. 
41Ford, T. R. , and Sutton, J. R. Ibid., pp. 198-229. 
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It is wi th this in mind that results of studies conducted in the 
area of industr ial ization and its effect upon the rural community shall 
be presented. 
The Air Force Experience 
Due to the onset of the Korean conflict , Congress and the President 
in October of 1950 issued an order to reactivate Sampson Air Force Base 
in Seneca County, New York. The move was promulgated by a shortage of 
personnel training facilities , the Air Force having only  one other at 
this time. 
At the time of reactivation, Seneca was a rural agriculturally 
oriented county with a total population of 25, 732. It ' s  largest city, 
Geneva, comprised the bul k of the county population having a total 
population of 1 6,752. 42 
The Air Training command was authorized to spend slightly over 
four million dollars to rehabilitate the facility which would accommo­
date a total contingent of 37, 083 officers and men.43 The construction 
work force steadily increased from a total of 1 5  on January 3 ,  1 950  to 
a peak of 3, 900  in April  of 1951. The payment of salaries and pur­
chase of construction material brought over two million dollars into 
the county over a one-year period. The payroll increased subsequently 
to almost seven million dollars. 
42church, A. E. "Sampson: A Study of Growth and Impact of a 
.;ilit2ry Facility", The Impact of Large Instal lati ons on Nearby Areas ; 
Sage Publ ications I nc.,  Beverly Hills,  Ca l i fornia, 1965, pp. 375-384. 
43Ibid. , p. 399. 
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In light of that previously mentioned, one would expect a tremen­
-dous change in the overall operation and conduct of the county and· 
especially the small city of Geneva. 
In 1956, Sampson Air Force Base was also ordered to deactivate. 
At the time of its closing the Finger Lakes area lost two of it ' s  ma­
jor employers, the Market Basket Food Corporation - employing 200, and 
Patent Cereals Company - employing 300. These two industries had 
since approximately 1914 provided a stable source of employment. 
The effect of Sampson' s closing was temporarily softened, as there 
was much construction taking place in the area at that time. Two 
schools, costing a total of 3 million and expansion construction of 
the Seneca ordinance depot totaling 7 million was being conducted. 
Despite the above construction, commerce in Geneva was hurt by 
the base closing. Novelty stores began to disappear, one movie thea­
ter closed and another eliminated several daily showings. Food sales 
dropped approximately 25 percent. 44 Geneva Airport was also closed. 
The closing brought a proverbial "rude awakening. " Geneva, which 
had previously made no attempt to covet new industry, began to avidly 
solicit potential customers. Eventually efforts to do so were futile, 
and industry tended to shy away from the area. 
Subsequently, the remaining buildings at the site of the military 
complex were utilized as a city park, office space for the general ser­
vices administration, and as a rehabilitation camp for juvenile 
441 bid • , p • 40 6 • 
·.· , . . . •  • 'A • • . .., .. 
.. . _ .. _ , : . .. . 
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delinquents. Base housing units, built with an anticipated life ex­
. pectancy of 10 years, deteriorated to the state of slums. 
Summary 
A )  Population in the affected area remained relatively stable 
during Air Force occupancy of the facility but began to decline 
upon deactivation. No drastic decline is noted in the study. 
B )  Wages in the area, which had been driven up by higher federal 
scales, remained constant upon the facilities deactivation. 
C )  The departure of the military, the lack of planning for di­
versified industry and the lack of foresight of individuals 
engaged in housing activities created a state of overdueling 
and/or slums in the area. 
D )  Schools remained largely unaffected because of an increased 
school load by natives of the area. 
E )  Transportation facilities returned to their former state. 
The airport was closed, rail service was out, and bus 
transportation drastically reducect :45 
In consideration of the above it might be stated that the deacti­
vation of such a facility certainly bore grave consequences for the 
area. 
45Ibid., pp. 426-429 . 
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The 1 1 1  · inois Experience - Before Industrialization 
The foll owing summary will attem�t .to describe the impact of con­
struction of a large steel processing industry on nearby rural areas, 
as studied by Summers, et. al. 
During the spring of 1965, Jones-Laughlin Steel Corporation 
( J & L ) announce·d plans for development of a major production complex 
in the Hennepin area of Putnam County, Illinois. Phase I of bui lding 
was completed in 1967 and in 1968 the plant was in production with a 
payroll of approximately 600 employees. 46 J & L also purchased sever­
al thousand acres of adjoining land which it plans to lease to steel 
customers for associated plant sites. 
Putnam County, and the adjacent area, is primarily an agricultural 
region in North Central Illinois. The influence of the plant is ex­
pected to extend beyond Putnam County into adjacent portions of four 
other contiguous counties. It is additionally expected that commer­
cial and other industrial complexes, to support the plant and its labor 
force, will emerge. 
Using a structural, functional and theoretical framework, Summers, 
et. al., in 1 969 studied the affected area to determine the impact of 
the plants, construction and operation. The study was longitudinal in 
design. This , the Benchmark portion, utilized Putnam County as the 
experimental and a portion of Irnquoid County as the control group. 
46sumrner s, G. F. , et. al. Before Industrial izations a Rural 
Social System Base Stud�; University of I l linois Agricultural Experi­
ment Stati on, Bul letin No. 736, Urbana, I l linois, 1969, p. 3. 
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The portion o f  lmquoid County selected as the control group was 
equidistant from Chicago and had similar population and transportation 
characteristics . 
The scientists hypothesized that the two areas of study were well 
enough integrated to utili ze structural -functionalism and expected 
signif icant change within the control group. 
Findings 
In  this Benchmark study, the researchers arrived at the conclusion 
that major and dramatic changes with respect to education and govern­
ment had not taken place between the experimental and control areas. 
This was largely due to the fact that population had not changed sig­
nificantly due to plant construction and operation. 
A lthough no final data were available, the authors expected the 
most significant change would take place in the economic system o f  the 
control county, and more specifically in the manufacturing sector. 
Putnam County had previously no actual manufacturing center as such. 
The authors also anticipated substantial change in the financial and 
transportation sectors with a 2-year period. 47 
Research indicated that the agricultural sector wou ld  remain 
virtually unchanged by industrialization with the possible exception 
of it ' s  proportionate importance for the economic system as a whole. 
47Ibid. , PP • 96-97. 
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An increase in capital as opposed to labor, and intensive agricul ture 
was anticipated although such might not be significantly associated 
with industrialization. 
The researchers leave several theoretical questions unanswered 
and arrive at  a final point of conjecture, indicating that industrial ­
ization and changes in the economic sub-system of the total social 
system may have negligible effects on other systems unless it can 
alter the demographic and ecological environment which conditions the 
development of the system as a whole.48 
Conclusions 
Based upon the previous review of literature relative to the 
association between selected independent variables and the dependent 
variable of attitude toward environment, a theoretical framework based 
upon a reference group orientation shal l be utilized. 
This choice was promulgated by the above in conjunction with 
research reviewed relative to the impact of industrialization on 
nearby areas. 




The previous review of literature seems to suggest the possibility 
of utilization of a reference group theoretical orientation as the 
framework for this dissertation. Other theoretical orientations such 
as structural-functionalism, do not appear to be compatible (see review 
of literature for discussion), with the stated objectives of the study. 
To understand what a man does we must have some appreciation of 
his definition of the situation, which requires knowing something of 
what he takes for granted. This is exceptionally true in a pluralistic 
society, where different people approach the same situation from di­
verse standpoints and where the same individual utilizes dissimilar 
perspectives in different transactions. 
The concept of "reference group" has long been central in inter­
actionist theory although it did not gain currency among social psy­
chologists and sociologi�ts until Herbert Hyman used the term in a 
study published in 1942.1 It refers to the sources of values selected 
by an individual for the guidance of his behavior, especially in cases 
where a choice has to be made. Reference groups may be groups of which 
the individual is a member, but sometimes they are not. In most cases, 
1Arnold M. Rose, Human Behavior and Social Processes. Boston : 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1 962, p. 128. 
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they provide direction for the behavior of the individual concerned. 
Reference groups may also negatively guide behavior, rather than serve 
as a positive orientation. 
The term n sociological Theoryu has been widely used to refer to 
the products of several related but yet individually distinct activi­
ties of so-called social theorists. 2 
With this in mind, reference group theory shall be defined utiliz­
ing a Mertonian framework. According to Merton, sociological theory 
is often confused with the following: 
a. Methodology 
b. General Sociological Orientation 
c. Analysis of Sociological Concepts 
d. Post-Factum Sociological Interpretations 
e. Empirical Generalizations in Sociology 
A sociological theory, according to Merton, must combine and inter� 
relate the above concepts in logical fashion and afford a consistent 
explanation of a phenomenon, to include prediction . As an example of 
this Merton cites Durkheim's Theory of Suicide, which logically inter­
relates social cohesion with religiosity and suicide. 
Methodology is distinct from sociological theory in that it pre­
scribes techniques for testing hypotheses and is not concerned with 
the theory utilized to derive them. 
2 Merton, R. K. , Social Theory and Social Structure, The Free 
Press, New York, New York, 1968, p. 140. 
3rbid. , pp . 141-142. 
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General sociological orientations are usually broad postulates 
. which indicate types of variables to be taken into account rather than 
specifying determinate relationships between particular variables.4 
They provide general contexts for inquiry and facilitate the process 
of arriving at determinate hypotheses. Reference group theory, as it 
is called, falls under the purview of such general sociological ori­
entations. Although the concept does not express determinate relation­
ships, per se, it provides a theoretical framework for the logical 
deduction of  propositions and formulation of research hypotheses. 
Reference group theory is distinct from the analysis of socio­
logical concepts in that it util izes such to construct a theoretical 
scheme - i t  is therefore more abstract in nature. It is als o distinct 
from isolated empirical generalizations in that it util izes such at a 
higher level of abstraction to serve as indicants of possible associ-
ation. 5 
This typical -orientation has often been labeled "Reference Group 
Theory" . Although not a scientific theory in nature, it serves as a 
guideline of scientific analysis and when used as such in the text of 
this  chapter shall appear as : " Reference Group Theoryu . Because this 
Orientation always deal s with groups and group related behavior mani­
festations, it logically then falls under the purview of group and 
collective behavior. 
4Merton , Ibid.,  pp. 142-143 . 
5Ibid. , PP •  147-149. 
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Scope of Orientation 
Since Hyman first introduced the concept of "Reference Group The­
ory" in a 1 942 publication it has been variously utilized by social . 
scientists to a nalyze group behavior in about all fields of  endeavor. 
Hyman and Singer in the preface of  their work, Readings in Reference 
Group Theory and Research, state the following as a potential danger 
in the use o f  Reference Group Orientation: 
u Fifteen yea rs ago Muzafer Sherif warned that n Referenc e 
Group Theoryu was in danger of becoming a magic term to explain 
anything and everything conc erning group relations. 1 1 6 
Utilization. It is quite evident from only a brief review of 
c urrent literature that Reference Group Theory has assumed the role of  
a most universal explanation. One can see its use in soc io logic al 
studies of  just about anything, ranging from attitude surveys to actu­
al partic ipation in criminal acts. It apparently has well served the 
c ontemporary soc ial scientist as a quick rather logical means to an 
end • 
. Areas o f  use. Aside from its almost universal applic ation, Refer­
ence Group Theo ry does have a rightful position as a theoretic al 
orientation. Bec ause of its soc ial-psychological values, it is well 
suited to analysis of most pluralistic behavior. Although not a 
strictly scientific " theory" in its own right, Reference Group Orien­
tation may pro vide c onsiderable insight into many little studied areas. 
6Hubert H. Hyman and E. Singer, Readings in Reference Group Theory 
and Researc h. New York: Free Press, 1968, p. vii. 
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Relation to sociology. Due to it ' s  group centered behavioral ori-
. entation, Reference Group Theory is germane to the dis cipline of soci­
ology. For many years sociologists have been engaged in encyclopedic 
endeavors to explain mans social behavior.7 Certainly here Reference 
Group Theory merits serious consideration. 
Sociologists, social psychologists and cultural anthropologists 
have operated on the fundamental principle that an individual' s  atti­
tudes and conduct may be shaped by a group in which he holds member­
ship and that self-appraisal and correlative feelings, al ong with 
behavior flow, from the individual ' s  location in a particular group 
within a society.8 Men, then, do act within a frame of reference in 
which often their referent group plays a dominant role in molding and 
shaping their actions. 
Within the discipline of sociology groups have long been a major 
perspective of analysis. Many social scientists regard the group as a 
microcism of the larger society and many valuable conclusions have been 
drawn from group analysis. ( Conclus ions to be discussed later ) .  
Anticipatory Socialization. Although an individual may be an 
active participant in a membership group, this does not necessarily 
mean that the membership group as such serves as his referent group. 
The individual may in fact reflect the norms and values of one group 
7c. W. Mil ls, The Soci ological Imagination. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1959, pp. 22-23. 
8 Op. Cit. , p. 3. 
and adopt those of another of which he is not a member. When such a 
phenomenon occurs it is often known as Anticipatory Socialization. 
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An individual, by either desiring membership in a certain group, 
or by voluntarily adopting that group ' s  values and norms may actually 
behave as would a member of the group. He is then in many respects, 
socialized within the context of that group's orientation and it be­
comes a reference group for him. 
Normative Reference Groups. Similar to anticipatory socializa­
tion, is the concept of "Normative Reference Group. " Here the indi­
vidual in an almost obsessive manner adheres to the norms of a group 
of which he may or may not be a member. For example, most individuals 
abide by the norms and value structures of their family of orientation. 
That is, most conform to the values of this group as a point of refer­
ence in conducting their day-to-day behavior. The family then serves 
as both a Normative Reference Group and as a Membership Group. 
Negative Reference Groups. Many individuals also are guided by 
the standards and values of a particular membership group to which they 
refer for their normative orientation. Many so-called " juvenile delin­
quents" adopt certain norms and values of peer groups in which they are 
members. Through this process the individual re-orients himself away 
from those cherished values of the larger society. Because of the pos­
sibly more permissive orientation of his peer group, an individual 
might find the task of eliminating guilty feelings considerably easier, 
and pos sibly  engage in the comm i ssion of crimina l acts. 9 The concept 
o f  normative reference groups then is a rel atively useful explana tion 
of certa in types of behavior . 
Concept of reference group. A reference group qu ite simpl y is 
that body or collection of norms, va lues and standards to which the 
individua l  refers hims e lf in guiding his behavior. That men d C t  in a 
socia l frame of reference yielded by the groups of which they are 
part is a notion undoubtedly ancient . 10 
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The evidence in support of such statements and princ iples is 
quite abundant but at times our faith often becomes sha ky in the fa ce  
of contradictory examples : The renega de Catholic and upper-clas s  
person who turns radica l , although apparently acting �ontrary to a 
reference group per spective, are, in actua l ity , fol ] owing the dictates 
of a perceived reference group. 
The fact that men shape their attitudes by referring themselves 
to  groups other than their own is  a most significant contr ibut ion of  
"Reference Group Theory. " It is  poss ible then to determine which of a 
multitude of group memberships and multitude statuses is governant over 
the individua l ;  which weights bes t represent their respectj.ve contri­
butions . 
9savitz , Dilemma s in Criminology. New York : Prentice Ha l l , 
1970 , PP ·  32-36. 
lORoss i ,  Merton , " I nteraction , "  op . c it. , p .  3. 
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Histor of the Conce t 
As previously stated, the term was f irst used by Hyman, who elabor­
ated the concept and explored some of its properties in an inquiry in 
1942 into The Psychology of Status. To understand the way individuals 
ranked themselves in terms of their choice of a social framework for 
comparison, he first explored by interviewing the reference groups and 
reference individuals that subjects employed and some of the dynamics 
underlying such selec tion, and then determ ined the effects of the par­
ticular reference groups on sel f-appraisal by experimental manipula­
tions. At about the same time, Newcomb, searching to understand 
processes of attitude change, or lack of change, among individuals all 
of whom had prolonged membership in Bennington College, expl ored syste­
matical ly by interview and repeated testing the various ways in which 
they related themselves to the Bennington comrnunity--in other words , 
chose it as a reference group.11 These first systematic studies by 
social psychologists in comparative and normative reference group pro­
cesses respectively ( to use the distinction later devel oped by Kel ley) 
stimulated no one but a few other social psychologists, notably, the 
Hartleys and Sherif, to continue research on reference groups. Sherif 
emphasized reference groups in his 1948 Outline of Social Psychology, 
which included a summary by Newcomb of his Bennington study, rephrased 
in terms of the explicit concept reference group. 
11
r .  M. Newcomb, uAttitude Development as a Function of Reference 
Groups. " Op. cit., pp. 354-76. 
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The concept had clar ified for Newcomb various paradoxical findings • 
. Similarly, Stouffer and hi s  associates were led in their studies . of The 
American Soldier to the concept of relative deprivation, a close cousin 
to the concept of cornpara ti ve reference group., as they confronted the 
apparent contradictions between feelings of satisfaction or deprivat ion 
and the objective situation among groups of soldiers. They then in­
voked the interpretive principle that the soldier' s sense of depr iva­
tion was not dependent on an absolute level, but was relative to the 
perceived level in the groups with which he compared himself.12  
These ideas and concepts, however, had l ittle prominence until 
1950, when Merton and Rossi synthes ized and presented in systematic 
form their "Contributions to the Theory of Reference Group Behavior.11 1 3  
In the distant past, one can find precursor s  of the ideas implicit 
in Reference Group Theory. Summer's 1906 idea of in-groups and out­
groups is a distinct relation; Cooley ' s  1902 discus sion of selective 
affinity to groups outside of one' s immediate environment is an even 
earlier and closer relative : u • • •  the one who seems to be out of step 
with the procession is really keeping time to another music. " As 
Thoreau said, "He hear s  a different drummer . • • •  Environment, in the 
sense of social influence actually at work, is far from the definite 
and obvious thing it is often as sumed to be • • • •  The group to which 
12w. G. Runciman, " Problems of Research on Relative Deprivation." 
Ibid., pp. 72-74. 
13R. Merton and A. Rossi, 11Contribution to Theory of Deprivation � " 
I bid., p .  29 . 
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we give allegiance and to whose standards we try to conform is deter­
mined by our own selective affinity, choosing among all the personal 
influences accessible to us. " His notion of imaginary conversation 
with an " interlocutor" anticipates the ccncept of reference individual 
and has inspired recent research that appl ies reference group concepts 
to mass communication. And his remark that " people differ much in the 
vividness of their imaginative sociability" is suggestive of later 
findings on individual differences in the use of multiple reference 
groups. Earlier yet, in 1 890, William James, in his account of the 
"social self", suggested that our potential social self was developed 
and inwardly strengthened by thoughts of remote groups and individuals 
who functioned as normative points of reference. But these early glim­
merings did not lead to the elaboration of the concept or its explor­
ation by systematic research.14 
Since 1950 the concept has achieved, in Turner ' s  phrase, 11 meteoric 
prominence" and has figured in so many writings that the more recent 
history of it's use cannot be accomplished in a brief review. The con­
cept appears in studies performed in Australia, Isreal and India; in 
studies of mental illness, formal organization, marketing and public 
relations, mass communication, acculturation, political behavior, con­
sumer behavior, labor relations, and juvenile delinquency, as well as 
to opinion formation. It should also be noted that despite the general 
flowering, some branches have not flourished. If we take as a 
14Ibid. , p. 5. 
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comprehensive outline Merton' s formulation ; uReference Group Theory 
aims to systematize the determinants and consequence's of those proces­
ses of evaluation and sel f-appraisal in which the individual takes the 
values or standards of other individuals and groups as a • • •  frame of 
reference, u the deficiencies as wel l as the accomplishments wil l  
become apparent." 15 
Clarification of Concepts 
Kelley' s distinction between comparative and normative reference 
groups, corresponding to the two functions of reference groups as stand­
ards of comparison for self-appraisal or as the source of the individu­
al ' s  normal attitudes, and values, is basic.16 These two types of 
reference groups are sometimes regarded as separate but equal in im­
portance for study, having only the common property that the individu­
al ' s  choice of a point of reference is the key to understanding either 
the process of self-appraisal or the fonnation of attitudes. The two 
types, however, may not always be empirical ly  distinct. Contained 
within the structure of norms in a group may be the directive that one 
should not compare himself with his betters, or look down on his infer­
iors, or that they did not employ any comparative groups whatsoever, 
because of ideological distaste, and the political attitudes. Given 
the possible interdependence of the two types of processes, it is al l 
the more strange that although the study of the normative reference 
15E. L. and R. Hartley, Fundamentals of Sociological Psychology. 
New York: Alfred A .  Knopf , 1952, p. 35. 
16I bid., P • 47. 
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group has been cultivated, that of the comparative reference group has 
been neglected. The paths that Hyman, the Hartleys, Stouffer, and 
Merton took are now only byways, trodden by occasional investigators.
17 
The equal ly basic distinction between reference individuals and 
reference groups has been neglected despite the emphasis on the refer- . 
ence individual as a point of social comparison in the early work and 
the obvious connection to such a prestigious concept as role�model. 
The parenthetical remark by Newcomb that a membership group may be a 
potent normative reference group u ( particularly as symbolized by lead­
ers • • •  ) " strongly suggests the role of the reference individual as the 
carrier of the reference group' s norms, but it appears to have been 
lost inside the parenthesis. Merton incorporated into his original 
formulation both concepts, and in a subsequent essay gave greater promin­
ence to the '' reference individual". Sherif described that glorified 
variety of reference individual to which he gave the apt title, the 
"reference idol 1 1 . � 8 
The reference group concept reminds us that individuals may orient 
themselves to groups other than their own, not merely to their member­
ship groups, and thereby explains why the attitudes and behavior of 
individuals may deviate from what would be predicted on the basis of 
their group membership. Thus a theory of the group determination of 
17I bid . , p .  37 .  
18M. Sherif, "The Concept of Reference Groups in Human Relations''. 
Hyman and Singer, Readings in Reference Group Theory and Research. 
New York : Free Press, 1968, pp. 84-94. 
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attitude has been properly enlarged by the concept of reference group. 
Parallel to a theory of group influences on attitude, a recent fruitful 
development of theory and research has dealt with social influences of 
an interpersonal sort mediated through direct interaction and communi­
cation, and has become known to us under the headings of "opinion 
leadership, " "the influential,u  and u personal influence. ti But this 
latter theory would take on enlarged significance by some stress on 
"reference individualsu as sources of influence. Just as reference 
group reminds us of the influence of nonrnembership groups, the concept 
of reference individual would remind us that there are influentials, or 
opinion leaders, with whom we are not in direct social relations. We 
model ourselves not only on those who are near but on those who are far 
away. Certainly the emphasis in recent research on intimates as sources 
of influence is an understandable and wholesome reaction to the earlier 
emphasis of hierarchical and feudal types of influence from superiors, 
but perhaps the balance has swung too far. The point to be stressed 
is that the links in the interpersonal chain do not have to be forged 
exclusively via direct social relations. 
For the study of normative reference groups, Newcomb ' s  distinction 
between the positive and negative type reminds us that individuals may 
form their attitudes in opposition to the norms of a group as wel l  as 
in accordance with them. The concept of negative reference groups helps 
us understand not only the affective tone and content of an individual ' s  
attitude, but also such formal features as the congruence and organi­
zation of his attitudes. Clearly there are some instances in social 
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l ife where to oppose the norms of a particular group--for example , the 
Republican Party in the United States--is to be thrown into the arms 
of its opposite, the Democratic Party. But there are many other in­
stances where social relations between groups are not patterned in 
terms of polar opposites. Thus , to regard one' s parents or community 
as a negative reference group may provide no other directive to the 
individual than to choose from among the norms of the myriad groups 
available. Individuals who form a constellation of attitudes under 
such conditions may wel l  show the consequences in terms of diffuseness, 
lack of crystal lization , inconsistence , and so on. But this remains a 
hypotheses to be tested as investigators pursue Newcomb' s distinction.19 
The concept referent power , employed by French and Raven , suggests 
many fundamentals of normative reference group processes. The power of 
a nonmembership reference group inheres essential ly in the fact that 
the individual by his sheer identification with the group wil lingly ac­
cepts what he perceives to be its norms. By contrast , membership groups 
often have the power , even when the individual does not take them as 
reference groups, to ex�ct conformity in behavior through brutish means 
or rewards and to induce attitudes through prolonged doses of sociali­
zation. Certainly, when there is no bond of identification, their in­
fluence may be attenuated, and the concept of reference group reminds 
1 9T. Newcomb, ".Attitude Development as a Function of Reference 
Groups". Ibid. , p. 374. 
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us tha t the psychological equipment of an individual ca n provide some 
escape from victimization by a membership group. 20 
From these distinctions flows the hypothesis that the attitude 
held tends to reflect the reference group, whereas the attitude ex­
pressed tends to reflect the membership group. It is only when the in­
dividual revea ls  his nonconformity that he is in danger of sanctions 
from his membership group. Thus, the membership group and the reference 
group normally  divide the rea lm, the former holding sway over the sphere 
of expression and the latter over the sphere of private thoughts. More 
refined hypotheses follow. As a membership group develops a pparatus 
and institutions that thre aten privacy, even the attitudes that are 
formed and then  held in mind may come under its sway, since the truly 
private sphere shrinks. Conformity to the membership group then becomes 
more comprehensive. When nonconformity is expr essed, it, no doubt, re­
quires that the person have some reference group or individual strongly 
in mind to steel his resolve. William James put it very well :  
"When for motiv es of honor and conscience I brave the con­
demnation of my own family, club, and ' set '  • • • I am always in­
wardly strengthened in my course and ste eled against the loss 
of my a ctua l social self by the thought of other and better pos­
sible social judges than those whose verdict goes against me now. 
The idea l  social self which I thus seek in appealing to their 
decision may be very remote • • •  Yet still the emotion that beckons 
me on is indubitably the pursuit of an ideal social self, or a 
self that is at least worthy of approving recognition by the 
highest possible judging companion, if such compa nion there 
be • • •  Al l progress in the social self is the substitution of 
higher tribunals for lower. " 21 
20Ibid. , p. 374. 
21J. French and B. Raven. "Bases of Social  Power." Dorwin , Cart, 
Winnet , Editors, Studies in Social Policy. Michigan :  Free Press, 1959, 
pp. 1 50-67. 
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On a minature scale, the support of reference groups for nonconformity 
is revealed in the selection from the studies of the Encampment for 
Citizenship, where observations were made of youth as they moved back 
and forth between the larger society and a special community whose 
norms were in conflict. And on a more extended time scale, these pro­
cesses are examined in Newcomb's follow-up study of Bennington gradu­
ates twenty-five years removed from its influence. 
Anticipatory Socialization. Merton' s concept of anticipatory 
socialization is essential to this discussion. Individuals may take 
as a reference group, a nonmembership group to which they aspire to 
belong, and begin to socialize themselves to what they perceive to be 
its norms before they are overexposed to its influence. The power of 
some reference groups is inherent in the possibility that they will 
ultimately be membership groups--at least such is the belief of the 
aspirant--and therefore can exact some conformity as the price of ad­
mission or of more comfortable passage into their ranks. Eulau ad­
vanced and then tested twice an ingenious hypothesis bearing upon this 
discussion. He reasoned that anticipatory socialization may be an ef­
fective means for learning attitudes, but not conduct, since the 
aspirant will have had little real opportunity to practice the skills 
required and to be taught the correct performance of the role. 
Basic to Reference Group Theory is the fact that individuals often 
have multiple reference groups. Certainly, th�re are some individuals 
who have limited capacity to use many reference groups, who lack rich 
"Imaginative Sociability. u Others however, in appraising the many 
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facets of the se l f, employ various reference groups, each specialized 
as a point o f comparison for one particul a r  dimension . In forming their 
total conste l lation o f attitudes, several reference groups may be em� 
pl oyed, each accorded a limited jurisdiction over some specialize d  
attitude sphere . Studies of normative reference gr oups have found dif­
fer ences in the l egitimacy that individuals accord to gr oups pr omu lgat­
ing norms in various spheres .  There ar e  also instances where multipl e  
reference groups impinge and then they may either r einforce the same 
outcome or produce conf licting consequences for the individual . 
Over the life span of any person there will have be en a multi­
pl icity of re ference gr oups, specialized less by sphere than by the 
l i fe-segment to which they were keyed .  S ome are long depa rted, but 
sinc e r e ference groups ar e  represented by the symbo lic pr ocesses of the 
individual old reference gr oups may be carried over in memo ry .  Recent 
groups may also be cast out of mind in the zealous adoption of a still 
newer reference group . The relations o f multip le re ference groups with­
in a sequence suggest many fascina ting pr oblems that tie into the pr o­
cesses of social mobility. Discussions o f social mobility o ften assume 
that the past and futur e reference groups conflict, since the individual 
presumably wishes to break his ties to the old, inferior group . Litwak, 
however, presents an interesting reformulation, using the concept of the 
stepping-stone reference orientation. In a situation characterized by 
orde red change, ''where integration into one group is considered to be 
a prerequisite for integration into a second group • • . it is possible for 
the individual to view both his current membership group and his future 
group." Each group is valued by the individual as a stepping stone 
to help him in his advance. 
Research and Theory on the Selec tion of Reference Groups 
The concept reference group has always implied that one cannot 
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make arbitrary assumptions about the groups to which an individual refers 
himself. Given the multiplicity of groups and the variability among in­
dividuals and situations, must we then, as a symposium put it in 1956, 
' 'determine which kinds of groups are likely to be referred to by which 
kinds of individuals under which kinds of circumstances in the process 
of making which decisions • • . 1 1 - -over and over again?22 There wil l  always 
be a large amount of empiricism. needed, and the development of simple 
instruments to measure a person ' s  reference groups is of great impor­
tance. But, fortunately, research has already established certain 
regularities in the choices individuals make and some major factors 
governing selection . 
Theorizing about the choice of reference groups and reference in-
dividuals is often based on simple assumptions about motivation . The 
individual chooses a normative reference group so that in fantasy, or 
ultimately in fact, he can feel himself part of a more favored group. 
Thus anchored, he has a ready-made perspective to order the distressing 
complexities of the environment. For social comparisons, he chooses a 
group so as to enhance his self-regard or protect his ego. Certainly 
22 Foundation for Research on Human Behavior , nGroup Influence in 
Market and Public Relations. Michigan, P ·  56 . 
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in the search for reference groups, such fundamental str ivings play an 
important part. The pleasure principle is at work, but so too is  the 
reality principle. 
Stouffer inferred that the more advantaged soldiers fel t  deprived 
because they chose to compare themselves with others who were even bet­
ter off. It seems plausible that the institutional arrangements gave 
such sharp defini tion and prominence to certain groups that the sold­
ier ' s  a ttention was drawn to them as points of comparison. 
Turner hypothesized that only those groups will be taken as points 
of comparison which are relevant to a particular aspect of self-apprais­
al--when a group' s standing is so high or so low that it - is not meaning­
ful to the individual, it will not be used as a comparative reference 
group. The s imilarity principle Festinger derived in the " theory of 
social comparison processes, " that an individual chooses others who are 
close to his level of ability, is congruent with Turner ' s  relevance 
principle, as is Merton' s hypotheses, based on findings in The American 
Soldier, that "some similarity in status attributes between the indi­
vidual and the reference group must be perceived or imagined, in order 
for the comparison to occur at all." The Amba of East Africa dramati­
cal ly illustrates that principle. They worked for Europea�s for a much 
lower price than for employers from another tribe, and " are quite will­
ing to explain this state of affairs. They say that a European is on a 
much higher social plane, and therefore comparisons are out of the 
question. Europeans are so weal thy that an increase in their wealth 
makes no difference in the • . • 11 standing1 1  of the Amba relative to Europe­
ans. Qualitative evidence in Hyman ' s  interviews also suggested the 
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operation of the similarity principle, or what he cal led " affinity" in 
the choice of reference groups, but he observed instances where con­
trast in status make a reference group salient and likely to be chosen .23 
The principles of relevance and simil�rity still leave much room 
for the play of psychological factors. As Merton remarks, perceived 
similarity is what counts and there are many dimensions of similarity, 
in which direction wil l the individual turn then--toward relevant groups 
that are superior or inferior to him? Turner's college students seemed 
to compare themselves with higher reference groups, perhaps to their 
present discomfort, but because they· were "future-oriented, "  desiring 
to surpass such groups in their future lives. 
Patchen's study of industrial workers provides systematic evidence 
on the variables affecting the choice of a reference individual or 
reference group for economic comparisons and fundamental ly clarifies the 
motivational assumptions of Reference Group Theory. Men often choose 
reference groups which increase their present sense of relative depri­
vation, not only  because formal institutional arrangements force such 
groups into attention, but, as Patchen demonstrates, above them at the 
price of present dissatisfaction because they are laying a claim to a 
future when their status will be higher and their relative deprivation 
diminished. 
23Foundation for Research on Human Behavior, .9.2.. cit. , p. 413, 
Ibid. , p. 219. 
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Experimental research demonstrates that situational factors may 
he ighten the salience of a membership group and increase the likelihood 
of its being used as a reference group whose perceived norms then affect 
some specific sphere. Whether such situational influences have enduring 
effects on the choice of normative reference groups remains unknown. 
That normative reference groups are chosen in the spirit of iden­
tification perhaps also needs quali f ication. It may be true for many 
individuals seeking a source of norms, values, and attitudes, al though 
the existence of negative reference groups obviously qualifies the 
proposition. Certainly the reference individual who is an idol or hero 
may be chosen with a sense of his distance and little feeling of iden­
tification . And what about the individual seeking a system of  beliefs 
and knowledge? He may then choose his reference group in terms of its 
authority or expertness, and with the full awareness that he has no bond 
of identification. Systematic research on such determinants of choice 
does not exist, s-ince the effects of reference groups on cognition have 
been neglected, to the detriment  of an improved sociology of  knowledge. 
Carlson, who demonstrated differences in the effectiveness with which 
rural Southern Negroes dealt with syphilitic infections, depending on 
their reference groups, and Beal and Rogers, who demonstrated that 
farmers who adopted better practices chose particular reference groups, 
illustrate the prospect for future research. 24 
Ruth Hartley' s work represents a unique Rrogram of  systematic re-
search on psychological factors that influence the selection of a 
24Ibid. , P · 1 5. 
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membership group as a normative reference group. Using a large col lege 
community, she measured the degree to which students adopted their new 
community as a reference group, and correlated such individual differ­
ences with other characteristics. Taking on a new reference gr oup is 
dependent on an acceptant personality pattern. A particular reference_ 
group is then likely to be chosen if it is seen as fulfilling personal 
needs, and if there is congruity between the individual ' s  personal 
values and norms and the norms and values he perceives as characteristic 
of the gr oup. Thus, some of the apparent effect of reference groups on 
the values of individuals may be spurious, since their values were pr i ­
or in time and determined the choice of the reference group. 25 
Measurement procedures. In this field measurement pr ocedures 
range fr om arm chair philosophy to complex mathematical and statistical 
techniques. Reference groups have been measured by such simple tech­
niques as predictive questions on subj ective class identification . 26 
Other simple questions on the importance of a ser ies of groups have been 
used to predict individual attitudes. 27 
Comparative reference groups, which people normally employ have 
been studied by the direct question method. This is the usual method 
in studies on personal satisfaction ; and by application 
25R. Hartley, " Norm Compatibility, Norm Reference and Acceptance 
of New Reference Groups. " 1.Els!· , P ·  238. 
26McDougal l, An Introduction to Social Psychology. Boston: John 
Willey and Company, 1921, PP · 200-201. 
27H. Hyman, "Reflection of Reference Group. " Public Opinion 
Quarterly, Vol. 24, 1960, PP · 383-96. 
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of Kuhn ' s  " \�/ho Am I "  t e st whi ch requires the indivi dual to spo n t a n e ­
ously define hims e l f  and hi s incorporati on in var i ous soc ial c ategories . 
Percepti on o f  refere nce  group norms has been measured by ha ving 
the subj ect e s -Limate the opini on o f various other groups  or i ndiv idual s, 
or indi cate lack o f  awarene s s  o f any norm . 28 
His tory of the D iscipl ine 
Introduction . Most writers who ha ve treated the deve l opment o f 
socia l and cul tura l  phenomena and many who have been concerned with the 
deve l opment of  the s e l f  have had something to say a bout groups . They 
found that in some ways the or igi ns of  the phenomena they were seeking 
could be seen on the sma l l group level, or that the c omparis on o f  smal l 
with large groups gave them a more genera l i zed percepti on tha n could be 
had by conf in ing the ir interest total l y to groups o f l arger s ize. 29 
S imme l, who wa s writing a bout groups of two a nd three pers on s ,  i s  
a good example o f  a theorist whos e urge toward genera l i zed the ory l ed 
him to l o ok at s ize as a social determinant of  relationships . A long 
with S imrnel ,  Durkheim, Cooley, and Mead were c oncerned with the probl em 
of s oc ia l control o f  behavior and saw the phenomenon o f i nterna l ization 
a s ti ed up with the interacti on o f  the individual and others in groups . 
28H. Mul ford and s . Win f ield, " Self Conceptions i n the Ge n eral 
P opulati on. " S oci ological Quarterly, Vol. 5, 1964, PP · 35-46. 
29p . Hare, E. Borgatta, a nd R .  Ba les, Smal l  Groups. New York : 
A l fred A . Knopf , 1965, P ·  3.  
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European Background 
Durkheim ' s  Division of Labor, although it centered upon societal 
problems, does make frequent reference to the group organization in a 
generic sense. His analysis of the division of labor has many modern 
counterparts with emphasis on concepts such as role differentation, 
d th bl f · 1 · b . 30 an e pro em o equ1 1 r ium. 
Durkheim emphasized the ability of a society under the orientation 
of organic solidarity to assume an almost j uridical form of self regu­
lation. He attributed this tendency toward equilibrium to the operation 
of smaller groups within the larger society in that the group has a 
containing effect upon the individual. 
According to Durkheim, all action if it is to be productive and 
to remain viable, must take the form groups. He felt that man biologi­
cally had an innate tendency toward the formation of groups. He stated 
that consolidation was actually: 
"A network of links which little by little have been woven 
and which makes something permanent of organic solidarity . "  
I f  there is one rule of conduct which is contestable, it is that 
which orders us to realize in ourselves the essential traits of the 
col i ective type.31  
Because cf group formation and organization, Durkheim believed 
that a sort of collective conscience evolved which served to unite 
30 1 1Di vis ion of Labor. " Ibid. , P • 87 • 
31I bid. , pp. 9- -0. 
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individuals and mediate in confl icting areas. He additional ly  felt that 
groups developed moral ly in concurrence with the moral phi losophy of 
a particular nation: 
"We have shown that this rule had as its function the pre­
sentation of al l agitation of the common consc ience, and con­
sequently of social solidarity and that it could ac compl ish this 
role only by having a moral character. 32 
To emphasize the generic importance of the group as evidenced in 
the col lective consc ious, he further states: 
"It is impossible for offenses against the most fundamental 
col lective sentiments to be tolerated without the disintegration 
of soc iety, and it is necessary to combat them with the aid of 
the particularly energetic reaction which attaches to moral 
rules. " 33 
If the division of labor then produces sol idarity, it is not only 
because it makes each individual an nexchangist", it is because it 
creates among men an entire system of rights and duties which through 
col lective formation l ink them together in a durable way. 
Central to S imrnel ' s  theoretical framework is the significance of 
numbers for social life. Al l social l ife could be viewed in terms of 
rec iprocal interaction or '1 forms of social ization. " 
For S imrnel, the number operates as a c lassificatory pr i n c iple 
within the group. Numeri cal subdivisions are composed either of per ­
sons who are somehow related--relatives--friends, neighbors, or of 
equals or unequals who supplement each other. Numer i cal identity 
32Ibid. ,  p. 10. 
33Ibid. , P • 11. 
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constitutes the formal principle of c lassification, though it never de­
cides alone. Si�mel views groups as being classified as dyads and tri-
ads essential ly as influenced by the group. 
To Simrnel, isolation does involve to some extent the individual ' s  
interaction. It, however, is only important to the individual as it 
involves the somehow imagined but then rejected image of society. Such 
an individual might wel l  isolate himself from society but first must 
have recognized its existence through interaction. 
The Dyad. The simplest sociological formation is that which 
exists between two individuals. Here is contained the foundation for 
more complex interaction. Usual ly such relationships are engaged in 
for pure exchange of gratification and when one party decides to ter­
minate the relationship, a group no longer exists. 
However, such relationships do possess the characteristic of a 
group and do assume an autonomous super-individual phenomenon. When 
the super-individual characteristic ceases to exist, so does the group. 
The Triad. The sociological structure of the dyad is character­
ized by two phenomena that are absent from it. One is the intensifi­
cation of a relationship by a third element or usual ly by a framework 
which transcends the one to one confrontation. The other is a sole 
dependence upon the other individual for continuation of the relation­
ship. In  the triad, a third individual is added and it is here that 
the group final ly emerges • 
.Among the three elements each one operates as an intermediary 
between the other two. 
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We have now reviewed some of the earlier writings of pioneers in 
the areas o f  groups. We sh3 l l  now turn to an analysis of the discipline 
as it devel oped an interest in America . 
Primary Groups. Perhaps the most renowned early American theorist 
in this area was Charles H. Cooley, with his now famous concept of the 
primary group: 
� By primary groups, I mean those characterized by intimate 
face to face association and cooperation. They are primary in 
several senses, but chiefly in that they are fundamental in form­
ing the social nature and ideals of the individuai. u 34 
Primary groups then are primary in the sense that they guide the 
individual in his earliest and most complex experience of social unity 
and also in the sense that they do not change to the same degree as 
more e laborate relations. They actual ly form a relatively permanent 
source of which complex relations evolve. 
Cooley maintains that human nature is not something existing in-
nately in the individual ;  but a group nature or primary phase of 
society--that is, a condition of the social mind. It  is through the 
primary group contact that human nature is begun. 
Fol lowing Cooley arose another significant contributor to the 
field of group analysis, whose thoughts are germane to the field of 
Reference Group Theory . That is, George H. Mead. 
Mead ' s  theoretical conceptualization in Mind, Self, and Society 
is today one of the landmarks of social psychology. His major 
34
c .  H. Cooley, "Primary Groups. " Ibid . , p. 17. 
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principles of gr oup formation and participant communic ation might best 
be summarized by the following: 
"The principle which I have suggested as basic to human 
s ocial organization is that of communic ation involving pa
rtici-· 
pation in the othe r. "35 
Here the reference is to role taking which in conside r a t
ion of 
the generalized other, allows the individual to "ge
t outside" himself 
and view his image as the other might view it. It
 is through this 
taking the role of the other person that the indi
vidual is able to c ome 
back to himself and redirect his process of commu
nication. The immedi­
ate effe ct of role ,ta king lies in the c ontr
ol the individual is able 
to exercise over his own respons e. 
This form of social c ontr ol serves to integ
rate the individual 
and his actions with reference to the orga
nized s ocial pr o c e s s  of ex­
perience and behavior in which he is implic a
ted. The individual there­
fore bec omes self-conscious and s elf-criti
c al. S elf-criticism then is 
es sentially s ocial criticism, and behavior
 controlled by self-criticism 
is essentially behavior c ontr olled s ociall
y. 
The development of this process is depende
nt upon getting the 
attitude of the group a s  distinct fr om t
hat of the s eparate individual--
the "generalized other." 
I shall consider one more theorist of im
por tance in the development 
of .America� intere s t  i
n the field of group analysis--Floyd H.
 Allport. 
35G. H. Mead, "The Social Foundations and Functions of Thought and 
Communication. u .9.£· cit. , PP • 20-24. 
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Here some conclusions Allport reached regarding the influence of group 
on association and thought will bi stated in synoptic form: 
A.  The influence of group upon association. Here the main 
conclusion was that a co-working group is distinctly favorable 
to the process of free association. The influence of the group 
is subject to the nature of the task. Certain individuals are 
more susceptable to group pressure than are others . 36 
B. Qualitative aspects. A greater number of personal 
associations are produced alone than in the group. Subjects in 
a group tend to produce about the same ideas. 
Two major conclusions here were: 
C. Influence of the group upon thought. More ideas are 
produced in the group than when working alone. Ideas usually 
are less incisive and logical than those arrived at in solitary 
thought. 
From what has been stated previously we can see the gradual devel­
opment and movement of the discipline of group analysis from Europe to 
the United States. Certainly a more comprehensive analysis of each 
contribution might well have been presented. Also, many more contri­
butions might well have been discussed. The previous were chosen 
because of their renown and highly significant contributions to the 
discipline. 
Recent Contributions to Reference Group Orientation 
L ewis Kil lian of Florida State University studied the behavior of 
an army troop working in a military railway service to demonstrate the 
noted effe� t of the civilian environment upon military personal. 
36F .  H .  Allport, nThe Influence of the Group Upon Association and 
Thought. " Ibid. , pp. 31-36. 
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Although the individuals were members of the active military, be­
cause of their unusual s ituation such "military courtes ies" a s neces sary 
were virtually abandoned. It i s evident that even though the troops 
were in a particular membership group, they referred themselves to the 
civilian j ob reference group as a guide for their behavior. 
In an analys is of the s ignificance of multiple reference groups, 
Killian also studied the reactions of individuals in dissatisfying 
situations in four southwestern communities. 
K illian observed a state police officer, who upon witnes s ing a 
tornado striking a town, decided to drive to another town to secure 
help, as that was his job. Here, as it  is obvious, the individual was 
referring himself to an occupational reference group rather than hi s 
friendshi p group in the stricken town. 
Other observations were made of telephone workers on strike in the 
disaster community. During the disaster workers were allowed to return 
to work but ordered "on s trike" several days later. Many individuals 
then chose to res ign from the union and remain at work. We can here 
see the friendship group being utilized as a frame of reference. 37 
Contrasting Reference Groups. Perhaps this principle might be 
best exemplified by a summary of conclusions arrived at in a study per­
formed on the concept of marg inality. The marg inal individual might be 
looked upon as the individual who, although a member of one refer­
ence group, chose to refer himself to another a s a guide of behavior. 
37Lewis K ill ian, " The Significance of Multiple Group Membership in 
Disaster", An'.erican Journal of Sociology, 1957, PP • 390- 14. 
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Certainl y  the most com on exampl e of margi nality exi s ts amor.g 
individual s be long ing to an ethnic group, who becau s e of their inability 
to bec ome ac cepted in larger soci ety and their te ndency to reject the 
standards of their own group , fee l rather in secure i n  their  reference 
group aff iliations . 
Marg inality, however, is not confined to member s of minor ity 
groups . The foreman, for exampl e, in the industrial s etting often fi nds 
himself in a s imilar positi on as he is between both the work er s and 
management. 
Rothlisberger pointed out that the foreman is often various ly re -
garded. Management l o oks upon him as the leve l of management at the 
1 1 grass roots . I t The foreman lo ok s at himself as a "go between" among 
labor and mana gement . The workers regard him as the 1 1 boss. 1 1 38 
The foreman then i s unable  to take e j ther the wor kers or man-
agement as hi s reference group. 
Pro fe ssional grou� - Blau and Scott in a study o f "County Welfare 
Age ncy" analyzed the attitudes of soc ial worker s toward the pr o f e s s i o n  
of  social work considering educati on and ori entation in terms of be ing 
"cosmopolitan or local." 
In sur.mary, the authors found that social workers poss e s s ing the 
(M. S.W. ) degree tended to adopt the profe ssi on rather than the agency 
as th eir r e f erenc e group. Social workers posse s s ing only the bachelors 
38p. Blau  and w . S cott, Formal Organi zations. New Jersey : Pren-
tice Hall , 1968, PP · 127- 1 39. � 
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degree con s istently referred thems elves to the county agency. The pro­
fessionc1l s ocial workers  were cl ass ified a s  " cosmopolitan" and the 
remainder as " locd ls. 1 1 39 
Tamots u  Shibutani . Perhaps one of the mos t significant r ecent con­
tributions to the s tudy of reference group s ,  Shibutani' s maj or achie ve­
ments have been in his clarification of the c oncept. 
His task has been that of examining the conceptions of reference  
group implicit in its actual usage, regardles s of it ' s formal definit­
ion. After reviewing the works of the early founder s and more re cent 
contributors (e. g. , Merton , Ros s i ) , he arrives at three broo d  uses o f  
the concept in contemporary writings. 40 
One usag e  of the concept is in the des ignation of the group which 
acts as a point of reference in making comparisons or contras ts - - tha t 
is , especially in the for mations of judgments about oneself. Here 
the reference group is u sed as a standard whi ch the ac tor uses to for­
mulate his opinion of a s ituation and his position in it. 
The s econd use of  the concept is evident when it is used to de­
note a group in which the individual desires acceptance or membership. 
Here the c oncept is u sed to denote a group of individual s with whom the 
actor desires as sociation. 
39Ibid. , pp. 156-59 . 
40shibutani ,  " Reference Groups as Perspecti ves , "  Ameri can J ournal 
of Sociol ogy , Vol . 60 , 1 958 , pp. 562-69. 
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The third use impl ies an  existant group whose norms and va l ues 
guide the individual's behavior a lthough it is not a membership  group 
nor need it be a group in which the individua l desires membership. 
Present Situation 
Because of its socia l psychologica l grounding, it  is often quite 
helpfu l in studies involving research in the area of attitude develop­
ment and change , and as such is influenced by the group. It may wel l 
be used to expla in both group orienta tion and the individua l' s orienta­
tion a s  he is constantly  inf luenced by the group or "non-group. " 
Reference Group Theory sha l l  serve as the theoretica l framework 
of this dissertation. It appears tha t Reference Group Theory might suf­
fice in expla in ing and possibly predicting environmenta l attitude.41  
For the most part , the selection of reference groups wil l be of the 
nature of membership groups , whenever such group is an actual organi ­
zation or socia l category .  
This theoretica l orientation served as  the gu ide for Newcomb' s 





This dissertation centers around the construction of a power 
plant and poss ible impact upon area residents ' environmental attitudes 
in the Northeast s ection of  South Dakota. The primary ar eas of concern 
r 
are , Milbank , South Dakota, Big Stone City, South Dakota, Ortonvil le, 
Minnesota, and their contiguous rural areas. 
To assess environmental attitudes in the area of  study, an inter-
view schedule based upon a reference group theoretical orientation was 
compiled and administered to a sampl e of 180 area residents utilizing 
heads of household  as re spondents. 
The Sampl ina Proc edure 
The total sample was ba s ed upon a 5 percent urban proportion and 
20 percent rural proportion to assure equa l distr ibution and repres enta -
tiveness of  each center of the population. 
Administration of the interview schedul e was based upon the fol low-
ing sampling criteria. 
Milbank, South Dakota 
Since members of our univers e  of discourse were heads of house­
holds , a sampling frame comprised of e lectrical users was obtain ed from 
the district manager of Otter Tail  Power Company. This me thod was 
deemed the most  accurate by the research team as al l occupied homes in 
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the area reportedly had electrical service. Other methods, such as 
sampling from telephone users and various utilities were investigated, 
but determined to be less comprehensive. 
For all practical purposes, our population with reference to Mil­
bank, South Dakota, was comprised of its 1,156 non-commercial electri­
cal users. Of this figure a 5 percent random sample was drawn using a 
table of random numbers to secure a total 59 potential respondents. 
Ortonville, Minnesota 
Our 5 percent sample from this city was taken at random, again, 
utilizing electrical and water-user data made available by the office 
of City Clerk, Ortonvil le, Minnesota. Our population, for purposes of 
sampling, included some 926 non-commercial utility users, from which a 
random sample of 47 respondents was drawn. 
Both Milbank, South Dakota and Ortonville, Minnesota are considered 
"cities" in that both might so be classified by census definition of 
2, 500 or more inhabitants. 
Big Stone City, South Dakota 
This small town is not considered an urban area by census defin­
ition. The 1 960 population of Big Stone City was 71 8. A 20 percent 
random sample, utilizing electrical and water user data was accomplished 
in a sampling universe of 200. 
Rural Sampling - Methods 
In addition to the areas specified above, the following townships 
were sampled as part of the study: 
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A )  Alban Township Population 1960 487 
B )  Big Stone Township Population 1960 31 3 
C)  Geneseo Township Population 1960 347 
, . . 
D )  Lake Township Population 1960 280 
E )  Lockwood Township Population 1960 160 
F )  Becker Township Population 1960 1301 
Sampling in rural areas was accomplished using a stratified random 
method. Farm size was used as the criterion of stratification. Farms 
ranged from a reported 8 acres to 4,900 acres with the average farm 
size being 1 60 acres. Because the sampling distribution was heavily 
weighted at both ends, a stratified random sampling method was selected. 
Statistical data regarding farm size were obtained from the agri­
cultural  stabilization and conservation service officers (USDA) in each 
affected county. The data were statistical ly arrayed by farm-acre-size 
and strata were delineated utilizing the concept of natural breaks. 
Random sampling was then accomplished within the specified strata. A 
total 68 respondents were selected in this fashion. 
The Interview Schedule 
Criteria for selection of reference groups : 
In Preparation of the interview schedule, sources of research indi­
cated that certain socio-demographic variables might possibly have 
s ignificant influence upon individuals environmental attitudes - (see 
1 source: U. s. Census Final Report, 1960 (1970 Population Sta­
tistics not available at time of sampling). 
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Review of  Literature for detai l ed account ) .  Such variables a s  appeared 
evident shal l be trea ted as  referent groups and serve as  independent 
variables in ana lysis. 
Part one of the interview schedul e included personal data such as 
age, sex, marital status, and other descriptive information (see Appen­
dix I ) . Anonymity was assured al l respondents. Inc luded also under 
part one was a knowledge scale designed also to serve a s  a referent 
group. 
Part two of the interview schedule consisted of several likert 
type ( 5 point response ) scales designed to assess attitudes of respond­
ents with respect to environmental considerations. Standardized sca les 
were used where avai lable and additional scales were developed using 
items based upon the literature and reference group theory. 
Definition of Terms 
Based upon the problem statement, review of  literature and theo­
retical framework ; the fol l owing are operational definitions of terms 
generic to  this dissertation : 
Attitude 
Al though there are a number of traditional definitions of attitude, 
the following are cited a s  il lustrative usage of the term: 
" An enduring learned predisposit ion to behave in a con­
sistant way toward a given class of objects. u 2 
2English, H. and English A. A Comprehensive Dictionary of  P sy­
chological and Psvchoanalytic Terms : A Guide to Usage ; New York, 
Mc Kay, 1 958, P •  50. 
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"A  mental and neural state of readiness, organized through 
experience, exerting a direct ive or dynamic influence upon the 
individuals response to al l objects and situations with which 
i t  is  related. 1 1 3 
An individuals att i tude may then be considered as a response con­
sistency regarding social objects. For the purpose of this research, 
attitude shal l be regarded as a relatively enduring system of evalu­
ative reactions based upon the reflective and evaluative concepts or 
beliefs which have been learned about the characteristics of a social 
object or class of social objects. 4 
Environment 
This term may most aptly be defined by the following: 
" The aggregate of all the external conditions and influ­
ences affecting the life5and development of an organism, human behavior, or a society. u 
Environmental Attitude 
For the purpose of research definition, environmental attitude 
shall be viewed as the individuals learned, behavioral ly conditioned 
and enduring evaluative reactions toward the aggregate of all the ex­
ternal condi tions and influences affecting him. 
3Allport, G. w .  " The Historical Background of Modern Social Psy­
chology. " In  G. Lindzey, Ed. P. , Handbook of Social Psychology, Vol. 
I, Cambridge, Mass., Addition - Wesley, 1954, p. 31. 
4Shaw , M. and Wright J. Scales for the f•�easurernent of Attitudes, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1967, pp. 2-4. 
5websters New Intercollegiate Dictionary, G. C. Marriam Co. , 
Springfield, ,:ass. , 1959, p. 276. 
� .�
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Referenc e  Group 
This concept was disc ussed at length in the the oretic al 
framework 
and shall he r e  be bri efly defined as; that body
 or collection of norms, 
values and standards to which the individual ref
ers himself in g uiding 
his be havior • 
.Age 
Each re spondent was asked to indic ate his age. A
ge was regarded 
as the number of ye ars of life as of their la
st birthday. 
Income 
Total gross income rece ived from all sour c e
s, to include wage s, 
salarie s, income re c eive d from inve stme nts 
and any other source s. 
Education 
Re fer s to the total number of years o
f formal training , including 
vocational and tec hnical training . 
Household Head 
That individual of the conjugal fami
ly unit pe r c e ived as be ing 
charged with primary financi al and su
pervisory responsibility for suc h 
unit. 
Primary Head 
Consists of those individual s livin
g alone or heading non-conjugal 
familie s. 6 
6No individuals acting a s  primary heads of non-conjugal family 
units acted as re sponde nts. 
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Respondent 
That individual perceived as being a household head and physically 
responding to the questions asked by the interviewer. 
Variables 
The dependent variable for this study is environmental attitude. 
Independent variables include the following: 
A )  Age 
B )  Education 
C) Knowledge 
D )  Religion 
E )  Level of Living 
F )  Organizational Participation 
G )  Sex 
H)  Length of Residence 
I )  Family S ize 
J )  Community Identification 
The hypothetical relationship can be expressed in functional form 
as fallows: 7 
y = f ( a , b ,  c ,  d ,  e ,  f ,  g ,  h ,  i ,  j )  
7Independent variables a - j are considered an interrelated set of 
variables acting each in conj unction with all others as they totally 
influence the dependent variables. 
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Formulatio n of  Hypotheses 
Based upon all previous material the following are stated as re­
search hypotheses: 
General Hypothesis: 
A ) Significant relationships will be found to exist between the 
selected set of variables and environmental attitude. 
Sub-Hypotheses: 
.A ) Significant relationships will be found to exist between age 
and environmental attitude. 
- B )  Significant relationships will be found to exist between 
level of  education and environmental attitude. 
C) Significant relationships will be found to exist between 
l evel of knowl edge and environmental attitude. 
D )  S ignificant relationships will be found to exist between 
religion and environmental attitude. 
E) S ignificant relationships wil l be found to exist between 
l evel of  l iving and environmental attitude. 
F )  S ignificant relationships will be found to exist between 
organizational participation and environmental attitude. 
G )  Significant relationships will be found to exist between 
sex and environmental attitude. 
H)  Significant rerationships will be found to exist between 
length of residence and environmental attitude. 
I )  Significant relationships will be found to exist between 
famil y size and environmental attitude. 
J )  Significant relationships will be found to exist between 
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The interview team consisted of 5 South Dakota State University 
graduate assistants and 5 area residents. Interviewers were assigned 
to pre-determined areas of the sample and each schedule was reviewed 
by the research coordinator to insure completeness and consistency . 
Scoring of Attitudes 
Attitudes of each respondent were recorded in each dependent vari­





















Add data were subsequently coded for computer processing using a 
least-squares multivariate regression analysis. 
9As apparent from the above, an attitude score of 5 would indicate 
disagreement whereas, a score of 1 would indicate strong agreement. 
CHAPTER VI 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA 
General 
Using a conti nuous depe ndent variable of atti tude toward envi ron-
ment as me asured by a 5-point Like rt scale and a se t of ind epend ent 
variables, a le ast square s multivari ate re gression model was uti lized 
in the analysi s of the d ata. Utili zati on of thi s te chnique yi e l d ed in 
rank orde r fashion - through use of a stepwise program--the i nd epe nde nt 
variable s and their associati on with the de pendent variable under con­
ditions of the study. Total accountable vari abi lity was also shown 
through utili zation of thi s te chnique . 
An i te rative procedure was used to re duce the numbe r of e xplanatory 
vari able s in the original re lationshi p. The fi rst ste p included esti­
mates of re gression coefficients associ ated with all va-riables. The 
significance of e ach re lati onship was te sted by calculation of F value s. 
Variable s associated wi th smalle st F-value s we re dropped from the re ­
lationship. P aramete rs we re estimated for the equation with a reduced 
number of variable s re peated for each variable and dropping those hav­
ing the smalle st F value in e ach ite rati on unti l those remaining were 
associated with a regre ssion coefficient si gni ficant at the . 10 l e ve l. 
A coeffic iP. nt of multiple corre lation (R2 ) was computed and se rve d  a s  
an indication of common factor variance . 
All calculati ons and findings are based upon the followi ng routine 
mathematical assumpti ons: 
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A. T hat the form of the regression equation is linear. 
B. That the distribution for the Y values for each X are normal . 
C .  That the variances of the Y distributions are the same for 
each value of x . 1 
At the . 10 level of significance, there exists a 10 perce
nt chance 
of rej ecting the_ null hypothesis when it is true. T
he probability of 
accepting the hypothesis when it is false is not kn
own. 
The independent dependent variables relationship is f
unctionally 
diagramed as follows: 
or 
Y - environmental attitude - is a function of the follow­
ing as they appear in a set rel ationship: 
X1 = Age 
X2 = Education 
X3 = Knowledge 
X4 = Religion 
X5 = L evel of Living 
x6 = Organizational Part
icipation 
x8 = Length of Residence 
X9 = F amily Size 
X10 =  Community I dentification 
1Blalock, Hurbert M. , Social Statistics, Mc-
Grawhill Book Company, 
New York, 1960 , P ·  277 .  ( X ,  refers to  indep
endent vari able, Y refers 
to dependent variable) . 
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The variabl es entered the r egr es sion equation in the f ol l owing 
s equence: 
Where: 
Y = Environmental Attitud e 
a =  Y - intercept 
B = Regres s ion Coefficient 
x1 
. . . . .  X
k 
= Variabl e  Set2 
Meas uremen t  of Variabl es 
Environmental attitude ( Y) : This variabl e was measured by means 
of a 5-point Likert type s cal e util izing a respons e s et having a theo­
retical range f rom 7 to 35 points . Scale questions were rel ated to 
definitive ecol o gical as pects o f the studied area. 3 
X--Age: This variable was measured by an inter val s cal e of 
chronological age. Age as of l as t  birthday was requested . 
x2--Education: Again an interval s cal e was utilized. Respond ents 
were as ked to indicate number o f years of fo rmal e ducation. 
x3--Knowl edge : To as sess re lative degre e of knowl edge a cidhoto-
mous scal e with a theoretical range fr om 10 to 70  points was util ized. 
Res pondents were requested to indicate knowl edge in 10 s ubs tantive 
areas . 
2For l abe l ing o f integral parts of variable s et , (s ee previous 
functio nal diagr am. 
3see Appe ndix for questions. 
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x4--Religion:
 This variable was categorized by as signing the 




 Living: Measurement of this variable was accomplished 
through utilization of a dichotomous scal e having a theo
retical range 
of from 13 to 26. Scal e que stions were related to pos
ses s ions or non-
poss e s sion of various facilities. 
� --Organizational Participation: As s e ssment of this va
riable 
amounted to asking the re spondent the number of or
ganization s in which 
he was a member and the same was recorded. Furthe
r breakdown of inten­
sity of participation was quantified for descripti
ve purpo s e s . 
X7 - -Sex :  This variabl e was categorized by a dic
hotomous nominal 
scale. Numeral s 1 and 2 were as signed to mal es 
and femal es, r e spe c t ive -
ly.4 
x8 --Length of Residence
: Categorization was accomplished by 
indi-
cating total number of years re sidence
 in the community of addre s s . 
x9 - -Family Size : Measurement was indica
ted by number of peopl e in 
the conjugal unit. 
x1 0--Community Identification: This 
variabl e was clas sified by 
numerical categorization of the respon
s e  to the question "with which 
community do you primarily associate y
ours e lf? " 
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The Use of " Dummy" Va ria bl es 
In this dissertation religio n, orga niza tiona l pa rticipation a nd 
sex a re consider ed " dummy" variables. Simply defined such va riab
les 
are tho se which ca nnot be measured numerically but r a ther ma y b
e a s­
signed n umerals for the purpose of cla ssification.  
The  dummy va ria bl e is  a simpl e and useful method of  introducing
 
into a regression a nal ysis information  conta ined in varia
bles that a re 
not conventiona l l y  mea sured on  a numerical sca le, e. g. , r
ace, sex, 
a nd religion. 5 Among possible co nstra ints the most 
useful a re to �et 
the co nsta nt term of the equation to zero o r · to 
omit o ne of  the dummy 
varia bl es from the equa tion. 
The Level of  Significa nce 
Due to the la ck of existing litera ture rela
tive to environmental 
a ttitudinal resea rch and the base line nat
ure of this study, the . 1 0 
level of  significance wa s chosen. This le
vel of  significa nce was 
chosen in o rder to a llow ma ximum theo retic
a l representa tiveness o f the 
sel ected va riabl e set a nd to provide poss
ible indica nts a s to areas of 
future resea rch. 
The choice of  this statistical level e
sta blishes a pr obabi l i ty of  
P . 1 0 of  rej ecting the null hypothes
i s when it is  in fact tr ue.
6 
5suits, Da niel B. , " The Use of Dummy 
Varia bl es in Regr essio n Equa ­
tions, " Jour nal of the Ameri ca n Soci
ological Asso cia tion ,  December, 
1 957, PP · 548-549. 
6skipper, Ja mes, " The Sa credness of 
the . 05 Level, 1 1  The American 
Socio l o gist, Vol. 2, No. 1 ,  Februa r
y, 1 967, PP • 1 6-18. 
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Statistical Hypothesis 
The statistical hypothesis governing the research outlined in this 
dissertation is: 
There will be no significant relationship between the variable 
set of independent variables7 and environmental attitude. 
Results of Multivariate Analysis 
General: The interview schedule contained a total of 43 independ­
ent variables and the dependent variable (attitude toward environment ) .  
Review of Literature indicated possible significance of the chosen 10 
independent variables. 
For the purposes of contrast and comparison, two actual regression 
equations were processed. Equation one used the total 43 independent 
variables and equation two used the selected 10 independent variables. 
Both equations were reduced through an iterative process designat ing 
significant variables at the .10 level of significance. 
Statistical f indings: 
Equation 1: Utilizing 43 variables yielded an R2 
(indicative of common factor variance) of : 356. 
The 43 variables entered to achieve R2 . 356 were reduced through 
consecutive iteration to 17 var iables with an R2 of . 239. 
Equation 2 :  The selected 10 independent variables entered 
into this equation resulted in an overall R2 = 
. 193. With su�sequent reduction using three 
variables to R = . 113 at the . 1 0 level of 
significance. 
7rhe variable set includes var iables x1 through x10, as specified 
previously. 
CHAPTER VII 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, Ifv1PLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
General Findings 
A 10 variable set of independent variables was introduced into the 
regression equation, in the ir hypothesized relationship to the depe nd-
1 ent variable in the following order : 
Y = Environmental Attitude 
Xl 
= Age 
X 2  
= Education 




X5 = Level of Living 
x6 = Organizational Participation 
x7 = Sex 
XS 
= Length of Residence 
X9 
= Family Size 
XlO 
= Community Identification 
Through the step-wise process  of multiple regress ion analysis, 
the variab les were ranked in final form as follows: 
1 See Chapter VI, p.  124 for formula • 
Variable 
Number 
( Rank ) 
1 )  
2 )  
3 )  
4 ) 
5 )  
6 ) 
7 )  
8 )  
9 )  
V ariable 
Knowledge 
Organizational P articipation 






Le vel of Living 
R2 all variables . 1 93 
R2 3 variables . 132 
The tot al variable set achieved an R2 of . 193 . 
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T he iterative pro cess reduced the total variables significant at 
the . 1 0  level to 3 variables having an R2 of . 132 . Knowle dge , organi­
zational participation,  and length of residence were the more potent 
variable s. All othe rs are not significant at the . 1 0  level of 
significance. 
Because variability was not significant , we mu st fail to rej ect 
the general null  hypothesis of total variable set significance . Sta­
tistical sub-hypotheses regarding variable significance for variables 
1 ,  2 , and 3 may be rej ected whereas we mus t fail to rej e ct sub­
hypothese s rega rding the remaining variabl es. 2 
The final re gre ssion equation yie lding,  through the step-wise or 
iterative proce ss, an R2 of . 1 32 is stated as: 
Y = 1 1 . 6417 5  + 3. 49 ( Xl )  - . 888 ( X2 ) + . 061 (X3) 
2Religion did not appear in the set array. 
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As a result of a step-wise multivariate statistical analysis, the 
overall general null hypothesis that : there will be no significant 
relationship between the variable set of independent variables and the 
dependent variable of attitude toward environment ; cannot be rejected. 
The total proportionate sum of squares reduced was insufficient at the 
. 10 level of significance. 
Regression analysis was capable of explanation at an R2 level of 
. 193, with the total variable set of 10 independent variables.3 
Of the total R2 of . 193 the more significant variables in the 
overall set were length of residence, knowledge, and level of living. 
2 Such variables were capable of explanation at an R level of . 132. 
Sub-hypotheses ( in null form) regarding the significance of these vari­
ables may be rejected at the . 10 level of significance. 
Interpretations 
Interpretation which follows will present a, by-variable, account 
of each set member with the most powerful variables, initially dis­
cussed. Variables of lesser significance will be discussed in the 
order of their appearance in the total set, final, regression equation. 
Since the total R2 value is indicative of shared or common factor 
variance, a numerical breakdown by variable item would present an in­
accurate portrayal of the relative potency of each. Because of this 
3For specification of detailed variable set, see Chapter VI, page 
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mathematical characteristic, variables will be reported as only signif­
icant or insignificant at the . 1 0  level .  
Knowledge 
The independent variable of knowledge appeared in po sition one ( 1 )  
in final analysis. This variable may then be considered as having the 
highest degree of associatio n with the dependent variable, under the 
c onditions and limitations of this study. 
This suggests the po s sibility of significant association between 
knowledge and environmental attitude. Response on the kno wledge scale 
4 
indicated averages of + 1 90 and -88. These data indicate that a l arger 
proportion (approximately two and one-half times) of individuals po s ­
sessed a higher degree of knowledge. 
Organizational Participation 
.As  a resul t of step-wise regression analysis ,  the independent var­
ia ble of organizationa l participation appeared in positio n two ( 2 )  in 
the final displ ay of arrayed variables . 
From these data there appears to be significant association (nega-
tive) between organizational participation and attitude toward environ-
ment. 
Of those individuals participating in o rganizations , the l argest 
number belonged to religious as s ociations with veterans, farm and 
4The index of knowledge was co mputed through summation of po s itive 
(+ ) and negative ( -) respons es and reduction of same through divis io n 
by sc al e item total ( . 10 ) ,  see Table 1 .  
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commercial organizations appearing, respectively; in positions two , three, 
5 and four. Under conditions and limitations of this study, environment-
al attitude is regarded as  a function of organizational participa ti on � 
Lenoth of Residence 
This variable was ranked in position three in the final array of 
variables associated with environmental attitude. 
From this informati on it is possible to infer significant relation­
ship between length of residence a nd environmental a ttitude, under the 
conditio ns and limitations of the study. The null sub-hypothesis 
specifying insignificance of rela tionship may be rejected at  the . 10 
level of significance. 
Average length of residence for urban dwellers was 21.93 years 
whereas average length of residence for rural inhabitants was 30. 66 
6 years. 
Educationa l level . 
This variable was displayed in positio n  four of the f inal statisti­
cal array. Educa tional level as an independent variable did not ef­
fectively reduce the total sum of squares to be considered significant 
at  the . 10 level of significance. 
5rabul ar comparison of sub-groups utilizes absolute numbers due to 
sampl e s ize. See Blalock, H. M. , P • 28. 
6see Table Three for more detailed description. 
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We therefore must fail to rej ect the nul l  sub-hypothesis relative 
to the significance of this variabl e. Environmental attitude under the 
conditions and limitations of this research is not considered a function 
of educational l evel • 
.As a result of statistical analysis, age as an independent variabl e 
occupied position five in the final display of variabl es. Al though the 
review of l iterature and theoretical framework indicated the possibility 
of such a relationship, such fail ed to appear significant in anal ysis. 
Under the conditions of this research, age, in set rel ationship was not 
significant at the . 10 l evel of significance. 
We, therefore, must fail to rej ect the nul l hypothesis and con-
clude that environmental attitude is not a function of age.7 
I n  the total regression analysis, sex failed to ac hieve statistical 
significance at the .10 level of signific ance. The nul l hypothesis 
regarding sex as it is associated with environmental attitude cannot be 
rej ected and we must conclude that under the conditions of the study, 
sex is not significantly  associated with environmental attitude. 
Community Identification 
As an independent variabl e, community identification failed to ade-
quately reduce the total sum of squares and therefore did not ac hieve 
7Desc riptive findings presented in Tabl e Eight. 
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significance at the . 10  l evel of significance . We must fail to reject 
the nul l  hypothe sis regarding this variable and conclude tha t under the 
conditions of this study, community identification is not significantly 
associated with environmental a ttitude . 8 
Size of Family 
Although origina l ly hypothesized as a significant variable, family 
size failed to attain significance at the .10 level of significance .  
The nul l hypothesis cannot be rejected and family size must be regarded 
a s having insignificant a ssociation with environmental attitude. 
Level of Living 
.As a result of the statistical analysis we must fail to rej ect the 
nul l  hypothesis relative to the significance of l evel of living and 
convers e ly conclude that level of living, under the conditions and 
limitations of this study, is not associated with environmenta l  atti-
tude . 9 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
For the most part, individuals residing in the areas of study ap-
pe ar to hold favorable attitudes toward their pr e s ent environment . 
8se e  Table Four for descriptive presentation of -sampling distribu­
tion and community identification . 
9s ee Table Five for data rela tive to level of  living . 
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These attitudes appear to be significantly influenced by level of 
knowledge of the environJ;;ent and of the incoming power plant ; general 
level of organi zational participation and length of residence in the 
area . 
Individuals having greater levels of knowledge general ly  held less 
favorable  attitudes toward their environment. As an individual partici­
pates in a greater number of organizations, his environmental attitude 
becomes more positive, indicating his assumption of the dominant values 
of those organizations. 
Long-time residents of the studied area appear to have favorabie 
environmental attitudes. This is probably a function additional ly of 
the age structure of the area' s inhabitants and lack of extensive 
mobility. 
Because of the base line nature of this research, six independent 
variables failed to achieve significance at the . 10 level. A detailed 
discussion of each variable is included under the conclusions of the 
study. 
Reference group theoretical orientation was supported by al l sig-
nificant findings of the study and served as the guideline of the 
research. 
Area resider.ts general ly stand ready to accept the proposed Big 
Stone Power P lant in their community. The plant is regarded , general ly, as 
a significant addition. People in Milbank, South Dakota wil l  probably  
derive greater direct economic benefit from the facility as it is  to be 
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located on a tract of land under that town's jurisdiction. This might 
significantly increase the tax base in that area, and will provide a 
large source of additional revenue. 
Employment conditions in the area might improve during the opera­
tional phase of the power plant although most employe es will be of a 
technical natur e  and brought in by the power company. 
Becaus e  of the small number of additional jobs which the plant 
will create and the limited number of additional community re sidents , 
the area's existing community institutions should be adequa te. 
The consequences of the additional revenue available to the city 
of Milbank are at this time difficult to determine. 
General Conclusions 
As indicated by the results of sta tistical analysis, the multi-
variate technique was capable of explaining approximately 19.3 percent 
of the variability of the dependent variable , attitude toward environ­
ment. In failing to reject the general null hypothe sis of variable 
s et association, we must initially conclude that environmental attitude 
is not significantly associated with the set of selected independent 
variables. 
Although such va riables were selected following a review of liter-
ature and construction of a theoretical model, there appe a r s  to be 
areas of variability which were not detected as a result of this 
research. 
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Due to the fact that the review of l iterature reveal ed no such 
similar environmental attitudinal studies, this study is essentially 
of a base l ine nature and therefore largely descriptive in essence. 
Although attitudinal scales were constructed using the L ikert 
method and based upon already tried and tested scales , insignificant 
variabi l ity was real i zed. Therefore, it may be conc luded that such 
scales need extensive revision for studies of an environmental nature. 
Specific Conclusions 
The following shall present conclusions regarding each significant 
independent variable as it influenc ed the dependent variable of atti­
tude toward environment. No conclusions, other than that of " insignifi­
cance" shall be drawn regarding those variabl es which  did not achieve 
significance at the . 10 l evel. 
Knowl edge 
Based upon the review of literature with particular reference to 
Gross, in uThe Soc iology of Education, " it was expected that knowledge 
would be significantly assoc iated with environmental attitude. 10  
In  statisti cal analysis this was largely confirmed. It  may be 
concluded that review of l iterature regard ing knowledge pr ov i ded a 
relatively accurate indicator of its assoc iation to environmental 
attitude. This appears to support conclusions derived from previ ous 
studies. 
lOGross, Neal, "The Soc iology of Educati on" , Soc iology Today, 
Basi c  Books, Inc . ,  New York, 1 959, PP •  128-1 39. 
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With reference to our theoretical framework ,  knowledge as a possi­
ble source of referent orientation also appears to have been borne out. 
Those individuals having greater knowledge had a less favorable atti­
tude toward their environment. This generally appears to support and 
is in line with existing thought relative to reference group theoreti­
cal orientation . It is conceivable that individuals' environmental 
attitudes are a function of their knowledge referent group. 
Organizational Participation 
The review of literature seemed to indicate a distinct possibility-
of organizational participation influencing attitudes. S ills , in his 
1957 study , indicated that organizational participation is associated 
with individuals assuming the dominant attitudes of that organization 
in which they are a member. 
As a result of the statistical analysis , organi?ational partici-
pation exerted an influence upon environmental attitude. This seems 
to support conclusions . arrived at in the review of literature. 
As reference groups , organizations or membership groups serve well 
as guides of behavioral ·orientation. In this study it is apparent that 
organizational orientation 
Those individuals belonging to a greater number of organizations had a 
more favorable attitude toward their environment than did individuals 
belonging to a lesser number of organiza·�ions. Most organizations in 
the area of study are favorably disposed toward the incoming power plant. 
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Both the review of literature and theoretical framework are sup­
ported by the variabl e of organizational participation. 
Length of Residence 
Our review of literature indicated a possibility of association 
between l ength of residence and attitude. This conclusion was sup­
ported by results of the research. Long time residents of the area 
hel d  attitudes more favorable toward their environment than did new­
comers and individuals having lived in the a rea for only short periods 
of time. 
These data also appear to be in line with reference orientation. 
It is probabl that l ength of community residence was service as a 
group of orientation regarding environmental attitude. 
As has been sta ted , the variabl es previously  discussed in this 
section are those which achieved significance at the . 10 leve l of sig­
nificance. These variabl es were consistent with and supported the 
review of literature and the oretical framework of the dissertation. 
The variables which wil l now be discussed did not achieve significance 
at the .10 leve l of significance and shal l be considered to exert in-
sufficient influence upon environmental attitude. 
Al l of these variables were se lected in consideration of the re-
view of literature and theoretical framework, and thought to be associ­
ated with attitude toward environment. Because the variabl es are 
statistical ly "insignifican�' , conclusions regarding the same are of a 
general nature only. 
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Education 
Although education was found to be statistically  insignificant, 
individuals having more education general ly he ld less favorabl e
 atti­
tudes toward their environment. These individuals for the most
 part 
felt their present ecological conditions l ess than desirab
l e. 
Individuals with a lesser degree of education held general
ly more 
favorabl e attitudes toward their environment. The distr
ibution of 
education as it appeared in our sampl e was bi-modal w
ith a preponderance 
of individuals having completed either e ight or tw
e lve grades of school .  
Such bi-modality of our distribution tends to red
uce variability and 
hence, the relative possibility of significan
ce.11 
Although statistical ly  insignificant age
 appears to exert a po s i­
tive influence upon an individuals enviro
nmental attitude , the review 
of literature and theoretical framework s
uggest the possibi l ity that as 
an individual grows older his attitude 
toward the environment wil l  be­
come more conservative and he wil l  henc
e tend to accept the " status 
quo'' . 
General ly, older individuals were mor
e  favorably disposed towa rd 
their environment whereas younger in
dividuals held more negative atti­
tudes. Average ages of individuals
 in the sampl ing frame were qu i te 
close with 53. 5  years being the ov
eral l average respondent age. This 
1 1  See Table 3. 
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also tends to· reduce both variability and the possibility of  signifi� 
cance. 1 2  
Females generally held less favorable attitudes toward their en­
vironment. The review of literature and theoretical framework seem to 
suggest this possibility, however, our sampling frame did not contain 
a sufficient number of female respondents to generate significant 
variability. 
Community Identification 
Although this variable did not achieve significance it  did appear 
to have some bearing upon environmental attitude. Individuals residing 
in Milbank, South Dakota generally held more favorable attitudes than 
did individuals residing in either Big Stone City, South Dakota or other 
areas . This might poss ibly be attributed to the fact that the power 
plant will greatly increase the tax base within that school district. 13 
Family Size 
Individuals having larger families tended to be more conservative 
in their responses and generally were favorable in their attitudes. 
This supports the theoretical framework and review of literature. Such 
response sets might be generated by the direct economic benefit to the 
area of study or possibility of  employment. 
12see Table s. 
13see Table 4. 
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Level of  Living 
This variable does not appear to have any effect upon environ­
mental attitude. Analysis of responses does not reveal any response 
set of significant correlation. Level of living does not support 
either the review of literature or theoretical framework. 14 
Limitations of  the Study 
To rank the limitations of a study such as this would provide an 
inaccurate portrayal of their relative degree of importance or detri-
ment. 
As with most studies, a valid question may be raised regarding 
variable measurement. Likert scales, although believed to be relative­
ly reliable indicators of variables characteristics, have not b2en 
mathematically validated. In this research a five-point scale was 
used to measure attitudes. A five point scale is less efficient than 
a seven-point scale as the extremes are accentuated. Greater variabil-
ity is provided by a seven-point scale. 
Moreover, the knowledge scale was only of a di chotomous nature 
and therefore, additionally limited variabil ity. It is also possible 
that questions not only on the knowledge but also on the attitudinal 
scales may have been multi-dimensional. 
Additional ly, the chosen level of significance may be considered 
a weakness of  the study. The . 10 level of signi ficance increases the 
14 See Table 5. 
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probabi lity of making a type I error as it brings into signi ficance 
variables which might otherwise remain insigni fi cant. It  might be 
added, however, that in  such a basel ine study this level of signifi­
cance w i l l  bring into light variables which might otherwise be neg-
lected. 
To conclude, a decided l imitation of the study was its sample 
s i ze. Because of the age structure of respondents, l itt le va
riability 
was realized. A larger sample would hopeful ly increase va
riab ility 
wi thin the dependent variable. 
Implication s  f or Future Research 
In the fo l low-up studies to be accomplished relat
ive to thi s pr o-
ject, variabil ity must be increased to detect s
ignificant findings. 
One such method of doing so would be to uti l i z
e a seven-po i nt Likert 
scale in preference to a five-point response 
scale. A different type 
of knowledge questions might be utilized but 
s cale responses of the 
Likert type would be preferable. 
Prior to f inal administration of the int
erview schedule, responses 
of pretest information might be factoria
l ly analyzed to assure uni­
dimensionality of response items. I f  p
os sible, a contrast group should 
also be used to assure reliability and
 c onstruct validity. 
In future fol l ow-up studies the samp
le size should be increased to 
achieve optimum variability. The le
vel of signif icance might pos s ibly 
be raised to the . 05 level if spec i
fied preconditi ons are met. 
TABLE 9. 
TOTAL POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
COMPRISING KNOWLEDGE SCALE 
P roposed construction of an electric power 
plant? 
Any changes in level of Big Stone Lake? 
Any environmental problems in this area? 
Any community problems in this area? 
F unction of Minnesota-South Dakota 
Boundary Waters Committee? 
Rural industrial development prog rams? 
Megawatt out-put of proposed power plant? 
Megawatt out-put of present power plant? 
Location of proposed power plant? 
P rimary fuel to be used in operation? 














7 0  
1 1 5  
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1 7 8  
1 7 8  
178  
178  
1 7 8  





TABLE 10 . 
NU.fv1BER OF SAMPLE MEMBERS PARTICIPATING IN  AREA ORGANI ZATIONS 
Organizations H.H. H. 
1. American Leg ion 32 
2 .  V. F.W. 25 
3 .  4-H Clubs 8 
4 . F armer's Union Co-op 25 
5 .  Jaycees 7 
6. Home Extension Clubs 3 
7 .  N. f .O. 19 
8 .  Farm Bureau 2 
9. Grange 1 
10. Chamber of Commerce 16 
1 1 . Kiwanis 8 
12. Masonic Order 11 
13. Knights of Columbus 10 
14 . Elks 3 
15 .  Scouts ( Boy or Girl) 3 
1 6 .  Religious 59 
17. Others 17 
TABLE 1 1. 
EDUCATION L EVEL OF RESPONDENTS BY COMMUNITY OF RESIDENCE 
Big Stone, Ortonville, Milbank, Rural 
Total 
City , S .D. Minn. S .D. 
( N= 61 ) (N=47) (N=43) ( N= 28 ) 
(N= l 79) 
(%) (%) (%) (%) 
(%) 
Col lege 
Pos t Graduate 1 (2. 0%) 1 (2. 3%) 2 (1 . 1%) 
Graduate 9 (1 4. 8%) 8 ( 17. 0%) 4 (9. 3%) 2 (7. 1%) 23 ( 12. 8%) 
S ome College, 
but not graduate 4 (6. 5%) 3 (6. 4%) 1 ( 2. 3%) 8 (4. 5%) 
High S chool 
Graduate 1 6  (26. 2%) 1 2  (25. 3%) 14 ( 32. 5%) 1 1  (39. 4%) 53 (29. 6%) 
S ome High S chool 25 (41 . 0%) 20 (42. 9%) 17 (39. 6%) 13  (46. 4%) 75 (41 . 9%) 
Grade S chool 
8 Grades of l es s  7 ( 1 1 . 5%) 3 (6. 4%) 6 ( 14. 0%) 2 (7. 1%) 18 (10. 1%) 
TOTAL 61 ( 100. 0%) 47 ( 100. 0%) 43 (100 .0%) 28 ( 100. 0%) 179 ( 100. 0%)  
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TABLE 1 2. 
LEVEL OF LIVI !G INDEX FOR STUDY RESP ONDENT S  
Yes No 
Number 
1. Central Heating 129 49 
2. Air Conditioning 68 112 
3.  Water Piped into House 172 4 
4. Indoor Toilet 171 7 
5.  Bath and Shower 155 23 
6. Refrigerator 177 1 
7. Home Freezer 137 40 
8 . Washing t-achine 155 23 
9. Drying Machine 107 7 2  
10. Dishwasher 33 145 
11 . Black and White T.V. 128 48 
12 . Co lor T.V. 7 2  107 
13. Radio 178 
14. Monaural Player 30 148 
15. Stereo Record Player 8 7  91 
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TABLE 13. 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF RESIDENCE OF RESPONDENTS BY COMMUNITY OF RESIDENCE 
Urban 
Milbank, South Dakota 
Big Stone City, South Dakota 
Ortonville, Minnesota 
Rural 
Browns Valley, Minnesota 
Corona, South Dakota 




20 . 0  
24 . 8  
21 . 0  
27 . o  
25 .0  
40 . 0  
H H H 





AVERAGE AGES OF SAMPLE AREA RESIDENTS BY 
COMMUNITY OF RESIDENCE 
Milbank Big Stone 
City 
Ortonvill e Other 
50. 1 54 . 7  52. 8 56. 4 
41. 2 43. 4 41. 5 45. 5 




· 53. 5 
42 . 9  
14. 6  
72 . 5  
TABLE 15. 
RE SPONDENT RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE BY DENOMI NATION AND 
COMMUNITY OF RESI DENCE 
Milbank, Big Stone 
Orton- Other 
S. D. City, S. D. 
ville, 
Minn. 
Lutheran 26 18 20 
1 1  
Methodist 1 1  7 9 8 
Catholic 14  8 18 
4 
Baptist 3 1 2 
0 
Presbyterian 1 0 1 
0 
Church of Christ 2 0 0 
0 
Congregational 3 0 1 
0 














SA�LE DI STRIBUTION - OF RESPONDENTS 
BY COJvilv1UNITY OF RESIDENCE 
Male 
Big Stone City 61 
Ortonvil l e  47 
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APPENDIX I .  
SOUTH DAKOTA POLLUTION CONTROL LEGISLATION ( SUfv'MARY ) 
The following descr ibes in deta il the composition and opera t
i on 
of  South Dakota ' s water pollution con trol a gencies. 
The committee on wa ter pollution consists of the State 
Health 
Officer of the Department o f Health, who shall be e
x-off icio cha irman, 
the cha irma n o f the wa ter resources commissi o
n, and the director of the 
department of game, fish and parks. The dire
ctor of the division o f 
sa n itary eng i neer i ng o f the State Department 
of Health shall be the 
secretary a nd executive o ff icer .
1 
The members of such committee meet at the
 call of  the chairma n  to 
conduct hear ings and such other busines
s as may come before them. Members 
w ho serve without salar i es are allowed 
actual a nd necessary traveling 
expenses in the conduct o f their wor
k.2 
On e  of  the foremost du ti es o f the c
ommi ttee is that o f classif i-
cation of public waters, public wat
ers then are divided into classes 
known as classes, "A" and "B". 
"Class A" waters are those water
s or parts thereof in which the 
pollution or corruption enteri
ng such wa ters ca n  be so control
led that 
the waters r eceiving such pollu
tion a nd corrupt i o n  shall not be 
un-
wholesome or unf it for domestic
 use, or unsa fe as a source of 
wa ter 
1 south Da kota Complied Laws, 196
7, Annotated, Vol. 1 3, Allen Sm
ith 
Publishers, Indiana polis, In
diana. 
1 60 
supply or deleterious to fish or p lant li fe , or shall not cause a pub-
lie nuisance. w ic i s ig one a e , ar e  "Cla s s  B"  wa ters , one of h .  h · B .  St L k 
those wa ters or parts thereof which are more important to the we l far� 
of this state a s  carriers of waste providing such wastes are not detri­
mental to the public health ; provided , however , that no inte r s ta te or 
navigable wa ters shall be clas sified as "Clas s  B". 
Logically fo l lowing from this classi ficati on - no person , firm or 
corporation sha l l di scharge or cause to be discharged in " Cla s s  A" 
waters of this state any new pollution or corruption in the f orm o f 
sewage , industrial or other wa s tes , l iquid or solid , without first 
having a pp lied for and received a permit fr om the water po l l u t i on corn-
mi tte e  for such discha rge. 3 
In order to carry out the purpo se of this law , the commi ttee on 
water pollution has set standards o f water qua lity to be applicable to 
the waters of the state or portions thereof. Such s tanda rds of quality 
are desired to pr o tect the public health and welfar e  and the pr e sent and 
prospective future use o f such waters for public wa ter supplied , pr opa ­
gation of fish and wildlife , recreati ona l  purposes , and agricultural ,  
indus tria l  and other legitimate uses. Such s tandards may be amended 
from time to time as determined to be neces sary by the committee. 4 
Prior to es tablishing ,  amending, or repea ling standards of water 
quality tl1e committee mus t , a fter due no tice , conduct public hearings. 
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Notice of publ ic hearings must specify the waters for which standards 
are sought to be adopted, amended or repealed, and the time, date, and 
place of such hearing. 
Standards of quality of the "Class A" water of the - state or any 
amendment or repeal thereof shall become effective upon adoption by the 
committee . In adopting standards of water qual ity or making any amend­
ment, the committee shall  specify a reasonable time for persons dis­
charging wastes into the "Class A" waters of the state to comply with 
such standards and upon the expiration of any such period of time, revoke 
or modify any permit previously issued which authorizes the d ischarge of 
wastes into "Class A" waters of the state which result in reducing the 
quality of such waters below the standards establ ished by the committee :' 
The committee on water pol lution may upon its own initiative, cause 
to be investigated the alleged pol lution, or corruption of any "C lass 
A" waters rendering them unwholesome or unf it for domestic use, or un­
safe as a source of public water supply, or deleterious to aquatic l ife, 
or causing a publ ic nuisance, and such investigations shal l be made upon 
the written petition of the governing body of any municipal ity or any 
city or county board of health or one hundred electors of the state.6 
It is the duty of the committee to direct the secreta�y to carry 
on such investigations as it may deem necessary, and the secretary shal l 




division of sanitary engineering sha l l � a t  the direction of the com­
mi ttee, make such investiga tions, including necessary chemica l  and 
bacteriologica l ana lyses, and submit reports to the committee covering 
such investiga tions, such reports to include a ll of the da ta pertinent 
to the investiga tions . 7 
When the committee, after investiga tion, finds that a person is 
polluting the "Class A" waters of the sta te by discharge of sewage, 
industrial waste, or other wastes, and tha t it would be prejudicia l to 
the interests of the sta te to delay action, they must require any per­
son or persons to appear before the committee and show cause why they 
should not be required to remove the cause of and desist from further 
pol lution of the wa ters investigated . Such order sha ll be issued on 
affidavits setting forth the facts of pollution , and sha ll require such 
person or persons to appear before such committee a t  the county sea t 
nearest the source of pollution within thirty days after the service of . 
such order . Affidavits in answer must be served by the a l leged pol­
luter on the committee a t  least ten days prior to such hearing. 
After a hearing the committee, if it believes the alleged offender 
is guilty, shall make and enter an order directing the offender within 
a specific time to refrain from doing the thing found to b� the cause 
of such pollution or corruption . 
An appeal may be taken from any order or decision of the committee 
to the circuit court of the county where the pollution occurs . 
7Ibid . 
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I t  is the duty o f the attorney gen eral on the re qu e s t o f the c om­
mittee on water pollution to bring ac t i o n fo r an inj unc ti o n  against any 
pers o n violating the provi si o ns o f this law, o r vio lating any order o r 
det erminatio n o f  the c ommittee. 8 
Cooperat io n wi th Co nt i guous States 
Du ring 1 939  the Stat es o f Minnes ota a nd So uth Dakota i n joint c o n-
ferenc e adopted sui table legi slat i o n regardin g tho s e water s ac t i ng as 
boundaries betwe en the two states. 
The fo c al point o f the legi slation c o nc ern s Big Sto ne and Traver se 
Lakes ; (bo th boundary waters) the former flo wi n g in a so utherly direc ti on 
and the latte r i n a no rther ly directio n. Bo th lakes d rain i n  po r t i o n s  
o f eac h stat e. 
To act as an administrative an d c o ordi nating author i ty, the abo ve 
mentio ned commission was establi shed. The fo llowi ng i s a syno pt i c  pr e­
sentatio n o f the l egislatio n and i ts f uncti o n. (As supplemented 1960, 
1970 ) .  
The commiss io n, known as the South Dako ta-Minneso ta bo undary waters 
c ommi ssi o n, co ns i sts o f the dir ecto r o f Game, Fish and Parks o f South 
Dako ta and the c ommis s io ner o f conservation o f Mi nneso ta, o r thei r 
legal suc c esso rs , and an engi nee r appo inted by the m ut ual consen t  o f 
the Governo r s  o f Sou th Dakota a nd Minne so ta for a period o f fo ur year s3 




Authority of Commission 
The commission has the power and authority to investigate and de­
termine the most desirable and beneficial levels of boundary waters 
artificially controlled and to prescribe a plan for controlling and 
regulating such levels. 
The commission has power and authority to hold hearings a nd take 
such evidence as may be presented either after complaint or upon its 
own initiative as to the desirability of any water level and plan of 
regulation and to make such orders concerning the same as in the opin­
ion of the commission are for the best interests of the public . 10 
The South Dakota-Minnesota boundary waters commission has the 
power and authority to make such orders as may be necessary to further 
the purposes of this legislation, and may prescribe and promulgate 
rules and procedures for the conduct of its investigations, surveys and 
h . 1 1  eari ngs. 
Power of Injunction 
The commission may, upon verified petition, apply to the district 
court or circuit court in either state as the case may be, in any county 
affected by the subj ect matter, for an injunction restraining the vio­
lation of any order, notice, rule or regulation made by it pursuant to 
the provisions of the chapter. 
lOi bid. 
1 1 Ibid. 
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Construction of Artif icial Controls 
The State Game, Fish and Parks Commission of 
the State of South 
Dakota is authorized and empowered to part
icipate with the d epartment 
of  co nservation of the state of Minneso
ta in the construction of such 
artificial controls as may be deemed nece
ssary to maintain the most 
desirable and ben eficial levels of bo
undary waters as determined by 
the South Dakota-Minnesota Boundary
 Waters Commissio n, and upon such 
determination, said Game, Fish and P
arks Commission may expend funds 
for such purpose. 
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APPENDIX I I .  
SUMMARY OF T .  M. NEWCOMB ' S  STUDY AT BENNINGTON COLLEGE 
Introduction 
Thi s s tudy, per formed by T. M. Newcomb betwe e n 193
5 and 1 939, has 
l ong be e n hailed as on e of the mos t outs tanding
 uti lizi ng a refer ence 
group theore tical orie ntation. The subj ect s e
lected for s tudy was the 
formation and d evelopment of attitudes ( liber
al - conse rvative ) as 
in fluenced by r e ferent groups of the e ntire 
s tudent body of Be nni ngton 
Colleg e . 
Be nn i ngton, a s mall, rural, women ' s colleg
e, had opened i t' s doors 
duri ng the dark e st days of the depr e s si o
n of the 1930' s . It' s students 
came from upper and upper -mi ddle clas s
 families and i n  general had be e n 
r elati ve ly s he lter ed from the economi
c i mpact of the d epr e s s i o n  and the 
immin e nt thre at of world war . 
The faculty at Bennington beli eved th
at it' s foremos t duty was to 
acquaint s tude nts with the nature of
 their contempor ary wor ld. The yea
r 
1939 was to s ee the fir s t gr aduati
ng clas s  of the ins tituti on. 
Problem 
The maj or problem to be inves tigat
ed was the manne r in which the 
patterning of be havi or and attit
ude s  vari ed with differ ent degree
s of 
as s imilation into the communi ty. 
The cowmuni ty here refers to the 
col­
lective community at Bennington C
ol lege , as oppos ed to the communit
y 
villag e, four mi le s  di s tant fro
m this location . Mos t indi vidual
s at 
Be nni ngton had noticed a marked 
change in poli tical and economic 
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l iberal ism among the students. This  phenomenon tended to be stratified 
among cl asses, with most freshman being more conservative than l iberal 
and most seniors being nore l iberal than conservative. 
Our investigators' obj ective was to gain insight into the influence 
of reference groups as they might have a bearing u pon l iberal - conser­
vative attitudes and attitude change toward publ ic affairs. Such a 
topic was sel ected because of two maj or reasons:  one was the fact that 
methods o f attitude measurement were readil y avail abl e. The other rea­
son was the unusuall y high degree of concern in this community, at this 
time over a rather wide range of publ ic issues. 
Hypotheses 
F rom what l iterature is avail abl e in this area, I was abl e to ex­
tract only one formal ly  stated hypo thesis: 
Membership in establ ished groups invol ves the taking on 
of whol e patterns of behavior and attitudes. 1 
The overriding thesis of the study might best be summarized a s  
. fol l ows: 
I n  a membership group in which certain attitudes are 
approved, individual s  acquire the approved attitudes to the 
extent that the membership group serves as a positive point 
of reference. 2 
This statement, however, does not impl y that no reference grou ps 
other tha n the membership grou p are involved in attitude formation, nor 
1 E. Maccoby, T. tv . •  Newcomb; Readings in Social P sycho l o gy ; New 
York, Hol t Rinehart Winston;  1958, PP · 265-275. 
2I bid, p. 265. 
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does it imply that the use of membership groups in the adoption of ap­
proved attitudes is mandatory . Variations in degree and manner of 
relationship must be known to explain individual variation in attitude 
formation. 
Methods of Data Collec tion 
Attitudes toward nine public issues were measured over the four 
year period using a five-point Lickert scale labeled Political and Econ­
omic Preference (Progressiveism) .  The scale dealt with issues such as; 
unemployment, public relief, civil rights, and the rights of organiz ed 
labor, as made public by the New Deal. Attitudinal characteristics 
were expressed in terms of averages. 3 
Information concerning reference groups was obtained both directly 
from the subjects themsel ves by interview, and indirectly from other 
students and teachers. A reputation index was also computed based upon 
the frequency with which individuals were named by their fellow students. 
Individuals were rated by  their fellow students in five areas dealing 
with identification with the community , minus the number of times they 
were rated as dealing negatively with community attitudes. The reputa­
tion index was informative as to degree and direction of tendency to 
use the total membership group as a reference group. 
To  determine, however, the group to which the individual refered 
himself in the formation of attitudes necessitated the construction of 
3I bid. , p .  128 . 
an index to measure individual divergenc e from his membership group 
atti tude s . 
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To do thi s, sel ect items were extracted from the Political and 
Economic Progre ssivei sm scale and administered to the variou s  classes 
of students . Informal investigation had revealed a mark ed trend from 
conservatism w ith ri s e  in class standing, therefore each class was 
averaged as a measure of theoretical central tendency of respons e . 
These data were additionally supplemented by direc t information 
obtained in intervi ews with sen iors in three cons ecutive classes , jus t 
prior to graduation to determine their congruity with class majorities. 
Much information was also available from college personne l files and 
from the college psychiatrist .  
Twenty-four non-conservative and nineteen conservative s eniors were 
selected for intensive study . Sample members were class ifi ed according 
to the various computed indici es and eight s e ts of seniors were identi ­
fi ed--all in each · having s imilar attitude and divergence indic es and 
s imilar reputations for community identification. There was found to 
exis t, a characteristic pattern of relationship betwe en membership group 
and reference group within each section. 
Main F indi ngs 
The eight s ets of seniors class ified on the basi s of the compu ted 
indices were analyzed by category with the resultan t findings : 
Category I :  Cons ervatives, reputedly negativi s tic, aware of the ir 
own relative conservatism .  Mos t of these students were considered 
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stubborn and resista nt by their teachers, a nd according to the co llege 
psychiatrist appeared over ly dependent upon one or both pa rents. t ll 
o f  the students intervi ewed described their major hopes upon entering 
college in terms of  social rather than academic prestige . A ll felt 
that they ha d fa iled in accomplishment o f  this goal. 
For this group of individual s, the community served a s  a reference 
group in a negative sense and the home and family group in a po sitive 
sense. 
Category II. Conservatives, reputedly negativistic, una ware of 
their own relative conservatism. All of these seniors were identified 
by their teachers to be stubborn or resistant. All ha d low prestige 
ind i ces. In i nterview all admitted pre-college rebuff, ostra cism, 
or isolation .  All described their hopes upon entering co llege as that 
of simply  ma king friends rather than seeking prestige. A ll felt that 
they ha d met with some success. Most admitted to association with only 
a small circle of. friends and indicated resentment from outside group 
pressures. 
For these individuals, negativistic in the sense of being near iso­
lates, rather than rebels, the community does not serve as a reference 
group for public attitudes. Their ma in group of  reference wa s the home 
and family gro up, in addition to their small group o f  friends. 
Ca tegory II I. Conserva tives, no t reputedly negativi stic, aware of  
their own rela tion non-conservatism. Sixty percent o f  these individua l s  
were d escribed as being cooperative and ea ger, none were described as 
being stubborn or  resistant. Eighty __ percent were considered as being 
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above average in prestige and retained close parental identification . 
All interviewed had definite ambitions for leadership and felt that 
they had been relatively successful . All were aware of conflicting at­
titudes between parents and the college community . All adopted the 
predominant attitudes of their parents . 
Within this category , the total membership group· does not serve 
as a reference group for public attitudes , but does so serve for . most 
other purposes . All had resolved the conflict between parents and 
college community .  Parents attitudes usually prevailed . 
Category IV : Conservatives , not reputedly negativistic , unaware 
of their own relative conservatism . All here are consistently described 
by teachers as being conscientious and cooperative . Sixty percent were 
considered overly docile and submissive to authority . All were char­
acterized by feelings of inferiority . All were low in prestige and 
friendship choice . All indicated pre-college anxieties as to their fit 
into the college community . All felt they fit better than they had 
anticipated . 
Here , the reference group for public attitudes is not the member­
ship group . Individuals here refer to the membershi p group for few, 
if any, purposes . Their reference groups are almost solely limited to 
the home and family group . 
Category V :  Non-conservatives, reputedly community identified, 
aware of their relative non-conservatism . All of these individuals 
were considered highly independent by teachers, especially in intel­
lectual endeavors . Eighty-six percent were considered perfectionistic 
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and over l y  conscientious. Eighty percent were high in prestige and all 
were  good group members, al l except one individual who had l eadership 
aspirations. All had come to terms with parental attitudes, all took 
publ ic attitudes seriously. 
For these indi vidual s, the total membership group ser ves as a 
reference group for attitude formation and development of attitudes and 
many other aspects, although not the only one. For those whose parents 
were  conservative, parents were seen as negative reference groups from 
whom emancipation was gained via liberal attitudes. For several of 
them, the college community served as a bridge to outside liberal groups 
as points of reference. 
Category VI: Non-conservatives, reputedl y community identified, 
unaware of their own relative non-conservatism. All of these individu­
als were rated as enthusiastic and eager. Seventy-five per cent were 
classified as high in prestige and the remaini ng twenty-five percent 
were  cla ssified at abou t average prestige. None were  consider ed as 
overly dependent upon parents. All came to college with leadership 
ambitions and each expres sed satisfaction with their status in the 
college community. 
Here  again the membership group serves as the r eference group for 
public affairs .  They differ from the previous category in that they 
are l ess sure of themselves. They tended to repudiate r adical ism. 
Category VI I: Non-conservatives, not reputedl y community identi­
fied , aware of their own relative non-conser vatism. Each individual 
her e is described as highly independent and critical minded. A high 
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per centage are reported as intell ectual l y  outstanding. All describe 
their ambitions upon enterihg college as being oriented to academic 
accomplishment rather than social prestige. One third were rated high­
ly in the area of social prestige. Over one-half reported severe con­
flict in casting off parental shackels. 
With these individua ls, the reference group was not exclusively 
their membership group. Because of their critical minedness, they 
tended to evaluate a situation in terms of both membership and reference 
group. 
Category VIII: Non-conservatives, not reputedly community iden­
tified, not aware of own rel ative conservatism. Each here is considered 
hard working and enthusiastic although somewhat unsure of herself and 
overly dependent upon instructors. They are all somewhat described as 
retiring a nd onl y one-third are a bove average in prestige . They 
described their ambitions in terms of social acceptance rather than 
social or intellectual prestige. 
These students have come to identify with the community and to 
change in attitude as does the community. Horne and family serve a 
supplementary purpose as a referent group, either positively or nega­
tively. Because of their need to be accepted, they must often refer 
themselves to the membership group. 
Conclusion s and Generalizations 
One of the inferred conclusions resultant from this study was the 
corrobora tion of the observation that with inc reasing exposu re to the 
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collective environment the individual' s  attitude - tended to be changing 
from conservative to liberal based upon the general change in the 
individual' s  referent group . 
For the sake of brevity, a summary of conclusions and generaliza­
tions will be presented. In this community, a s  in others, all individ­
uals belong to the membership group in total. Thi s group, however, is 
not always the point of reference for every form of social adaptation. 
The acqui sition of attitudes is then regarded as a function of re­
lating oneself to some group or groups positively or negatively. The 
refering of attitudes to one group negatively, l eads to the refering 
of them to the other group positively, i. e. , attitudes are dually 
reinforced. 
The typical individual usually refers himself to his membership 
group in the formation of his attitudes although he often utilizes 
several groups for his total perspective. Should the membership group 
not serve as a reference group at all it cannot be concluded that at­
titude development is not a function of belonging to a total membership 
group. 
The findings of the Bennington Study seem to support the thesis 
that in a community characterized by certain approved attitudes, the 
individual attitude development is a function of the way in which he 
relates himsel f to both the total membership group and to the one or 
more reference groups. 
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14:;i.;!: css -------------- : :: t'! of Inte rv iew _________ _ 
�ow rnany people �rt�ent1y rrs iJe  i n  this hou�cho1d? _______ _ 
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2 . ) H�w 1 on:; have yol!l r1J,-1 far i s  F,ccupa t i on P.HH j For 't-. r.of!l ?o 
yGu wcri<  1.-.J;k:�d th::re t'.-.:::t f,.c, >--- ��� 
ti:r.at 1s yo:.: r :  
Mow many jo!:)> t".c:'We you 
held in past l y�ars? 
What i s  yo'.lr �se ' s  
occupati on i f  � ? ' S 
worked i n  cast _.,::ar? I 
3. ) Of those c:,r,ii dren who have left  hcr.1e , \'1hat do you thi nk i s  the 'i r  major reason 
for l eaving? _____________________________ _ 
4 . )  Do you thi:MC they �uld l i ke to return i f  given the opportun ity? _____ _ 
S. ) Hov rw�y ti�es have you and yoJr fa� 1 i y  �ovzd i n  the l a s:  10 yea rs? 
Ere;,? To? 
6 . )  Are you p1 ar.ni ng to Jcve frcm th1 s o r�a i n  the near futJre?  ---------
7 . )  Wly? (sain factor) _______________________ _ 
8. ) �fle  in school dH :,ou hold any cl ass office? _____________ _ 
9 . )  W!lat were ttley'? _________________________ _ 
10. ) Have y:r� ever been appointed or el ecte,:l to pol i ti ca l  office? _______ _ 
(If •ye.• ask ) 
1 1 .) l:'iat offlce ��<:_a t ic� ' ! at1..:re cf �� ! t ion (el ected or a�r,oi ntcd ) lengtn 
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12. )  Do ycu subscribe to .Jny of th<! fol l o11i ng p ;ti� icat io:-is?  
!1 . )  Do you tak" a n�r.!)apcr- ( s , ?  __________ _ 
14. )  �l'ckl y ___ Da 1 1y ___ Scni -�e�kly __ _ 
15 . )  ttar.:e of Pa per ( s } __________ _ 
R��u�rs D i�cst ___ _ 
Ti1 ·�--------
f.o l I H 1r s  ______ _ 
l!o l � Jay ______ _ 
Loo�- -�-----
t!a tfona I Observer __ _ 
l i fe _ ______ _ 
eairntu Fd r mcr ____ _ 
Lad ies  Ho�e Journul 
16. )  Where publ i shed? ___________ _ 
Spec� �Y others ___ _ 
16 A. ) Oo you o,-m l akeside property on B ig  $tone take? ____________ _ 
16 8. ) If the l evel of t he l ake i s  ra i sed , do yC'u ex;:,ect co:npensation fro;n the po\':er 
ca;::pany?. _______________________________ _ 
17. ) In 1··h i c h  o f  the .:o l l o1 1 i r.., crc.:::, i zat  i ons co you a'."d/or _ycu fani l v  na rt1 c 1 r3te : 
IUU-t . ·s::-ouse Cn i  l d re:n  =- S.:x l•� ] d  G1 f 1 ce 
1\.1'.erican Lei; ion  
-V.f.\.j . 
-1-:t Clubs 
T-'!mer s lJ;n..-� Co-Cr 
".J.!)C€2� 
,1ayc-2ettcs 
-Grav Lu-.: 1 es 
Her.,; 1::n �r.t 10n Clubs 
The 01a .'<�C:1C. \ 
U .F.O.  I 
7,fr.1 bJrea!J I 
Gr�r.ce I 
CF.a:-: ::,er of  Cc:-:..?rce 
Ki ,�m s 
1fot]r-J 
L io-,s 
�;as�n , c  Ord�r 
Knl�'1f.S Sf CoT:..:n8JS 
rn:s 
Sca.;ts  1�oy or o i r i ) 
�e l 1 0 l 0c.J S  
Othc:r (s:Jcc t f v ) 





1 In tne H��e Ou t of the Hcne Parents i 
ufr 1 c �  
Ch1ldren ; �-------------------------------
19. ) li i th which  area co,:;nuni ty do you ar ,�Jr i ly  a s soci ate yourse l ve s ?  
r7 f I r-7 c=J 
Big Stori" C i ty i l i l bank Ortcnv�(:Jinn . )  Other ( spec i fy) 
20. ) �ould  you say th i s a rea has :  Gro• m __ Los t __ or stayed the same __ i n  
population i n  the l as t  10 years?  
21. } What major factor do you thin k  ,,as the cause of thi s? __________ _ 
22. ) Do you fee l the econcmic  cond i tions i n  th i s  area are: Poor __ ra ir  __ 
Good __ or Exce 1 1  ent __ ? 
23. )  Are there any ir.err:bers of your farni ly  e1 i -;i i b l e  to 1-!od: i n  the proposed power pl a n1 
during construc t i on phase __ • or dur i ng tt,e operations �hase_? 
24. ) Do you think they would  l i ke to \·:ark t�ere? _______________ _ 
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25. ) lately ,  there ha s been much d i scuss i on and contraverscy over the subjects of 
&ir ind water pol l ut i on . In your op i n i on ,  do you fee l : 
South Dakota_ has a ool l u t ion p1·obl em ,  and i f  so he"' woul d  you rate i t ?  
No ne  at al -c::Jsom� tol erab le[=:J seri ous[:] o r  critica l ?LJ 
Do you feel � �!! �as  a pol l ut ion prob l em ,  and i f  so how "'ou l d  you rate i t? 
None i t  al lC] somee:::J tol erilbl <C::J serious□ or cri t ical ?LJ 
26. )  (ask onl y  i f  res oonde�t fee l s immed i a te area has a pol l ut ion  orobl em )  
What d o  you feel i s  the major  source of pol l ut ion i n  thi s area? 
lndustri::J agri cu l ture[:] munic ipa l  i t i esD l ake shore cottagesc:J 1 i tter .D · -- --- - ··- · --
27 . )  Hateria 1 posses s i c!'l s : Do YJU own : yes no 
Central heati no svs::�m 
Ai r cond i t ion i nq 1 Ce;.tra l t-: i ndo1-1 
l/401.er p1 pea l fi10 llC:J S e  
�r tol i -'"'t fu:i l i ti c, 
Compl ete wi th bath and :; hc ,1er 
r<erngera tor 
rlome fre�zer 
�lothes .-!a S 'l i no mac �, ; "" 
.. I ott-es drv i nq mach i ne 
J\utO:'.'"d t i c  d i s h1·!a s h  i ri 1  nch i ne 
Televi s i on ( rium�e ... 0 �  sc :s  ) ( B l ad and wh ite ) (Co l or ) 
Rad10 \ NU7Der 
11:ecora u 1 ayer l �tE r l  C ! (I .:: naura , ) 
. 28 . ) Si nce our knm-1l eda'.: of th i s a rea cou l d  never arrirMI'.'� that of a 1oca1 res ident , 
� �ld a pprec i ate your r<> l p i n  respond i ng to the fol l o•111 nq  ouestion s :  ·� . 
A.-e you aware of :  yes no 
The proposed cons truc tion of an el ectri c power pl ant i n  thi s area? 
Any proposed changes to be made i n  the 1 eve1 of 6ig  Stone lake and 
flood control opera t io r. s ?  
present 
Any c:ajor env i ronmenta 1 probl ems i n  thi s area? 
Any mjor corrmun i ty pro:> 1 e"":s i n  th i s  area ? 
The func ti on of the 1 1i r.,2sota - South Cakota Boundary i..:aters Commiss ion?  
Ally rural i ndustr i a l  d e�el Qomen t  programs in this area? 
The •egawatt out-put of th'.: proposed po·:1er p 1 ant? 
The mega·"att out-put of th<.: present power pl ant? 
The exact l ocati on o f  t�e �ropose1 po•.-:er p l ant? 
The primary fuel to be u sed �n the p l ant ' s  operation?  
Are you a church member How far Do you h o l d  a 
29 . )  Hhat  i s  ·.:our : VC'i no i s  that church offi c•-:? 
reli g i ou s  ::2n::.,;1 i nat i on To l'!h i ch church do you from here ye§ no 




29 A . )  How l ong have you be�n a member of your present congregat i on or parlsh? __ _ 
30. ) Do you attend church :  4 times/mo . 2 times/mo . 
or more or more seldom never 
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x. !Je would  l i ke you to i nd icate the extent of your aqr�c��nt or d i sa�recmcnt �ith 
each of the fo 1 1 01-4i ng s ta tcments : 
A. 
Strongly :.ti l dly Undec i - I ii 1 d l  y Stronqly 
Agree Agree ded D i sagree D i sagree 
1. SA HA u i10 SD I feel the future out look for the 
area ' s  cccno�y i s  dependent upon the 
Biq Stone pc11er pl ant 
2. SA HA u MO SD I feel many n�w jobs wi l l  be creat�d 
when the po�•er p 1 ant cc mes 
3. SA �� u f.O so I feel peopl e wi l l  be more f i nanc i a l l y  
secure when the pl �n t i s  bu i l t  
4. SA HA u rm so I feel much  add i ti ona l money wi l l  �e 
s pent in our cOlPT1un i  ty 1-4hen the p 1 a nt 
1 s  bu i l t  
5.  SA HA u !10 SD I feel peopl e who have l eft the are� 
to get jobs mi ght return when the 
pl ant is bu i l t  
6. SA t1A u HD SD I feel the po1•1er pl ant might cause 
some Deli bus i nesses to open 
7 .  SA t"A u MD SD I feel the cower pl ant i s  a necess i ty 
for the economi c future of thi s a rea 
8. SA tlA u MO SD I feel the power pl ant wi l l  favorabl y 
al ter the tax structure of thi s  area 
s .  :iA M u MO so I feel we have needed such i ndustry 
tn the commun i ty for a l ong t ime 
10 . 5A flA u MO so I feel the power pl ant wi l l  br i ng 
��st of i ts own empl oyees w ith  i t  
B .  
1 .  SA UA u 1-10 SD I feel the proposed power p l ant  wi l l  
damage B ig  Stone Lake 
2. SA flA u MD SD I feel the power pl ant �ou l d  adverse ly  
affect recreati onal fac i l i ti es i n  thi s  
area 
3. SA MA u MD so I feel recreati on �:ou ld  no l onger be 
a major attraction after the p l ant ' s  
compl etion 
4. SA 11A u MO SD I feel a i r  ool l ut ion wo� l d  become a 
m�jor prob l em after the p l an t ' s  
co11:pl et1on 
5 .  SA �lA u l·iO so I feel pl ant o;:i�ration 1·1ou l d  seri ous ly 
damage the  qua i i ty of the  envi ror.m�nt 
6 .  SA MA u rm SD I feel power pl ant cpera ti ons 1-1oul d  
hurt farm operat ions 
7 .  SA ;-1A u i-10 SD I feel p lant locat i on wou l d  hurt the 
area ' s  cons�rvation pract i ces 
8. SA 11A u MO SD I feel the South Dakota s i de of  B i g  
Stone Lake wou l d  b e  the most adverse-
ly affected by the pi an t ' s  l ocat ion 
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c. 
1. SA t1A u no SD I feel the COi!ITluni ty wi l l  �ave to expand to 
accomodate t�e nel·/ peop l e  "'hen 
bei ng bui 1 t 
the p l ant i s  
2. SA �1A u MO so I feel  we now have enough hos;,i ta l fac i  1 i t1 es 
to serve t,e add i ti ona l  peop l e  
3. SA ilA u :10 so I feel our po l i ce department is presentl y 
l arge enough to serve the add i ti ona l  people 
4. SA f1A u MO SD  I feel our fi re deoartment i s  l ar9e enough 
to absorb the anti ci pated i ncrease 
s. SA HA u :-!O so I feel our present s up;,ly of dri nk i ng water  
w i  1 1  b e  suffi ci ent 
6. SA MA u i·lD so I feel our present se:age faci l i ti es a re s uf-
ff cient enough to serv i ce the ne\•I peop l e  
7. SA MA u f10 SD I feel  expans i on of our churches wi l l  be 
necessary 
8. SA MA u MO so I feel our school faci l i ti e s  w i l l  have to 
be expanded 
s. SA MA u MO so I feel many addi ti onal apartments and houses 
wi l l  have to be bui l t  
10. SA !•1A u MO SD I feel after the constructi on force l e aves , 
we wi l l  have a surp lus i n  the above serv i ce 
neas 
11.  SA MA u f.10 SD I feel f f  1·1e ltave a surp l us of fac i l i ti es ,  i t  
wf l l  hurt the area 
o. 
1 .  SA riA u MO so I fee l  mos t publ i c  o ffi ci a l s  are not rea l ly 
i nteres ted f o  the prob l ems o f  the average 
man 
2. SA MA u HO so I feel these days a person doesn ' t  rea l ly 
know i1hom he can count on 
3. SA MA u i•10 SD I feel  no\'ladays a perso.i has to 1 i ve pretty 
much for today and l et tomorro\-1 take care of 
f tsel f 
4 .  SA �iA u MO so I foel i n  spi te of :ihat sone ;,eop l e  say ,  the 
1 ot of the avera1e man i s  qetti ng worse , not 
better 
5. SA MA u 1·10 SD  I fee l i t  i s  hardly fai r t o  bri ng a chi l d  
into the worl d ·,d th the ,.,ay th i n9s l ook for 
the future 
6. SA MA u i'-10 so I fe� l the re is  l i tt l e  chance of fi ndi ng real 
happi nes s in l i fe today 
7. SA MA u r-m SD I feel most peop l e  real ly don ' t  c a re what 
ha?pens to th� next fel low 
8. SA f-il\ u !10 SD I feel i t  is very important to save for 
tomorro\•1 
9 .  SA MA u i lD so I fee l t uck pl ays an important �art i n  "'hat 
haµp�ns to peop le  
10 .  SA MA u i lD so I feel i f  one  i s  bom poor he might as 11el 1 
accept i t ,  as there i s  no ge tti ng out 
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Y. We would l i ke you to i ndicate the extent of  your agreement or d i s agreement wi th 
each of the fol l owing s ta temen ts :  
A. 
1.  SA rtA u MO so I feel thi s ar�a ha s a l ot to offer in  
terms of the  ,·ecrea t i ona l  fac i l i t i es 
2 .  SA MA u tm so I feel mcst �copl e around here use the 
recreationa l fac i l i t i es qu i te fre-
quently 
3. SA MA u r1D SD I feel e ig  Stone Lake i s  about the mos 
important of the recreat ional fac i l -
1 ti es 
4. SA HA u •m SD I feel were i t  not for the recreati on-
a l  faci l i t i es .  many people  wou l d  move 
5 .  SA MA u �10 SD I feel swfrrmi ng i s  one of the most 
important  forms of recrea ti on 
6 .  SA MA u HD SD I feel fi s h f no i s  a favori te sport of 
most around here 
7 .  SA f.1A u MO so t feel p i cn icki no and campi ng a re im-
portant forms of recreati on , especi a l -
ly  i n  th i s  area 
8. SA r1A u r.m SD I feel one of the major rea sons I am 
l iving in thi s area i s  the avai l ab i l -
ity o f  outdoor recreat i on 
8.  
1 .  SA f.t.� u MD SD I feel our l ocal qovernment i s  usua l ly 
very efficien t  
2 .  SA MA u MO SD I feel for the most  part there i s  a 
scarci ty of eDpl cyees i n  the c i ty o r  
town government 
3 .  SA MA u no SD I feel local government i s  progress i v E  
and responsi ve to change 
4.  SA MA u MO SD I feel our l oca l  government i s  agruri,  
oriented 
5. SA r1A u MD so I feel our l oca l  government i s  overl y  
pol iti cal ly or i ented 
6. SA f:'tA u f.:O so I feel our l ocal Qovernment i s  i n  tum 
with envi ronmenta l  probl ems 
7 .  SA MA u MD SD I feel only the �ea l thy peopl e get 
elected to pol i tical  office 
C .  I feel the ecvnor.y of thi s area i s :  
1 .  SA r-1A u no so Highly stabl e 
2 .  SA MA u MD so Overly ori ented to the farme·r 
3 .  SA MA u :.m so Progressi ve and 1 n  tune wi th the t ime! 
4 .  SA i·\A u rm so o� i ented to future opportun i ty for 
this area 
5 .  SA HA u MD SD Geared to hano l c  envi ronmental probler 
6.  SA MA u 1·10 SD Provid i ng suff i c i ent i ncent i ve to 
youth to rema i n  1 n  the area 
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7. SA HA u MD SD Provi ding suffi cient empl oyn)ent opportun i ty 
for a l l who real ly 11ant to work 
8. SA rtA u MO so G iv ing the majori ty of peopl e  a favorab l e  
s tandard of  l i v i ng 
D. 
1. SA MA u rm SD I feel our hospi ta l faci l i ti es are presently 
adequate for our needs 
, 
2 .  SA MA u 1 1!) so I feel our po l i ce department is s u ffi ci- n tly 
staffed and effi ci ent 
3. SA HA u MO SD I feel our fi re department i s  e ffi cient and 
giving us good fi re protecti on 
4. SA MA u MD SD I feel our sei.1age faci l i ti es a re adequate for 
our needs 
5. SA MA u HD SD I feel the area communi cati ons sys tems are 
givi ng us good servi ce 
6 .  SA MA u MD SD I feel the l ocal s tores and consumer servi ces 
i n  the coo.rnuni ty are meeti ng the needs of the 
peop le  adequately 
7. SA HA u MD so I feel most of what anyone cou l d  need can be 
bought in the do1mto\m stores 
[ .  
1 .  SA �1A u r10 so I feel  our churches are suffi c ient to s e rve 
al l rel i gi ous denomi nati ons 
2. SA MA u t-10 SD I fee l we have enough mi n i s ters to adequately 
s t3ff the churches 
3 .  SA fl'.A u MO SD I feel peop le  f n  th i s  area are general ly very 
re1 1  gious 
... SA MA u MD SD I fee l  most peop l e  in the area  attend church 
regul arly 
s. SA HA u i-1D SD I fee l  our  churches are bei ng effi c ient ly  
managed 
6. SA HA u MD SD I feel  the rel ig i ous needs of the peop l e  i n  
the area are bei ng met adeq uately 
F. 
1. SA MA u MO SD I feel we have enough s choo l s  and educat i onal 
servi ces in the area to meet the need o f  the 
chi l d ren 
2. SA f1A u r-m SD I feel the teachers in the schoo l s  are wel l 
t rai ned and competent 
3. SA MA u MD SD I feel our ch i l dren are re_cei v i ng a qua l i ty 
educati on 
4. SA MA u MO SD I feel our schoo l board i s  pMgres s f ve and 
wel l aware ot future needs 
5. SA MA u MD SD I feel  our educati onal servi ce$ rece i ve 
adequate collillun i ty support 
G. 
1 .  SA t-1A u i-tO SD I feel  we at pres�nt have a potenti al ly ser-
i ous \·tater pol l ution prob l em 
2 .  SA r1A u MD SD I fee l  ai r pol l ut ion i s  a prob l em in th f s  area 
3. SA MA u 
4. SA MA u 
s. SA •iA u 
6 .  SA l-1A u 
7 .  SA rtA u 
H. 
l. SA M u 
2.  SA itA u 
3. SA t·tA u 
4.  SA MA u 
5.  SA MA u 
l .  
1 .  SA MA u 
2 .  SA MA u 
3 .  SA MA u 
4. SA riA u 
5 .  SA �iA u 
6 .  SA f'IA u 
1 .  SA f-1A u 
8.  SA MA u 
9. SA ""' u 
10. S.I\ HA u 
11 .  SA MA u 
12. 5A HA u 
























I feel most of our po l l ution i s  the 
resu l t  of agr i cul tura l opera ti ons 
l feel conserva tion proctices  hel p to 
control pol l u t i on 
I feel an i ncrease i n  the adcot ion of 
conservati on pract i ces by far.ers wou l c  
greatly � e l p  reduce p,l l u t i on 
I feel thermal pol l ution i s  a defi ni te 
fac tor wh i ch might reduce the qual i ty 
of the er,vironment 
I feel i ndustr ia l  pol l u t i on h a s  l ong 
threatened the qual i ty of the env i ron-
ment 
I feel most r�0pl e in thi s  area are 
very fr iend ly 
1 feel our peopl e care abcut  thei r 
nei ghbors 
1 feet our peopl e can ah1ays be count-
eel on 
I feel peopl e here wi l l  always hel p a 
friend i n  need 
1 feel pecpl e here are honest and 
straight foreward 
l feel t ong term progress i s  more im-
portant than immedi a te benef i t  
I feel we have too many youth programs 
I feel schoo1 s are as good as  they are 
in most corrrnunit ies 
I feel �e have a suffic i ent a��unt of 
social  servi ces 
I feel �he spiri tua l nee�s are adequar 
ly �rt �Y the cr.urches 
l feel there are suff ic i ent recreati on· 
al fac i l i ti es 
I feel adu 1 t  C'duc�ti on !)rogral"'c; shou ld  
be  an e���n c ia 1  part of the l ocal 
school programs 
I feel the individual has a respo ns i -
t i l i ty t o  h i s  ne i ghbor 
I feel the church �emters are better 
ci ti zens 
I feel �,e have a good Charn�r of 
Comrr.erce 
I feel "'e have good c i ty government 
t feel the ma i n  probl em �e face 1 s  
high taxes 
I feel good cit i zens hel o r.i nori ty 
groups wi th the i r  prob le:is 
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R£CREATIO:t SCALE 
TYPE : �ERE PARTICI PAT IO� WHY . PERCE I VED EFFECT 
OF  RURAL I NDUS-
TRIAL DEVELOP-
i-iENT ON RECREA-
TION FAC IL IT I ES 
�r.MEo- LESS MORE ;: EVER SEL- FRE- REG- EN- CON- ECml- DAM- NO BEN-
IIATE THAN THAN DOM QUENT- ULAR- JJY- vrn- Oi lI  C- AG- E F- EFI-
















00 YOU CWN : 
I 
! TYPE : TAAI LER 
! 
TENT CAMPER ! PI CK-up I CAMPER :OTH ER YES , NO 
U.:·:PVIG TRAI LER i I 
rr�:T 
STATI C:� MAGO;; USED  
FOR CAi1PING 
B1JS CAMPER 
UST THE CAMPI NG EQUI PMENT ,YOU mm :  ( stove , l anterns . etc. ) _________ _ 
00 YOU OHN YOUR mm HO}i£? ______ CJ YO:J REilT YOUR H'.Ji iE ?  -------
HIC0f·1E : ( p l ease ci rc l e  one l etter) 
�. l ess than $2 ,500 d. between $5 ,000 and $6 ,499 g .  bet1·ieen $ 1 0 ,000 and 
$1 1 ,999 
· b. between $2 ,500 and $3 ,493 e. between $5 ,500 and $7 ,999 h. betv,ecm $1 2 ,000 and 
$14 ;999 
c. betrieen $3 , 500 and $4 ,999 f. betaeen $8 ,000 and $� ,999 i .  over $1 5 ,000/annum 
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